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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE 37401

5N 157B Lookout Place

December 16, 1985

Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Attention: Mr. B. J. Youngblood, Project Director

PWR Project Directorate No. 4
Division of Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR)

Licensing A
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Youngblood:

In the Matter of the Application of
Tennessee Valley Authority

Docket Nos. 50-390
50-391

Please refer to R. H. Shell's letter to E. Adensam dated
concerning an additional diesel generator unit (ADGU) at
Plant (WBN).

November 19, 1985
the Watts Bar Nuclear

The letter committed to provide NRC with FSAR and technical specification
changes for the ADGU in order to enable NRC to complete the necessary licensing
reviews to permit ADGU operability by unit 1 fuel load. Enclosure 1 is the
technical specification changes with justification and enclosure 2 is the FSAR
changes. The FSAR changes will be included in Amendment 58 to the WBN FSAR
which is scheduled to be submitted by the end of January 1986.

The timeliness of this submittal has been previously discussed.with
of your staff.

If there are any questions, please get in touch with K. P. Parr at

FTS 858-2680.

Very truly yours,

Tom Kenyon

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

Huf nam
Ma aer of Li nsing

Sworn ipd subscri ld before me
thi sA/_ day of 1985

[Mtary Public E opires
My Commission Exieo-ýI
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cc: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Enclosures)

Region II
Attention: Dr. J. Nelson Grace, Regional Administrator
101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323
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Justification for Technical Specification Changes

Background

As currently designed, all four diesel generators are required to satisfythe licensing design basis accidents while assuming a single failure.When any one of the four trained diesel generators (IA-A, 2A-A, 1B-B,2B-B) is declared inoperable, the ACTION statements of Limiting Condition
for Operation (LCO) 3.8.1.1 allow only 72 hours to return all diesel
generators to operability. This time constraint limits the magnitude ofany maintenance and/or repair that can be completed while either nuclear
unit is at power. Operating experience at TVA's Sequoyah Nuclear Planthas indicated there is a significant probability of exceeding this72-hour limit and incurring the cost of lost production due to a forcedunit shutdown, The addition of the C-S diesel generator will preclude
this loss of production by providing an alternate which can besubstituted for any trained diesel generator. Also, the substitution ofa program of demonstrated diesel generator reliability for a reduction inthe frequency of fast starts required by technical specifications will
reduce the probability of having a diesel generator inoperable.

Justification

The attached technical specification changes will allow the substitution
of the C-S diesel generator set for any one of the trained diesel
generator sets.

The following LCOs have been modified to ensure operability of necessary
subsystems when the C-S diesel generator is required:

3.8.1.1 AC Power Sources, Modes, 1, 2, 3, 43.8.1.2 AC Power Sources, Modes 5, 6
3.7.11.2 Fire Protection
3.7.11.4 Hose Stations
3.8.4.2 Thermal Overload Bypass Devices
3.7.13 Area Temperature Monitoring

LCO 3.3.3.7, "Fire Detection Instrumentation," has already been changedto include the fire and smoke detectors in the additional diesel
generator bui].ding,.

The surveillance requirements associated with these LCOs have beendivided into two categories, those required to be performed regularly andthose performed only when the C-S diesel generator is replacing another
diesel generator. The following surveillance requirements will beperformed on a regular schedule to demonstrate the availability of the
C-S diesel generator to be substituted for one of the other diesel
generators:

4.3.3,7.1, 4.3.3.7.2, 4.3.3.7.3 Fire Detection Instrumentation
4.7.11.1, 4.7.11.2, 4.7.11.4 Fire Protection
4.8.1.1.2.a.1, 2, 3 Diesel Generator Testing
4.8.1.1.2.b through h Diesel Generator Testing
4.8.1.1.3, 4.8.1.1.4 Diesel Generator Testing
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Failure of one of these surveillance requirements when the C-S diesel
generator is not being used to satisfy LCO 3.8.1.1 or 3.8.1.2 only
renders the C-S diesel generator unavailable to be substituted. The
operability of the emergency AC power system will not be affected.
Surveillance requirements 4,8.1.1.2.a.4, 5, and 6, and 4.7.13 will be
used to demonstrate the operability of the C-S diesel generator when it
is substituted for one of the trained diesel generators. Also,
surveillance requirement 4.8.4.2 will be performed on the C-S diesel
generator essential raw cooling water supply valves (l-FCV-67-72 and
2-..FCV-67-.73) when the C-S diesel generator is substituted for one of the
other diesel generators. The bypass of the thermal overload devices for
these valves uses the components from whichever diesel generator the C-S
diesel generator is replacing; therefore, performing this test for the
other diesel generators verifies the operability of the thermal overload
bypasses for valves l-FCV-67-72 and 2-FCV-67-73.

Also included in this proposal are changes required to implement a diesel
generator reliability improvement program in accordance with the
recommendations of Generic Letter 84-15. These changes substitute a
program of demonstrated diesel generator reliability for a reduction in
the frequency of fast starts required by technical specifications. One
change which differs from the example presented in Generic Letter 84-15
is in Table 4.8-1. The generic letter has a requirement to declare the
diesel generator inoperable when there have been 5 failures in 20 valid
tests or 11 failures in 100 valid tests. The reliability action then
requires the performance of a requalification test on the diesel
generator. The requalification test assumes the diesel generator is
operable but no criteria has been provided to determine operability
before starting the test. The requirement to declare the diesel
generator inoperable before performing the requalification test is
confusing and the criteria specified in the requalification test is
sufficient for declaring the diesel generator inoperable and requiring
the plant to shutdown. Also, included is a new action statement to
address inoperability of a diesel generator due solely to low fuel tank
levels. The increased time limit will allow a reasonable amount of time
to test fuel oil in the yard storage tank before transfer to the diesel
generator fuel tanks. The requirement to start all diesel generators
does not give added assurance that low fuel levels wili not hamper their
performance. The required engine start will use up remaining fuel oil
which may be needed during a loss of offsite power.

This program for reducing the number of unnecessary diesel engine starts
and allowing sufficient time to perform vendor-prescribed preparations
before a diesel engine start will reduce the wear on components and
increase diesel generator reliability. The proposed technical
specification changes do not require the C--S diesel generator to be
available at all times; therefore, it cannot be relied upon to mitigate
the consequences of a loss of offsite power. However, realistically with
-the C--S diesel generator available and increased diesel generator
reliability, the probability of a prolonged loss of all AC power will
decrease.
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SPRAY AND/OR SPRINKLER SYSTEMS FINAL DRAFT
LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.7.11.2 The following Spray and/or Sprinkler Systems shall be OPERABLE:

a. Reactor building - RC pump area, Annulus;

b. Auxiliary building - Elev. 692, 713, 729, 737, 757, 772, 782,
ABGTS Filters, EGTS Filters, Purge Filters, 125 V Battery Rooms;

c. Control building - Elev. 692, Cable spreading room, MC. air filtersand Operator living area;

d. Diesel building - Corridor area;

e. Turbine building - Control building wail; and

f. ERCW pumping station (Intake).

APPL CABILTTY: Whenever equipment protected by the Spray/Sprinrjer System isrequired to be OPERABLE.

ACTION:

a. With one or more of the above required Spray and/or SprinklEr Systemsinoperable, within I hour establish a continuous fire watch withbackup fire suppression equipment for those areas in which redundantsystems or components could be damaged; for other areas, est3blish anhourly fire watch patrol.

b. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 and 3.0.4 are rot appflicable.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.7.11.2 Each of the above required Spray and/or Sprinkler Sys ems shall bedemonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days by verifying that each testble valve(manual, power-operated, or automatic) in the flow pa.h is in itscorrect position,

b. At least once per 12 months by cycling each non-self ndicatingtestable valve (accessible during plant operations) ii the flow paththrough at least one complete cycle of full travel,

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 7-31



3.7. 11.2

g. Additional Diesel Building Pipe gallery, diesel generator,
fuel oil pump, transformer,
switchgear, and electrical board
rooms.
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TA2LE 3.7-3 (Continued)

Sr HOSE ST.JTIOts

L OCATIOt;

Intake Pumpino Station (ERCW)
Electrical Board Rm.
Electrical Board Rm.
B Strainer Room
A Strainer Room
A Fire Pumo Room
, Fire Pumc Room

ELEVATIOtO

716
716
727
727
747
74;7

a o ^o - "P Sta.PL-wa y 7,1/
oieS-. J 7•,-,.. ,- coro 7 -Z 2

FINAL DRAFI
HOSE RACK #

0-26-595
0-26-596
0-26-594
0-26-597
0-26-1710
0-26-171i

- 216 -/A1614. -/ 17
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S' ':FINAL
_ _ _DRAFT

TABLE 3.7-4 0 R Ar'3 T 0
AREA TEMPERATURE MONITORING

AREA TEMPERATUREA R E A A74t.

2. Aux Bldg el 772 next to 480V Sd Bd transformer :LA2-L. < 1042. Aux Bldg el 772 next to 480V Sd Bd transformer B18-B. < 104

3. Aux Bldg el 772 next to 480V Rx MOV Bd 1A2-A. < 104
4. Aux Bldg el 772 across from spare 125V vital battery < 104

charger 1-S.
5. Aux Bldg ea 772 next to 480V Rx MOV Bd 2A2-A. < 104
6. Aux Bldg el 772 next to 480V Sd Bd transformer 2A2-A. < 104
7. Aux Bldg el 772 next to 480V Sd Bd transformer 282-B. < 104
8. Aux Bldg el 772 next to 480V Rx MOV Bd 2B2-B. < 104
9. Aux Bldg el 772 Ul Mech Equip Room B. < 104
10. Sd Bd room el 757 Ul behind stairs S-A3. < 104
11. Sd Bd room el 757 U2 behind stairs S-A13. < 104
12. Refueling floor el 757 Ul beside Aux boration makeup tk. < 104
13. Aux Bldg el 737 Ul outside supply fan room. < 104
14. Aux Bldg el 713 Ul across from AFW pumps. < 104
15. Aux Bldg el 692 Ul outside AFW pump room door. < 104
16. Aux Bldg el 692 U2 near boric acid concentrate < 104

filter vault.
17. Aux Bldg el 676 next to 0-L-629. < 104
18. Add Equip Bldg Ul el 729 between UHI accumulators. > 70 < 92
19. Main Control Room south wall.. < 90
20. Main Control Room across from I-M-9. < 90
21. D/G Bldg el 742 2B-B D/G room on wall by battery < 120

c iarger,
22. D/G Bldg el 760.5 next to 480V diesel Aux Bd 2B1-B. < 120
23. IPS el 741 next to IA-A ERCW-MCC transformer and board. < 120
24. IPS el 741 in B train ERCW pump room. < 120
25. IPS el 741 next to 2A-A ERCW-MCC transformer and board. < 120
26. Computer room el 708 center of room. > 65 < 75
27. North steam valve vault room Ul Morgan Temp Recorder. > 80
28. South steam valve vault room Ul Morgan Temp Recorder. > 80
29. O/G Bldg el 742 )A-A D/G Room near D/G set > 40
30. D/G Bldg el 742 1B-B D/G Room near D/G set > 40
31. D/G Bldg el 742 2A-A D/G Room near D/G set > 40
32. D/G Bldg el 742 28-B D/G Room near D/G set > 40
33. Aux. Instrument Room el 708 < 90
.WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 7-41
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FINAL DRAFT
3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3/4.8.1 A.C. SOURCES

OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.1.1 As a minimum, the following A.C. electrical power sources shall be
OPERABLE:

a. Two physically independent circuits between the offsite transmission
network and the Onsite Class 1E Distribution System, and,b. Four separate and independent diesel generator sets, each with:
1) Two diesels driving a common generator,
2) Two separate engine-mounted fuel tanks ccntaining a minimumvolIme of 250 gallons of fuel in each tark,
3) A separate 7 day fuel storage tani containing a minimum volume

of 62,000 gallons of fuel,
4) A separate fuel transfer pump, and
5) A separate 125-volt DC distributon panel, 125-volt D.C.

battery bank and associated charger.
APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

4.8. .,t.2.A .q

o;ýA;ý o.q

k0:" 16

2L. .•

a. With eitner an offsite circuit or diesel generator set of the aboverequired A.C. electrical power sources inoperable,'demonstrite
the OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C. sources by performing
Specification/4.8.1.1.1a. and within 1 hour and atleast once per 8 hours thereafter- restore at least two off! ite3 clrcuits ana tour dieseýl generator sets to OPERABLE status within72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours andin COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

b. With one offsite circuit and one diesel generator set of the aboverequired A.C. electrical power sources inoperable, demonstrai-e
the OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C. sources by performingSpecification/ 4 .8 .1.1.1a. nd 8.2. 2a.1) within 1 h)ur and atA' least once per 8 hours thereafter- restore at least one of the_"rperable sources to BLE sratus within 12 hours or be in atleast HOT STANDBY within the next. 6 hoi!rs and in COLD SHUTDOWNwithin the following 30 hours. Restore at least two of'sitecircLits and four diesel generator sets to OPERABLE status within72 hours from the time of initial loss or be in at least HOT STANDBYwithin the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
30 hcurs.

c. With one diesel generator set inoperable in addition toAACTION a.or b. above, verify that:

D,4 _t-c~he( - - 'Set rniyy e Lott 4 ±ec &AOc-_*aieqcc(dese-( 8 enep~allr 6et prov'idaed /pm6 N i
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FOR OPERATION FINAL DRAFT
ACTION (Continued)

1. All required systems, subsystems, trains, components and devicesthat depend on the remaining OPERABLE diesel generator sets as asource of emergency power are also OPERABLE, and
2: When in MODE 2, 2, or 3, the steam-driven auxiliary feedwater

pump is OPERABLE.
If these conditions are not satisfied within 2 hours, be in at leastHOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours, and in COLD SHUTDO'WN within trefollowing 30 hours.

d. With two of the above requirkd offsite .C. ci y/uits inoperable,demonstrate the OPERABILITY of four die~ I ge (rator sets by perform-ing Specification 4 .8.1.1.2a.4) within ..lhour and at least once per8 hours thereafter, unless the diesel generator sets are already oper-ating: restore at least one of the inoperable offsite sources toOPERABLE status within 24 hours or be in at least HOT STANCBY withinthe next 6 hours. With only one offsite source restored, restore atleast two offsite circuits to OPERABLE status within 72 hours fromtime of initial loss or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.
e. With two or more diesel generator sets inoperable, demonstrate the- OPERABILITY of two offsite A.C. circuits by performing Specification4 .8.1.1.1a. within I hour and at least once per 8 hours thereafter;

restore at least Diesel Generator Sets IA-A and 2A-A or I.-B and 2E-Eto OPERABLE status within 2 hours or be in-ýt least HOT STANDBY wit•in
the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.
Restore at least four diesel cenerator sets to OPERABLE status within72 hours from time of initial loss or be in least HOT STANIDBY wi thinthe next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

SURVEILLAtlNcE RE UI E NT r s i A c* n o ,

4.8.1.1.1 Each of the above required independent circuits between the offsiietransmission network and the onsite Class 1E Distribution System shall be:
a. Determined OPERABLE at least once per 7 days by verifying correctbreaker alignments, indicated power availability, and
b. Demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 18 months during shutdcwn tytransferring (manually and automatically) power supply from the nor-a!circuit to the first alternate circuit.

4.8.1.1.2 Each diesel generator set shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:-J•
a. In accordance with the frequency specified in Table 4.8-I on a

STAGGERED TEST BASIS by:-

A•AI diesel generator starts for the purpose of this surveillance test may bepreceded by an engine prelube period. Further, all surveillance tests, withthe exception of once per 184 days, may also be preceded by warmup procedures(e.g., gradual acceleration and/or gradual loading > 60 sec) as recommended bythe manufacturer so that the mechanical stress and wear on the diesel engine
is minimized.

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 
3/4 8-2
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Proposed Action Statement f

With one or more diesel generator sets inoperable solely because the fuel
level in one or more tanks is below the minimum, restore the level to
above the minimum within 24 hours; otherwise comply with ACTION
Statements a, b, or c above as applicable.
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) 
i 

R

3) The resistance of each cell to terminal connection is less thanor equal to 150 x 10- 6 ohm.
d. At least once per 18 months by verifying that the battery capacity is

adequate to supply and maintain in OPERABLE status all of the actual
or simulated emergency loads for the design duty cycle when the
battery is subjected to a battery service test;e. At least once per 50 months by verifying that the battery capacity is
at least 80% of the manufacturer's rating when subjected to a per-formance test.

f. At least once per 18 months by giving performance discharge tests of
battery capacity to any battery that shows signs of degradation or
has reached 85% of -the service life expected for the application.
Degradation is indicated when the battery capacity drops more than
10% of rated capacity from its average on previous performance tests,or is below 90% of the manufacturer's rating.4.8.1.1.4 

1, 1

I00 v. 
J2:111 ,21 ,1

Wi {K
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4.8.1,1j4 Diesel Generator Reliability Tmprovemant Program

As a minimum the Reliability Improvement Program report for NXC audit shall
include:

(a) a summary of all tests (valid and invalid) that occurred within the time
period over which the last 20/100 valid tests were performed

(b) analysis of failures and determination of root causes of failures

(c) evaluation of each of the recommendations of NURECt/CR-0660. Enhancement of
..Onsite Emergency Diesel Generator Reliability in Operating Reactors, with
respect to their application :O th: Plant ...

(d). identificationol, all actions.-taken.or to be taken to (1) correct the root
,.causes of. failures defined in (b) above and (2)_.achieve a general

improvement of diesel generator reliability

(e) the schedule for implementation of each action from (d) above

CM) an assessment of the existing reliability'of electric power to engineered-
safety-feature equipment

Once a licensee has prepared and maintained an initial report detailing the
diesel generator reliability improvement program at his site, as defined above,
the licensee need prepare only a supplemental report within 30 days after each
failure during a valid demand for so long as the affecied diesel generator unit
contiues to violate the criteria (3/20 or 6/100) for the reliability improvement
program remedial action. The supplemental report need only update the
failure/demand history for the affected diesel generator unit since the last
report for that diesel generator. The supplemental report shall also present an
analysis of the failure(s) with a root cause determination, if possible, and
shall delineate any further procedural, hardware or operational changes to be
incorporated into the site diesel generator improvement program and the schedule
for implementation of those changes.,

In addition to the above, submit a yearly data report on the diesel generator
reliability.



____FIN"". Daj
TABLE 4.8-1

DIESEL GENERATOR TEST SCHEDULE

F -LURES IN
VAL TESTS. TEST - EQUENCY

lea!ýt once per 31 days;

At least once

At least once

At least once per 3 days

per 14 day;

per 7 days

*Criteria for etermining number of failures and number of valid
test l e in accordance with Regulatory Position C.2. ofRegulatory Guide 1.108, Revision 1, August 1977, where 'he st100 testy are determined on a per nuclear unit basis. For thpurpos of this schedule, only valid tests conducted after thecompl ion of the preooerational test requirements of RegulatorGui e 1.108, Revision 1, August 1977, shall be ircluded in thec putation of the "last 100 valid tests."

WATTS BAR - UNIT 1 3/4 8-9



Electrical Power Systems

Table 4.8-1O Diesel Generator Reliability

No. of Failures in No. of Failures in

last 20 valid tests* last 100 valid tests* Reliability Actions

4 1 Test at least once per 31 days

A2  Test at least once per 7 days *

>3 >6 Within 30 days prepare a report for
NRC audit, in accordance with
Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.4

> 5 > 11 Perform a requalification test for the
affected diesel generator pursuant to
the attachment to this table

*Criteria for determining number of failures and number of valid tests shall be in
accordance with Regulatory Postion C.2..e of Regulatory Guide 1.108, Revision 1, August
1977, where the number of tests and failures are determined on a per diesel generator
unit basisi For the purposes of this test schedule, only valid tests conducted after the
Operating License issuance date shall be included in the computation of the "last 20
valid tests". Entry into this test schedule shall be made at the 31 day test frequency.,* This test frequency shall be maintained until seven consecutive failure free demands

lave been performed and the number of failures in the last 20 valid demands has been
reduced to one or less.
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Attachment to Table 4.8-1
Diesel Generator Requalification Program

(1) Perform seven consecutive successful demands without a failure
within 30 days of diesel generator being restored to OPERABLE status
and 14 consecutive successful demands without a failure within 75
days of diesel generator being restored to OPERABLE status.

(2) If a failure occurs during the first seven tests in the
requalification test program, perform seven successful demands
without an additional failure within 30 days of diesel generator
being restored to-OPERABLE status and 14 consecutive successful
demands without a failure within 75 days of the diesel generator
restored to OPERABLE status.

(3) If a failure occurs during the second seven tests (tests 8 through
14) of number I above, perform 14 consecutive successful demands
without an additional failure within 75 days of the failure which
occurred during the requalification testing.

(4) Following the second failure during the requalification test
program, be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

(5) During requalification testing the diesel generator should not be
tested more frequently than at 24-hour intervals.

After a diesel generator has been successfully requalified, subsequent
repeated requalification tests will not be required for that diesel
generator under the following conditions:

(a) The number of failures in the last 20 valid demands is less than

five.

(b) The number of failures in the last 100 valid demands is less than 11.

(c) In the event that following successful requalification of a diesel
generator the number of failures is still in excess of the remedial
action criteria (a and/or b above), the following exception will be
allowed until the diesel generator is no longer in violation of the
remedial action criteria (a and/or b above).

Requalification testing will not be required provided that after each
valid demand the number of failures in the last 20 and/or 100 valid
demands has not increased. Once the diesel generator is no longer in
violation of the remedial action criteria above, the provisions of those
criteria alone will prevail.
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A.C. SOURCES

SHUTDOWN
FINAL DRAFT

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.1.2 As a minimum, the following A.C. electrical power sources shall beOPERABLE:

a. One circuit between the offsite transmission network and the Onsite
Class 1E Distribution System, and

b. Diesel Generator Sets lA-A and 2A-A or 18-B and 2B-B*each with:

1) Two diesels driving a common generator,

2) Engine-mounted fuel tanks containing a minimum volume of250 gallons of fuel per tank,

3) A 7-day fuel storage tank containing a minimum volume of
62,000 gallons of fuel,

4) A fuel transfer pump, and

5) A separate 125-volt DC distribution panel, 125-volt DC battery
bank, and associated charger.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.

ACTION:

With less than the above minimum required A.C. electrical power sourcesOPERABLE, immediately suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS,positive reactivity changes, movement of irradiated fuel, or crane operationwith loads over the fuel storage pool, and within 8 hours, depres:.urize andvent the Reactor Coolant System through at least a 3 square inch vent. Inaddition, when in MODE 5 with the Reactor coolant loops not filled, or inMODE 6 with the water level less than 23 feet above the reactor vessel flange,immediately initiate corrective action to restore the required sources toOPERABLE status as soon as possible.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.8.1.2 The above required A.C. electrical power sources shall be demonstratedOPERABLE by the performance of each of the requirements of Specifications4.8.1.1.1, 4.8.1.1.2 (except for Specification 4.8.1.1.2a.5), 4.8.1.1.3, and4.8.1.1.4.

WA reqSrBeR - eseI UNITer-cd o
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TABLE 3.8-2 Continued) FINAL DRAFTMOTOR-OPERA4Tco VALVc• Mu.A •piAiAIf 9[
..........S THEMAL .V.RLOAD

DEVICES WHICH ARE BYPASSED UNDER
ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

VALVE NO.

I-FCV-67-95
1-FCV-67-96
I-FCV-67-91
I-FCV-67-103
I-FCV-67-104
I-FCV-67-99
I-FCV-67-111
I-FCV-67-112
I-FCV-67-107
I-FCV-67-130
1-FCV-67-131
I-FCV-67-295
1-FCV- 67-134
I-FCV-67-296
1-FCV-67-133
1-FCV-67-139
I-FCV-67-297
I-FCV-67:138
I-FCV-67-142
I-FCV-67-298
I-FCV-67-141
I-FCV-72-21 -

I-FCV-72-22
I-FCV-72-2
I-FCV-72-39
I-FCV-72-40
I-FCV-72-41
I-FCV-72-4.4
I-FCV-72-45
I-FCV-26-240
I-FCV-26-241
I-FCV-26-242
I-FCV-26-243
I-FCV-26-244
I-FCV-26-245
1-FC V-58-332
I-FCV-68-333
I-FCV-70-153
I-FCV-70-156
I-FCV-70-207

I--FcL- V 7- 7
2,-FCV-4 7- 73

FUNCTION

Cont. Isol. Lower
Cont. Isol. Lower
Cant. Isol. Lower
Cant. Isol. Lower
Cant. Isol. Lower
Cant. Isol. Lower
Cont. Isol. Lower
Cant. Isol. Lower
Cant. Isol Lower
Cant. Isol. Upper
Cant. Isol. Upper
Cant. Isol. Upper
Cant. Isol. Upper
Cant. Isol. Upper
Cant. Isol. Upper
Cant. Isol. Upper
Cont. Isol. Upper
Cant. Isol. Upper
Cont. Isol. Upper
Cont. Isol. Upper -.

Cant. Isol. Upper
Cant. Spray Pump Suction
Cant. Spray Pump Suction
Cant. Spray Isol.
Cant. Spray Isol.
RHR Cont. Spray Isol.
RHR Cant. Spray Isol.
Cont. Sump to Hdr A - Cont. Spray
Cont. Sump to Hdr B - Cant. Spray
Cant. Isol.
Annulus Isol.
Annulus Isol.
RCP Cant. Spray Isol.
Annulus Isol.
Annulus Isol.
RCS FRZR Rel.
RCS PRZR Rel.
RHR Ht Ex B-B Outlet
RHR Ht Ex A-A Outlet
Cont. Demin. Waste Evap. Bldg. Supply

BYPASS DEVICE

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes-
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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1.2.2.6 Steam and Power Conversion System
The Steam and Power Conversion System consists of a turbine-
generator, main condenser, vacuum pumps, Turbine Seal System,
Turbine Bypass System, hot well pumps, condensate booster pumps,
main feed pumps, main feed pump turbines (MFPT), condenser-

(. .feedwater heater, feedwater heaters, heater drain pumps, and
Condensate Storage System. The system is designed to convert
the heat produced in the reactor to electrical energy through
conversion of a portion of the energy contained in the steam
supplied from the steam generators, to condense the turbine
exhaust steam into water, and to return the water to the steam

( generator as feedwater.

Each turbine generator unit consists of a tandem arrangement of
one double-flow high-pressure turbine and three double-flow
low-pressure turbines driving a direct-coupled generator at
1800 RPM. The generator has a nameplate rating of 1,411,000
KVA at 0.9 PF with 75 psig hydrogen pressure. Each unit employs
a horizontal, single pressure, triple shell, single pass surface
condenser. Return to the steam generator is through three
stages of feedwater pumping and seven stages of feedwater
heating. Safety relief valves and power operated relief valves,
as well as a turbine bypass to the condenser are provided in
the steam lines.

1.2.2.7 Plant ElectricalSystem

The Plant Electric Power System consists of the main generators,
the unit station service transformers, the common station service
transformers, the diesel generators, the batteries, and the
electric distribution system. Under normal operating condi-
tions the main generators supply electrical power through iso-
lated-phase buses to the main step-up transformers and the unit
station service transformers located adjacent to the Turbine
Building. The primaries of the unit station service transfor-
mers are connected to the isolated-phase bus at a point between
the generator terminals and the low-voltage connection of themain transformers. During operation, station auxiliary power
is taken from the main generator through these transformers.
During startup and shutdown, auxiliary power is supplied from
the 161-kV system through the common station service trans-
formers. The standby onsite power is supplied by four diesel
generators.

The Plant Distribution System can receive AC power from either
the two nuclear power units, the two independent preferred
(offsite) power circuits, or the four 4400 kW diesel-generator

' (onsite) power sources and distribute it to both safety-
related and nonsafety-related loads in the plant. The two

-- -AN AD0 -TIONAI 5 V ..&. ZS AVArLA6,L 'wVjrC

CAN SE jUBTITuT)E #:04 ANV voN oF THE
NORMALLY ALIGxEf O.G..,
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1.2.3 General Arrangement of MaJor Structures and Equipment-- -

The major structures are two reactor buildings, a turbine - -
building, and auxiliary building, a control building, a ser-
vice and office building, X diesel generator buildings: an
intake pumping station, and two natural draft cooling towers.
The arrangement of these structures is shown in Figure 2.1-5.
Plant arrangement plans and cross sections are presented in
Figures 1.2-1 through 1.2-14.

0I
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pounds per square foot. Design loading considerations, includ- ...
ing the snow load, for the reactor shield bulilding and other
Category I structures are presented in Sections 3.8.1 and 3.3.4L.

No meteorological parameters were used in evaluating the per-
formance of the ultimate heat sink, which consists of a once-
through cooling system utilizing the Chickamauga Reservoir on
the Tennessee River. A demonstration of adequate water flow
past the site is used in the design bases. This is discussed
in Section 2.4.11.

The site is located in Region I for Design Basis Tornado con-
siderations. The design conditions assumed for the Waý.ts Bar

ANuclear Plant reactor shield building (and other safety-relatedstructures) are the following:

1. 300 mph = rotational speed

2. 60 mph = translational speed

3. 360 mph = maximum wind speed

4. 3 psi = pressure drop

5. 1 psi/sec = rate of pressure drop (3 psi/3 sec is assumed)

These and tornado-driven missile criteria are discussed in
Sectionr .5. The fastest mile of wind at 30 feet above ground
for a 1 -year return period in the site area is slightly greater
than 90 m h.[19] The wind load'for the Shield Building is based
on 95 mph or that level, as discussed in Section 3.3. Estimates
of the pro ble maximum precipitation (PMP) are included in
Section 2.4 Hydrologic Engineering), and the design considera-
tions for the PMP are in Section 3.4 (Water Level (Flood) Design).

-3 anc.
2.3.2 Local Meteorology

2.3.2.1 Data Sources

Short-term site-specific meteorological data from the TVA
meteorological facility at the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant site arej the basis for dispersion meteorology analysis. Long-term data
representative of the site or indicative of site conditions for
temperature, precipitation, snowfall, humidity, fog, or wind
were obtained from climatological records for Chattanooga,
Decatur, Knoxville, Oak Ridge, and Watts Bar Dam, all in Ten-
nessee. Short-term records for the Sequoyah Nuclear Plant site
were also used. These data source locations'are shown relative
to the plant site in Figure 2.3-3.

4 ZO 1,o R6/n4d*A !ýot?3-5
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Structure Access Accesses Elev.

Intake Pumping (1) Access Hatches 2 728.0
Structure (2) Stairwell Entrances 2, 741.0

(3) Access Hatches 6 741.0

Auxiliary and (1) Door to Turbine Bldg. 1 708.0
Control Bldgs. (2) Door to Service Bldg. 1 713.0

(3) Railroad Access Opening 1 729.0
(4) Door to Turbine Bldg. 2 729.0
(5) Emergency Exit 1 730.0
(6) Door to Turbine Bldg. 2 755.0

Shield Building (1) Personnel Lock 1 714.0
(2) Equipment Hatch 1 753.0
(3) Personnel Lock 1 755.0

Diesel Generator (1) Equipment Access Doors .4 742.0
Building (2) Emergency Exits 4 742.0

(3) Personnel Access Door 1 742.0
(4) Emergency Exit 1 760.5Aýda Xser+ 2.4A

Exterior accesses are also provided to each of the class IEelectrical systems manholes and handholes at elevations'
varyi7g'-from T14.5 feet MSL to 728.5 feet MSL, depending
upon the location of each structure.

The relationship of the plan'tsite to the surrounding areacan be seen in Figures 2.1-4 and 2.1-5. It can be seen fromthese figures that significant natural drainage features of
the site have not been altered., Local surface runoff drains
into the Tennessee River.

2.4.1.2 Hvdrosphare

The latts Bar Nuclear Plant site, along with the Watts BarDam Reservation, comprises approximately 1770 acres on thewest bank of Chickamauga Lake at Tennessee River mile(TRM)528. As shown by Figure 2.1-4, the site is on high ground
with the Tennessee River being the major potential source offlooding. (
The Tennessee River above the Watts Bar plantsite drains 17,319square miles. Watts Bar Dam, 1.9 miles upstream, has a drainagearea of 17,310 square miles. Chickamauga Dam, the next damdownstream, has a drainage area of 20,790 square.miles. Twomajor tributaries--Little Tennessee and French Broad Rivers--riseto the east in the rugged Southern Appalachian Highlands. They 150flow northwestward through the Appalachian Divide which isessentially defined by the North Carolina-Tennessee border tojoin the Tennessee River which flows southwestward. TheTennessee River and its Clinch and Holston River tributaries flow " -
sonthwest

2.4-2
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would be in the month of March or possibly the first week in

Xpril.

Figure 2.4-98 shows the plant general grading plan. The

diesel generator buildi gS o the north and the pumping station to
t' east of the main bu ing complex must be ected from

g to a6sure pl t -sa ety. The diesel tor buildirgS)
4re-8• erating floorsin% evation 742 whic -4Z 11 above thg
aximum omputed ele't including wind wa e!ýnup. The

p station is shielded from direct wave action on all sides
,except to the south by either buildings, earth embankments, or

occurs from both the southwest and northeast directions (Figure

2.4-67). This allows for the sheltering effect of several hills
on the south riverbank which become islands at maximum flood
levels.

For the Watts Bar FSAR, the two-year extreme wind for the season
in which the PMF could occur was adopted to associate with the
PMF cru:st as specified in Regulatory Guide 1.59. The storm
studies on which the P"l determination is based [4] show that the
season of maximum rain depth is the month of March. Wind
velocity was determined from a statistical analysis of maximum
March winds observed at Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Record:t of daily maximum average hourly winds for each direction
are available at the *.atts Bar site for the period May 23, 1973,
through April 30, 1978. This record, however, is too short to
use in a statistical analysis. to determine the 2-year extreme
wind, as specified in ANSI Standard N170-1976, an appendix to 39

Regjulatory Guide 1.59. Further, the necessary 30-minute wind
data are not available. To determine applicability of
Chattanooga winds at the Watts Bar plant, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(K-S) statistical test was applied to cumulative frequency
distributions of daily maximum hourly winds for each direction at
Chattanooga and Watts Bar. The winds compared were those
recorded at Chattanooga during the period 1948-74 (the period
when the necessary triple-register records were available for
analysis) and the Watts Bar record. A concurrent record is not
available; however, the K-S test showed that (except for the
noncritical east direction) the record of daily maximum hourly
velocities at Chattanooga were equal to or greater than that at
Watts Bar. From this analysis it was concluded that use of the
Chattanooga wind records to define seasonal maximum winds at the
Watts Bar site is conservative.

2.4-27
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2.4.14.1.3 Post Flood Period

Because of the improbability of a flood above plant grade, no
detailed procedures will be established for return of the plant
to normal operation unless and until a flood actually occurs. If
flood mode operation (Section 2.4.10.2) should ever become
necessary, it will-be possible to maintain this mode of operation
for a sufficient period of time (100 days) so that appropriate
recovery steps can be formulated and taken. The actual flood
waters are expected to recede below plant grade within 1 to 4
days.

2.4.14.1.4 Localized Floods

Lýocalized plant site flooding due to the probable maximum storm
(Section 2.4.3) will not enter vital structures or endanger the
plant. Plant shutdown will be forced by water ponding on the 28
switchyard and around buildings and water entry into the Turbine
Building, but this shutdown will be similar to a loss of of fsite
power situation as described in Chapter 15. The other steps
described in this subsection are not applicable to this case.
Refer to Section 2.4.2.3.

2.4.-1.4.-2 Plant Operation During Floods Above Grade

"Flood mode"' operation is defined as the set of conditions des-
cribed below by means of which the plant will be safely main-
tained during the time when flood waters exceed plant grade
(elevation 728) and during the subsequent period until recovery
(Section 2.4.14.7) is accomplished.

2.4.14.2.1 Flooding of Structures

Only the Reactor Building will be maintained dry during the flood
mode. Walls and penetrations are designed to withstand all
static and dynamic forces imposed by the DBF; minor seepage
through the concrete walls will be collected'in the Reactor 28
Building sump and pumped out the Building.

The Diesel Generator TSuildir:g 11 remain dry during the flood -
mode since its lowest floor ;j/at elevation 742. All other
structures, including the Service, Turbine, Auxiliary, and Con-
trol Buildings, will be allowed to flood as the water exceeds
their grade level entrances. Equipment that is located in these
structures and required for operation in the flood mode is either
above the DBF or designed for submerged operation.

2.4-59
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'U I3.3.1 Wind Loadings

3.3.1.1 Design Wind Velocity

The Category I structures are designed for a 95-mile per hour
wind, 30 feet above grade, with a 100 year recurrence interval.-
The wind was determined from Figure 1, ASCE paper 3269, "Wind
Forces on Structures" [3]. The wind was applied for the full
height of the structure. A gust factor of 1.1 is included for
all wind loads and coubinations of loads where wind is involved
as recommended in ASCE paper 3269 [3].

3.3.1.2 Determination of Applied Force 138
The pressure and pressure distribution of wind loads on struc-
tures were determined by the methods described in ASCE Paper
326913]. The dynamic wind pressure,q, is defined as q =
.00256V2, where q is in psf and V is in mph. A gust factor of
1.1 is applied which redefines q as q = .00256 (l.lV)Z =
.00310V2. The wind pressure, p, in psf, is defined as p = Cq
where C is the pressure distribution coefficient (Cpe or Cpi) or
the shape coefficient (CD) determined from Table 4 in ASC! Paper 138
3269.[3]

For the analysis of box-shaped structures, a shape coefficient
(D) .of 1.3 is used which defines the wind pressure as p = 1.3q. .138
Of the total pressure (p = 1.3q), O..Sq is applied to the windward
wall, and 0. 5q is applied to the leeward wall.. Concurrently the
end walls receive 0.7q negative pressure and the roof receives
0.5q uplift.

For the analysis of cylindrical structures, such as the shield
buildings and storage tanks, the shape coefficients and pressure
distribution coefficients are obtained from Table 4(f) of ASCE
Paper 3269[3].

3.3.2 Tornado Loadings

3.3.2.1 Ar=licable Design Parameters
All Ctegor i sructues excep+ -For Th*d ado(14-iv,4.a. dje.~i ýa~era-6,- b"; ;Id..

All Category I structuresVare designed for a "funnel" of wind
moving with a translational velocity of 60 miles per hour and
having a rotatio 4 velocity of 300 miles per hour. l-l Category
I structures are7"esigned for an external depressurization of 3
psi occurring in 3 seconds.

S Informaticn about the spectrum and pertinent characteristics of

""tornado-generated missiles is in Section 3.5. of

Trhe. ±ovrnaoio io~ad 11,j 4-ý 4he addi+,r?.4Il c(e.~eI Jer_-
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fire protection system inside the Control Building is not pres-
surized until it is actuated.

3.5.1.1.5 ERCW Structures

At the Intake Pumping Station the essential raw cooling water
(ERCW) pump motors are exposed to the atmosphere. A structural
steel grillage system, discussed in Section 3.8.4, provides
protection to the pumps from tornado missiles. A concrete shield
wall separates the four motors of Train A from those of Train B.
These components are arranged in a straight line over a distance
of about 100 feet. An overspeed failure is not postulated for
these pumps. Even if a failure were postulated, no credible
trajectory of any resultant missile could damage enough
components to reduce the number available to less than four. No
credible failure of any high-pressure component could create a
missile which could reduce the availability of pumps on the
opposite power train.

No credible, potential internal missile sources are installed in
the remainder of the ERCW structure.

3.5.1.1.6 ERCW Pipe Tunnels and RWST Foundations

No credible potential internal missile sources are installe-d in
these structures.

42

42

3.5.1.1.7 Diesel Generator Buildina

Four emergency diesel generators, which are required to supply
emergency power to certain engineered safety features, are
located inside a separate structure, the Diesel Generator
Building. Interior walls of reinforced concrete separate these
generators.

There is a mechanical governor on the diesel engine of each
diesel-generator unit which is designed to assume control of th
engine when there is a tendency to overspeed. In addition, the
diesel generators have an overspeed trip which cuts off fuel to
the diesel engine upon an overspeed condition. Consequently, n
missiles are postulated for overspeed conditions of the
generator. The diesel generator units are protected from the
effects of a postulated failure of the carbon dioxide storage
tank by an 18-inch thick reinforced concrete wall. Therefore,
any missiles or pressure build-up generated by a rupture of the
carbon dioxide storage tank would not damage essential equipmen
The vent path for the carbon dioxide storage tank compartment i
through one set of standard double doors into a stairwell. If
additional pressure relief is required, the vent path will be
through another set of standard double doors which open to the
atmosphere from the stairwell.
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nce each step in the development of the analytical model
I~scribed in Section 3.5.1.3.5 contains one or more conserva-

yve assumptions, all aspects associated with these two analy-
ses support the contention that the turbine missile hazard at
this plant is not significant.

In addition, the plant uses turbines designed, manufactured,
; installed, and operated in accordance with standards that mini-

mize the possibility of an accident that may produce dangerous
missiles. Each reactor unit has its essential, safety-related
equipment installations and structures positioned to minimize
the strike probability on these items.

*Such findings indicate that the turbine missile hazard at the
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant is sufficiently small to be considered
an acceptable risk.

3.5.1.4 Missiles Generated By Natural Phenomena

Category I structures at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant are designed
for tornado-generated missiles based on the following criteria:

1. Spectrum A (see Table 3.5-7) was used in the design of the
structure* using the following basis.

a. Structures that are duplicates of structures designed
and constructed at Sequoyah Nuclear Plant (SNP).

b. Structures that, although dissimilar to any structures
used at SNP, have been constructed or designed such
that a redesign would require a delay in the construc-
tion schedule.

2. Spectrum B (see Table 3.5-8) was used in the design of the
equipment doors on the Diesel Generator Building.

3. Spectrum C (see Table 3.5-9Y" was used in the design of the
structures using the following basis:

a. Structures not covered by items l(a), l(b), &.f 2

b. Special structural protection, such as the structural
protection from vertical missiles for the ERCW pumps
on the intake pumping station.

, - $Spec+runr Dr(STae I 7 .- 8.5*- /7) w a es d/ '4-A.
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Values obtained from this technique have been corroborated with--
subsequent reports by the National Highway Safety Bureau. In
reference [51, time histories of forces are presented for several

automobile crash tests which are closely confirmatory. The
impact loads obtained by the previously described methods were
then applied to the structures and the structures were anlayned
for the effect of the loads by conventional analytical methods.
Impact loads from the missiles of Spectrum C (Table 3.5-9) were
calculated using the procedures of reference 8. See Section

3.5.1.4 for a discussion of structures designed for Spectrum C.

Tornado missile protection for all safety-related buried piping

is provided by one of the four protective schemes described
below.

1. 10 feet of compacted fine-grained soil.

2. 7 feet of compacted crushed stone.

3. 18 inches of conventional unreinforced concrete.

4. 18 inches of roller-compacted unreinforced concrete.

in eac'h sobeme a 12-inch cushion of either compacted sand or'

fine-grained earthfill .is required over the top of the pipe.

The acceptability of. each scheme has been verified by a

full-scale test program in which'missiles from the NRC spectrum
were dropped from a helicopter into test pits of crushed stone or
earthfill and onto concrete slabs. The missiles used in the

testing were:

1. a 1500-pound utility pole,

2. a 12-inch diameter schedule 40 steel pipe, 45

3. a 1-inch diameter steel rod,

4. a 3-inch diameter schedule 40 steel pipe, and

5. a 6-inch diameter schedule 40 steel pipe.

Of these missiles the 12-inch pipe and utility pole caused the
greatest penetration depths. Impact velocities of 200-215 ft/s
were achieved for both the utility pole and 12-inch pipe which
equals or exceeds the design velocities for those missiles as
listed in tables 3.5-7 and 3.5-9. The protective thicknesses
listed above are based on the maximum thicknesses observed in the
test program and are, therefore, conservatively chosen.

It is concluded that the missile protection criteria to which the

plant has been analyzed and protected against comply with the
intent of Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, General Design

Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants.

3.5-34
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.7 SEISMIC DESIGN

3. .1 Seismic Input

3.7.1 1 Design Response Spectra

The sit seismic design response spectra which def no the
vibrator ground motion of the Operating Basis Ea thquake and the
Safe Shut wu Earthquake for rock-supported str tures are shown
in Figures 5.-236a and 2.5-236b, Section 2.5. The maximum rock
acceleration for the SSE is .0.18g for horizon al motion and 0.12g
for vertical otion. The Operating Basis Ea thquake is equal to
one-half the S3, as outlined in Section 2. .2.7, with a maximum
horizontal rock coeleration of 0.09g and .06g vertically.

In response to an RC question relating o the adequacy of the
seismic design basi , TVA performed a te specific study. Site
sppeoific design reasp nse spectra were doveloped; see Section
2.5.2..4. The site sp ific rosponse spectra are termed the 84th 51
percentile design basi response sp ctra.

In response to the NRC's r view f the liquefaction potential of
the soils along the ERCY pi eli e and 1E conduit alignment, TVA
performe.d a site-specific st of the top-of-ground motion; -see
Se0Cti10n 2.5..2 .4 f o.r a d is c*us n of this study.

3.7.1.2. Desi n Time Histo

Four artificial time his onies hay been developed so that the
response spectra produc d by the ar hmetic average of the
response spectra of a h individual r cord will envelope the site
seismic design resp a spectra for cc responding damping
ratios. Figures 3. -l thru 3.7-4 show comparison, for various
damping ratios, of these averaged respon e spectra and the site
seismic design re ponse spectra for the 0 Table 3.7-1 lists
the system perio intervals at which the re ponse spectra are
calculated.

3.7.1.3 Cri GalDmi Vle

The specif c percentage of critical damping valu used for
Category structures, systems, and components-are provided in
Tables 3 -2 and 3.7-24.

3.7.1. Sunorting Media for Seismic CatelorT I Stru tures

A co plete description of the supporting media for each eismic
Ca gory I structure is provided in Section 2.5. Pertine t data..
o ncerning the supporting media for each of the seismic Ca egory

structures is also given in Table 3.7-3.

3 .7-1
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.h 2ttris sect-cn the terms .. .. .a " A" and ar a -s -
,and rained as follows- Cr~te.rJa "A" def~nes -he analyt~l-al used

~i:tedwnamic earthquake an-s~ oFd th rgn a - st-s n
are applicable to new Cate-cr• I struct...res. -a"-s analytt-
ical techniques that are based cn more recent analjtiza. prcadres ;n se.s,.ic
analysis and seismic lead comt,-,iinat cns.

3.7.1 Seismic Vn2u*

3.7.1.1 ,esign Response Spectra

Vitratcr, g r ... d motio-ns ara defined bytcsets C5 si4te sae;s~ic esig
response spectra. Those that have been in use thrpughlan t '. design
are termed Criteria "'" and these that can cptin.ally be used in analyses
after July- 23,. S._ are t- e .e-i a .

3.7.1..... Criteria ",A"

, rieria"~"sitsseisic esign resp-cnse spectra Fiet

the safe Fhudcr Cathua; 1%.E p. Jsp ct ad st- =t' -es ars
shown in Figures 2 S-232a and .S-23-b, Secton- i .E TI, L;aximf
r.ok ..- - for t E is n 10- Fr hcrizontal motion and ,. 1_;
FSr e-'•-c-j -cticz The CEZ is e;'al t- - ¶e-half SZE as; " -en:A... ... , as =ut =ed
in Secti~on 2.-.2.7 "with a maxi,-,u,,m hcrizrntal rcoz acoelerato --
•.• ant C.Gg "1eia These spectra .-ere used-- in the an-lss CF.... = T..!_ a i ... 1~i .st-ructures be=ore- July 2_3-, 197.-.=

In 15-7_3 in re-_spcnza to an "R-u-sion relati n .•- ua . .
t.e ss,.ic desig.n basis, T U• perfcrmed a site specfi study -o 't=E,,
the Criteria "•" d-es.n -as-s Site seoifi;c design resp•nses z-e=
were davel." ed; see =ecti.n 2 = . These spectra a:r.e ter-ed the 2h
Percentile design asis rsc.nse spectra.

In a 1352 response to th-:e ".r'C s rev-ew. o the 1," '_-.azt_-=n =--:tentia o
the soils alcng the E-- pipeline and I-- --------- --t . . .. ',- r ----
additional site-speciFic studies oF the t.p--f.-gr:=..n moticons to urther
Justifý. the Criteria "A" design basis. See S.cton 2.E.2. Fora discuss-
1-n o.F this study.
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1.2 CRI " 17 E "I

"- ite a ... sit- se ;s =-. .a:--_ ".'4 ae ao c2or.
to the requirements o egf ?;-"..= ý ".= --- se
Seismic £esiin cF .cear Lams',.le.. =.sC. .ese ssc _ra ha,.,e '-e-
-ptio-all. utilized for tassgn analyses after J._.= 22 The ,ritera
"5" maximum horizontal and -ertiaat a-:eaeratons at t..o.. the
SEE are 0.19g and-- fcr the 0_- C .0EEC ga. The Criteria "E" site seismic design
response spectra which define the vibratory horizontal and vertical top-
of-rock motion for the SSE are shown on Figures 3.7-".a through 3.7-".r
The OEE spectra are determined by scaling the SSE spectra by a factor of
one-half.

3.7. 1.2 Oesign Time xistcru

3.7.1.2.1 Criteria "•"

For ;-ie histcry analyses four artificial time histwries "ere devecied
sc that the response spectra pro duced by the arithmeti0c average of the
resP:cnse spectra of each indvidual r-;---• ._  W._ !_ o.. t; site seismic

spectra For corresponding._-.dipi ratics. :igures 3.7-1
3.7- shCw a ccmpariscn, foc variou.s dampin• ratios, of these a'-vr-• d re50Cnse spectr-a an-- t~he si*te seismi-c des -r. response s-e-'ra ý'or

the 022. Tab e 3.7- I ists t' e sZstem pe i- d e rvaIs a .thizh the
rssoonse sectra are cac"lated.

3.7.1.2.2C• ....... E""

_n analiyselseries Mf ;..s time s swere Z:' r •
anal-ses aftr-- 2-,.: , These o1nsist of t.,ree statiscai

ireoendent artiici;a ! acoe!erog rams consisting cF '-. ;c r: -:zcta! a n
vertizal component. The three components of the earth;uak;e are assumed to
occur simultanecusly.. espcnse spectra produced from these records envelop
the appropriate seismic desi.mn response spectra _iscussed in Seotion
3.7.1.1.2 . For s.il.-su•r. srctres, design accea..erograms may be
datarrn.ned as discssed! in - . - using -real earthquares fi.-ned
for the site.

3.7.1.3 Critical Camping Ualues
----------------------------

The specific percentage cf critical damping values used Fcr Categor:-- -

structures, systems, and compcnents are provided in Tables _. 7-2a,
3 .7 -E -, a n d =- ,7 -3 

72,

. pporting M edia or Se-smtc a-ategor, i St ructres
---------------------------------------------------------

.,I strujcture is pro-vidled in Section 2.5 . Pertinent data concerning the±sP isn .esuporting media for eachch seismicmicategoryr
supporti-g med a cor eachof the seismic Categ I structures is also
,Ivan in Table 3.7-3
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The lumped mass model of the building for the normal mode
analysis consists of four mass points and four elements, the mass
and inertia of the base, and translational and rotational

springs representing the pile group. The mass points, elements,

and spring properties are given in Table 3.7-23A.

The pile grFoup is composed of 104 vertical and 46 batter piles.-
The pile group was modeled by equivalent translation and rooking

springs in both horizontal directions and a vertical spring.

Once a set of spring constants were determined, the lateral and
rocking springs were both modified by the same factor to produce

a natural period for the structure of 0.15 second in each
horizontal direction to correspond to the peak in the top of
ground acceleration response spectrum. The spring constants

representing the pile group are shown in Table 3.7-23A.

A normal mode time history analysis of the lumped mass model was
conducted. A damping factor of 5 percent of critical was used in
this step of the analysis for both soil springs and structural
elements. The loads thus compared were considered to be overly
conservative, and since the top of ground horizontal
accelerations were approximately doubled by the base springs, the
horizontal loads in the building were reduced by one-half. A
pla.0 strain analysis of the soil-structure system was then'
conducted for the SSE in the E-W and vertical directions. to 43
verify the reduction in the horizontal loads computed by the

normal mode analysis. The input accelerations for the latter
analysis were the top of rock acceleration records specified for
the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant.

The plane strain analysis was conducted using a 2-dimensional
model of the soil-structure system in order to verify reducing
the results obtained in the normal mode analysis. The model
included soil-structure interation effects, and cases were run
with and without the pile group stiffness included in the soil
properties. Damping factors of 10 percent of critical for the
soil elements and 5 percent ofcritical for the base mat and CDWE
Building elements were used in'the plan strain analysis. The
soil properties are linear and elastic.

The time history accelerations specified for top of rock were
applied at the base of the model, and the free field top of
ground acceleration was compared to the lumped mass model top of
ground motion. The plane strain analysis indicated the
horizontal acceleration amplification through the soil and base
springs in the lumped mass analysis was excessive and a reduction

of the horizontal loads in the building by a factor of one-half
was jutified.

3.7__
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Addit - al . .iese2. Generator Building

The idealized lumped mass mcdel of the reinforced ccncvete stvuture used in the
analysis is shown In Figure 2.7-151 . Element properties are given in Table
3.77-232_,and mass point. properties in Table 32.717-233C . Due to the structure's
h..i;h to.. sicna. Frequency and small eccentricity, coupling between translation
and torsion was not significant and Consequently, was not considered.

The Additional Ciesel Generator Building C(ACE) is supported on a grid of =It
steel piles driven through in-situ scil and into a firm layer of basel gravel.
The dynammc analysis was performed in accordance with recent criteria which
specify a three-dimensional simultaneous!y applied earthquake , loading Ccrit-_eria
B).

The dynamic analysis of the ADGE used real earthquakes defined for the site wit
a maximum acceleraticn of 0.lSg at top of rock, see Section 2.S.2.". . This
earthquake was amplified up through the sol! to a maximum acceleration of 0.,5-l-there i r

e Free Field (i.e. ,away from the structure). The amplified earthqake was
ereveloped by a Regulatory Guide 1.S response spectrum with a maximum aar er-

of 0.3Es . The earthquake defined at the base slab of the structure
a correspcnding maximum acceleration of 0.42g for the SSE and 0.2 fo Fcr
OBE.

The dynamic analysis was performed in two parts. The structural responses were
obtained by the normal modes response spectrum analysis and the response speatr
were generated by the normal modes time-history solution. Structural damping
of 4-percent and 7-percent was used For the DEE and SSE, respectively. The
structural responses and response spectrum were computed for the CEE and SSE.
-is-ed in Tale.,-_0 are the natural Frequencies of the structure that were
considered in the dynamic analysis.

Respcnse spectra were produced for the damping values of 0.C-05, C.01, 0.2,
0.03, 0. 0, 0.06,and 0.07 for motion in the east-west,
direction. Response spectra were also computed at frequency variable dampnr g
of S" to IC hertz, decreasing linearly to R2, at 20 hertz, and remaining at 2%
to 33 hertz as described in ASME Code Class N-4iI.
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The natural frequencies of Westinghouse supplied components-
are considered in the system seismic analysis. The natural

frequencies are liztcd in detail in the component stress

reports.

3.7.2.3 Techniques Used for Modeling

3.7.2-3.1 Other Than NSSS

,The procedures used to formulate a mathematical model of each
category I structure have been discussed in Sections 3.7.2.1.1
and 3.7.2.1.2. The mass of supported equipment was considered

in the lumped masses at the points of support. The stiffness
of supported equipment was not considered in the lumped mass
model of the structure.

3.7.2.3.2 For NSSS Analysis

The first step in any dynamic analysis for a system or compco-
nent supplied by Westinghouse is to model the structure or
component, i.e., convert the real structure or component into
a system of masses, springs, and, dash pots suitable for mathe-
matical analysis. Essentially, the procedure is to select
mass po-ints.so that the displacements obtained will be a good
representation of the motion of the system or component.
Stated differently, the true inertia forces are not altered so
as to appreciably affect the internal stresses in the struc-
ture or component.

The mathematical model used for the dynamic analysis of the
reactor coolant system is shown in Figure 5.2-1. Figure 5.2-2
shows the mathematical model of the reactor pressure vessel.

The determination as to whether the structure or component is
analyzed as part of a system analysis or independently as a
subsystem is justified on a case by case basis.

3.7.2.4 Soil Structure Interaction• .7•.. Cr•÷,aA"•. --

For Category I structures founded upon soils the rock motion
was amplified to obtain the ground surface motion by consider-
ing. the soil deposit as an elastic medium and making a dynamic
analysis of a slice of unit thickness using only the horizontal
shearing resistance of the soil. The four artificial earth-
quakes mentioned in Section 3.7.1.2 were considered as the
input motion at top of rock. Once the time history of surface
accelerations was known, a response spectrum was produced for
the analysis of the soil-supported structure. The vertical
surface motion was considered as two-thirds of the horizontal
surface motion.

3.7-11



* The soil amplification analysis is affected by the accuracy of in
site soil measurements, slaated soil layers, soil density
variations, and depth of the soil deposit. Therefore, for
structures supported on a soil deposit with variations in
properties and overburden depths, the parameters of the soil
deposit beneath the structure were varied to obtain a series of
ground motion spectra. An envelope was drawn from these spectra
resulting in the final ground motion spectrum used in analyzing
the structure.

By following the procedure outlined, the maximum amplification of
the ground response was obtained and the peak width of the ground
response spectrum was wide enough to allow for variations in the
,frequencies of the structure due to variations in soil
parameters.

3.7.2.5 Development of Floor Response Spectra
3. 7.A.S'. I Crf+'÷ria 'A'
Response spectra for use in computing the response of structural
appurtenances, or of equipment attached to Category I structures
were produced by the time-history modal analysis technique. The
four artificially produced accelerograms (Section 3.7.1.2) were
the input motion at top of rock. To obtain a set of response
spectra for one mass point for one direction of motion, the
procedure outlined in Figure 3.7-37 was used.

Spectral values were computed for 5; periods us'ing the distri-
butions shown in Table 3.7-1, Section 3.7.1.2, In all time-
history calculations a time interval of 0.010 second was used.

3.0n 4.Og 5.0
Response spectra were computed for0 ,rcentadges of critical
equipment damping of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0e and 7.0. Response spectra
are, also computed at frequency variable damping of 5% to 10
hertz, decreasing linearly to 2% at 20 hertz, and remaining at 2%
to 33 hertz as described in ASME Code Case N-411. Response
spectra were calculated for both the OBE and SSE; except, for
those instances when the same percentage of critical structural
damping was specified for both earthquakes, response was
calculated for the OBEd ronly (the SSE results equal twice the
OBE). or sse
Horizontal response spectra were produced at ground level and at
all major floors and at other points of interest within the
structure for both east-west and north-south directions, except
where symmetry justifies the use of one direction.

For a direction in which torsion is considered, the time his-
tories of accelerations used to produce the spectra will be
computed where the maximum accelerations occur at that level (the
farthest points on the structure from the shear center, on the
axis perpendicular to motion).

55
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Fer Categcry I structures Founded upon soil, the acceleration at tcp-cF-rc-k_

ui! be I-nsdered to be amplified Cor attenuated) through the sci!. The value

of ampli ifcation and the change in Frequency content of the excitaticn wile

found by a fi-nite e ement dynamic analysis method t hat incorporates 
non near

scil properties. The scil amplification analysis is influenced 
by the accuracy

=f the det.rm..ati. f the s4 soil eries, ground water elevation,

scil strat-icati;fl, soil density variations, and variation in bedrock eleva-

ticn. Ther!Fre, the soil properties beneath the structure 
bill be varied

using en-ineering judgment to obtain different ground motion 
histories.

From these, response spectra wi-l be produced, and an envelope wi.l be

drawn encompassing these spectra, resulting in the Final 
ground mot-cn

spectrum which will be used in analyzing the structural response.



Unless otherwise noted, vertical response spectra were produced---.-
at ground and at the point of maximum structural amplification.
The response spectra for ground was used throughout that porti~on
of the structure where no structural amplification occurred. For
other points, values were interpolated linearly between the
response spectra for ground and for the point of maximum
structural amplification.

3 .7-12.a
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Repsonse szectra for use in cno nPuting th"escnse o4 st.ructural

o÷ equipment attached to Category I structures, are produced by th_ time

histcry modal analysis techniq--e. The artificially produced' accelarc-rains

"Secti on ..7.1..2 _. are the input motion at top-cF-rock. From the time histcry

analysis the accelerattcns at sCme point in the , ". and : directions due tc

the three components of the earthcuake acting simultaneously are as Follows:

u (t) = u (t) - u (t) + u (t)
• . a.l 2 S.

u (t) = u (t) + u (t) + u (t)

y yl y y3

u (t) u (t) u (t) + u (t)

Using these time histories, floor resoonse spectra ar. devl.ped F.r each,

direction.

Spectral value are computed for 53 periods using the distributed 4hCwan in

e . 7-.. Section .7.1. . Spectral values are also calculated at the

9ief-.icant. periods o4 the structure and at periods within +0" secnds

structure's periods at intervals oF 0.0002 seconds. In all time history

calculations, a time interval of 0.010 second "s used.

Response spectra are computed 4or critical equipment damping c 4 0 2.0 .q C."

4.., 5.:}, and 77.0 percent e:-cept w;here special co-nsider'ations are required.

'.eszcnse spectra are calculated For both the SSE and the OSE.

FOr horizotal directi-ons in which torsion is considered, the time histor; o-

accelerations used to produced the spectra 4or some level in a structure are

computed where the na;;wnum accelerationns cc=-:r at that level (at the farthest
-cints on t.e structure frcm the shear penter, on the a;is perpendicular to

mot:icn).
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3.7.2.6 .h.t.-e- Components of Earthquake Motion
3-7.-.-a Cr i er !a "A • - • -

The seismic response of Category I structures was computed by

assuming earthquakes motion in each of the two major horizontal

directions to occur separately but simultaneously with earthquake-

motion in the vertical direction. The derivation of the site.

response spectra and the design time histories for horizontal and

vertical motion has been detailed in Sections 3.7.1.1 and 3.7.1.2

* ,.vo1respaat ively.

3.7.2.7 Combination of Modal Responses

3.7.2.7.1 Other Than NSSS

.3.7.Z.7. 1.1 Cr~eria 'A'
The response of all Category I structures was computed by the

response spectrum modal analysis method. The response was

calculated in each component mode. The total response was then

calculated by determing the square root of the sum of the squares

(SRSS) of the modal responses. For example, the total

acceleration in any direction was calculated as+ +000 11
aT -• ÷a 2  o no÷+•a

Similar expressions exist for the other responses.

When the frequencies of two or more modes are found to be closely

spaced (modes whose frequencies are within 10 percent of each

other), the responses of these modes were combined in an absolute

manner. The resulting total was treated as that of a pseudomode

and combined with the remaining modes by the SRSS method.

The stresses in the structures were calculated assuming either

horizontal earthquake to occur simultaneously with the vertical

earthquake. For example, a typical expression for the stress x,

caused by a horizontal earthquake in the x-direction and a

vertical earthquake in the z-direction, would be
a t+ + a r5

-xx xy

;,'7i 3.7.2.7.2 NSSS System

The total seismic response of systems and components within Wes-

tinghouse scope of responsibility is obtained by combining the

individual modal responses utilizing the square root of the sum

of the squares method. For systems having modes with closely

spaced frequencies, this method is modified to include the

3.7-13
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The seisi-ni- resconses o4 th-e Caetgcr'- I structures are determ'ined -rcm three-

C!.mensional lumped mass models assuming the three components o4 the earthcuake

are occurring simultaneously-*

When the response spectra method is used -For seismic analysis, the ma;%iinUi

structural response due to each o4 the three components o4 earthquake motion

is colnoined by ,na;;imum codirectional responses caused by each o4 the three

compon, erts oi earthquake motion at a particular point oI the structure.

When the time history analysis method is used4 the responses 4roin each o4 t.'e

three components o4 earthqcuake motion are combined at each time step algebra-

ically. The three compcnents o4 the earthquake are. statistically independent.

1.2 Criteria "Ell

The response spectr-a method was used to determine the seismic respocnses ÷

the Category I struc-tures, the most pro•bable resoonse was obtained as the
square root oa the sum o4 the scuares 4roin the individual modes.

When the 4recuencies o- two or more modes are zound to be closely spaced (mro.a
wh5se 4raqUenCieS are within 10 percent, o4 each other), the respnses Z4 the.zt
modes were c:mbined in a absolute manner. The resulting total was treatet as
that o) a pseudcmcde and combined with the remnaining modes by the squar-e r'oC
o4 the sum c4 the squares.
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spectral values within a + 10 percent band of the computed period---
of the system, equipment, or components will be used for analysis s
purposes. As an option, response spectra peak shifting as j~5
defined in ASME Code Case N-397 was used in some cases.

For the soil-supported structures in which floor response spectra
were produced, the soil properties were varied to account for
inaccuracies in determining soil properties. The effect of these
variations were accounted for in the generation of floor response
spectra. Soil-structure interaction was considered as discussed

'in Sections 3 .7.2.1 and 3 .7.2.4.

3.7.2.10 Use of Constant Vertical Load Factors

3.7.2.10.1 Other Than NSSS
3,1,2.10.1. I Cr?4-ea ':A'
A vertical lumped mass dynamic analysis using the techniques
outlined in Sections 3.7.2.1.1 and 3.7.2.1.2 was performed for
all the Category I structures to determine the vertical loads.
The results for each horizontal earthquake analysis were sepa-
rately added on an absolute basis to those from the vertical
earthquake analysis. Constant vertical load factors were not
used unless the dynamic analysis indicated the structure behavedI 7as a rigid body in the vertical direction.

3.7..2.10.2 For NSSS

Constant vertical load factors are not used as the vertical floor(
response load for the seismic design of safety related systems
and components within Westinghouse scope of responsibility.

3.7.2.11 Methods Used to Account for Torsional Effects

The dynamic analysis of structures is di'scussed in Section
3.7.2.1. The structures were analyzed for'torsional effects
using a lumped-mass cantilever beam model which adequately
represents all stiffness and inertial characteristics. This
includes the torsional moment of inertia, eccentricity, and mass
moment of inertia.

In the process of preparing lumped-mass mathematical models for
the structures, the location of both the center of rotation and
center of mass for each floor were computed. Accelerations and
deflections were calculated where their maximum values occurred
(at the farthest points on the structure from- the shear center,
on the axis perpendicular to the direction of motion). (

I .
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The Categcry i struCtures, systems, and components, when analyzad -For- -;rtical

notion, used lumped-ma-ss dynamic techniques as discussed in Section 7.7.%2.1

The results Fr-om both orthogonal hcrizontal earthcquake analyses and the .ertic

earthqUake were combined using the souare root o4 the sum o4 the souares o4 th

three-.:ompcnent earthquake responsees. For -systams and comoonents the app-opr-La

lclor response spectra was used in the analysis. The dynami,: mathematia.l o-

the sumparts o+ the systams and components.
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The models described above were subjected to seismic excita-
tions and the resultant responses in the form of frequencies, -

mode shapes, loads, and stresses were obtained.

3#7.2.12 Comparison of Responses

Figure 3.7-38 shows a comparison of the accelerations obtained
from the modal analysis time-history and the response spectrum
methods for the interior concrete structure. The comparison
demonstrates the conservatism obtained by using a set of 4
artificial time histories whose response spectra envelope the
site design response spectra.

The systems and components in Westinghouse scope of analysis
were analyzed by response spectra methods.

3.7.2.13 Methods for Seismic Analysis of Dams

Since no dams are utilized to impound bodies of water to serve
as heat sinks, this section is not applicable to this site.

3.7.2.14 Determination of Category I Structure Overturning
MomentsJ. 7.. J, c cr i+eria "A"

From- the diynamic analyses of the structures, the seismic mo-
ments, shears, and vertical loads were determined at thebase
of the structure. IThese loads were-used in-combination with
other appropriate loads in determining total overturning
effects as discussed in Section' 3.8.

3.7.2.15 Analysis Procedure for Damping

None of the models used for Category I structures were coupled
together, therefore the damping values used were as shown in
Table 3.7-2 of Section 3.7.1.3.

For systems and components with.different elements coupled
together in the same dynamic model, the lower percent damping
was used in the analysis.

Under the Westinghouse standard scope of supply and analysis,
the lowest damping value associated with each element of the
system is used for all modes.

3.7.3 Seismic Subsystem Analysis

3.7.3.1 Seismic Analysis Methods for Other Than NSSS

The seismic analysis of Category I piping systems is described
in detail in Section 3.7.3.8. The seismic analysis of Category

3.7-17
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3-7--, "174.2-

Froln t.he r-esonse spectra modal an-ai'si', t•he inodal mcments: shear ald. ,..

loads aere comouted in each component mode. The total repsonse a ÷ound by

taking the square roct 0- the sum z4 the scuares 04 the modal rez:pcnses.

The earkhquake moment, shear, and vertical load were used in combination with

otter appra-riata loads in determining total overturning e•--eats aS
1.- Section 7.3.S
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3.8.4 Other Catexorv I Structures

The Category I structures other than the primary containment,

interior structures, and shield building are listed as follows: 51

1. Auxiliary-Control Building and Associate Structures

a. Control Bay Portion

b. Auxiliary Building Portion

o, Taste Packaging Structure

d. Condensate Demineralizer Waste Evaporator Structure
Portion 5

0. Additional Equipment Building Portion

2. Diesel-Generator Building

3. Category I Water Tanks and Pipe Tunnels
38

4. Class IE Electrical Systems Structures

5. .- NorthS-team Valve Room

6. Intake Pumping Station and Retaining Walls

7. Miscellaneous ERCY Structures,

3.8.4.1 Descri-tion of the Structures

3.8.4.1.1 Auxiliary-Control Buildinf

This building and associate structures are multistory reinforced
concrete structures which provide housing for the engineered
safeOy feature systems, etc., which are necessary to the two
reactor units. Certain floors in the control bay, the Condensate
Demineralizer Waste Evaporator Structure, and the roof of the
fuel handling ing bay are supported by structural steel framing. 38

Refer to Figures 3.8.4-1 through 3.8.4-9 for the general layout
and configuration of the structure.

Control Bay Portion

Structure

The control bay portion is a multistory reinforced concrete
structure that is built integrally with the Auxiliary Building
portion as shown in Figure 3.8.4-8. The structure is separated
from the Turbine Building by a 2-inch expansion joint filled

3 .8.4-1
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3.8.4.1.7 Miscellaneons ERCW Structures•8.

Slabs and Beams Sulortiny ERCW Pipes .

At the Intake Pumping Station the ERCW pipes are supported on a

rei nforced concrete slab. The slab is approximately 8' below

grade and 50' above Bedrock. The slab is supported by a bracket

on the Pumping Station wall, bearing piles, and undisturbed

earth. Structural separation from the Pumping Station is

provided by 1/2' of expansion joint material. The slab is shown 144
in. Figure 3.8.4-56.

The ERCI pipes at the Diesel Generator Building are encased in

concrete beams for support. The pipes are separated from the
beam by insulation and the beam is separated from the Diesel

Generator Building by expansion joint material. The beams are

supported by brackets on the Diesel Generator Building and by

Class A backfill. The beams are shown in Figure 3.8.4-56b.

Discharge Overflow Structure

The discharge overflow structure is a reinforced concrete

box-type structure supported on granular fill material placed 42
over basal gravel. The function of the discharge overflow

structure' s toprovide for the normal flow rate discharge of-the
ERCW system without unacceptable back pressure if the downstream

pipes are blocked and to permit flow to the holding pond under 144
normal conditions. The structural-outline is shown in Figure
3 .8.4-46a.

Standptie Structures

The two standpipe structures are mass reinforced concrete

structures placed on firm granular material. The structures have
backfill on four sides for the first 8 feet of height and extend
17 feet above grade. The function of these structuresis to

protect the standpipes from Tornado-Generated missiles. The

structures are shown in Figure 3.8.4-56a.

Valve Covers

These structures consist of reinforced concrete slabs covering
the valves in the ERCI pipes. The slabs are located at grade
above the pipes and are supported by either the missile
protection slab and/or backfill. The slabs have small openings

with precast concrete covers above each valve stem. The openings

in the missile protecting valve covers provide immediate access
to the valves in an emergency. The structures are shown in - (
Figure 3.8.4-56c.

~ 3.8.4-14
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3.8.4.2 Applicable Codes, Standards. andS ecifigatlions

Unless otherwise indicated in the FSAR, the design and construc
-

tion of the Category I structures other than the primary contain-

ment and interior structures are based upon the appropriate

sections of the following codes, standards, and specifications.

Modifications to these codes, standards, and specifications are

made where necessary to meet the specific requirements of the

structures. These modifications are noted in Sections 3.8.4.3.

3.8.4.4. and 3.8.4.6. Where date of edition, copyright, or

iddendum is specified, earlier versions of the listed documents

were not used. In some instances, later revisions of the listed

documents were used where design safety was not compromi sad.

3.8.4.2.1 List of Documents

1. American Concrete Institute (ACI)

ACI 315-74

AC! 318-63

ACI 318-71

ACI 347-68

ACI 305-72

ACI 211.1-70

ACI 304-73

Manual of Standard Practice for Detailing

Reinforced Concrete Structures

Building Code Requirements for Reinforced

Concrete. (See Section 3.8.4.2.2 for

basis for use of this section.)

Building Code Requirements for Reinforced
Concrete

Recommended Practice for Concrete Formwork

Recommended Practice for Hot Weather

Concreting

Recommended Practice for Selecting Propor-

tions for Normal Weight Concrete

Recommended Practice for Measuring,. Mixing,

Transporting, and Placing Concrete

2. American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC)

'Specification for the Design. Fabrication. and Eroction of 4

Structural Steel f or Builedings' adopted Februry 12, 1969.

as amended through June 12, 1974.

AC~ ~ CAL e~~

3.8.4-14a
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13. TVA Ccnstructicn Specifications

G-2 IVA General Construction Specification for Plain and

Feinforced Ccncrete

G-9 TVA General Construction Specification for Polled

Earthfill for Dams and Power Plants

G-29 TVA General Construction Specification - Process

Specificaticn for Welding, Heat Treatment

G-30 TVA General Construction Specification - Fly Ash for
Use As An Admixture in Concrete

G-32 IVA General Construction Specification - Bolt
Anchors Set in Hardened Concrete.

G-42 7VA General Construction Specification for Prepara-

tion of Concrete Surfaces for Srecial Coatings for

Nuclear Plants

14. TVA 7opical ReportA TDA-TR-1 Pi~e Nlhip Criteria, ý973

P 15. National Electrical Manufacturers Associaticn, Motor and

Generator Standards MG-i, 1970 Edition.

16. Structural Engineers Association of California, "RecommendedLateraX Force Regirements and Commentary," 1968 Edition.

3.8.4.2.2 Basis for Use of the 1963 Edition cf ACI 318

The reason for using the 1963 edition of the ACI 318 Code was

that much of the 'atts Bar Plant was a duplicate of the Sequoyah

Plant, for which structures were designed using the 1963 edition.

On that basis, design computations for the Sequoyah plant were

the design computations for the Watts Bar plant.

In some instances, structures could not he duplicated and new 139
design computations were prepared for these structures with the
designs in accordance with the ACI 318-71 Code. Within duplicate
structures where loading changes required investigation of the
Sequoyab design for an element of the structure, and the result
was a change in member size or reinforcement requirement, then
the redesign for the member was in accordance with the ACI 318-71
Code.

The duplicate structures are as follows:

3.8.4-16
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fy - 60,000 psi

No. 11 bar in tension, top bar

Bar spacing, 6 inches to 17 inches

318-63 318-71 38
•. S. Design Alt, Sect, 8.10

As Provided Equals That 49
Required By Computation

Less than 1/2 bars

spliced at a given
section 102 in. 99 in.

38
More than 1/2 bars Not specified
spliced at a given TVA practice
section 1.2x102=122 in. 129 in.

As Provided Equals Twice 
149

That Reguired By Computation

Less than 3/4 bars
spliced at a given
section 102 in. 76 in.

More than 3/4 bars
spliced at a given
section 102 in. 99 in.

3.8.4.3 Loads and Loadin! Combinations

3.8.4.3.1 Description of Loads

See Tables 3.8.4-1 through 3.8.4-2% for the loads for other I 51
Category I structures. Other Category I structures are subject 47
to the same natural phenomena land basic dead, live, and earth
pressure loading as described for the Shield Building in Section
3.8.1.3. In addition to active earth pressure loading described 42
in Section 3.8.1.3, the other Category I structures are designed
for at rest and passive earth pressures where applicable..

Construction loads differ for the Auxiliary Building because of
the multistory effect of shoring from one floor to the next and
the construction crane loading on the Control Building portion.

The maximum temperature gradient for walls above grade with
exterior exposure is the same as the normal operating

3 .8.4-18
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temperature gradient of the Shield Building. The spent fuel-pit -
and fuel transfer canal require additional temperature
considerations. Under accident conditions the water was assumed
to reach 2120 F in 8 hours with the inside- building temperature
initially at 600 F. The normal temperature of the water in the
fuel pit and canal is 1200 F.

Hydrostatic pressure loads in the fuel pit and canal vary with
water levels in the pit, cask loading area, and canal. The cask
loading area and canal may be emptied.

The wind and tornado loading are described in Section 3.3.
Blowout panels are necessary to restrict the tornado generated 47
pressure differential to 100 psf above the El. 757.0 floor in the
Auxiliary Building as shown between column lines t and y, and A-5
and A-11 in Figure 3.8.4-4 and 3.8.4-5.

The live load associated with supports and restraint anchorages
for cable trays, piping system, and other fastenings to interior
shielding walls was restricted to a maximum of 20 pounds per
square foot over the face of the wall.

A 17-30-psf-surcharge loading was applied to the A-1 and A-15 line
walls as a construction loading in the Auxiliary Building.

3.8.4.3.2 Load Combinations and Allowable Stresses

See Tables 3.8.4-1 through 3 .8 .4-ý for the loading combinations 51
and allowable stresses.

The normal allowable stresses of ACI 318-63 and ACI 3 18-71 were
used for the basic loading combinations of dead, live, earth
pressure, hydrostatic ground water to elevation 710 (or full pool
water levels in the spent fuel pit) and effects of normal
temperature gradients.

For additional loads such as induced moments or shears resulting
from Operating Basis Earthquake, accident pressure loading caused
by a LOCA or steam pipe rupture and thermal effects corresponding
to the accident condition, a 25 percent increase in steel stress
was allowed with concrete stresses restricted to normal
allowables.

For construction loading instead of normal five loading or for
flood water to elevation 724.4 a 35 percent increase in both
steel and concrete stresses was allowed.

3 .8.4-19



For the combination of the basic loads with Safe Shutdown Earth--quake effects, or tornado wincd loads and associated missiles, or...
maxinium possible flood loads, or impact loadin.:s from jetimpingement or jet loadinZ on pipe restraints in conjunction -ii-thaccident pressures a 67 percent increase in concrete stres.ses wt,;
allowed with steel st-esse. allowed to reach 0.9 of yield.

The maximum lateral forces generated by the Safe Shutdown Earth-quake are transmitted to the base through shear walls which are
designed in accordance with Section 2631 (c) of the "Recommend'd
Lateral Force RequiremetntZ and Commentary: of the Seisrrology
Committed, Structural Engineers Association "of California, 196i.

3.8.4.4| Decin and Analysi, Procedures

3.8.4|.4.1 Auxiliary-Control Building

Control Bay' Portion

This concrete structure was designed in accordance with the ACEBuilding Code 313-63 using the elastic wor!,ing stress theory.The loads, loading combinations, and allowable stresses used are
ac given in Section 3.8.4.3.2.

The control bay was designed as an independent structure. Astandard fr ame analysis was performed on the building in the'
derfign of the main structural walls and a separate analysis wasperformed for each loaling combinaition. The stage to whLch
construction of the building's component walls, slabs, andcolumns would have progresserd by the time of the application or nparticular loadin; was taken into account anti reflected accor-
dingzly in the model frame.

The floor slabs at elevations 708 and 729 were designed by Ir:SSTRUDL-II, Volume I. pro7ram as flat :labs restrained at theexterior structural walls and supported on concrete columns. Atelevation 755 the two exterior bays on both ends of the build .r,were designed by ICES STRUDL-It, Volume 1I program to re3ist a
brea': in the main stean linen below. The roof slab was desi.Znu(das a one-way slab spanning between the walls at column linen nand q as shown in Figure 3.8.4-8. These "o:alls act as shear .Jallnin the event of east-west seismic -motion or any other east-weztlateral force, -:ith the walls along colunn 'inez C1, C3, 11, ,It3 the shoals alon colum a .
Cl3, as shoun in, Fi-urc 3 .8 .- 3 accting as shcar walls for no:thi-
south lateral forces. The roof slab and floor sla-s act as
diaphragms. The columns znd main struatural walt: trann mLt
vertical load to the b•se slab.

ro t - \o~ ~ T~ v~k~ ~J,

c ~ q e ~ % Q ~ - ( V O

3.8.4-"N
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to transfer the reaction of the pile to the Vale. The wall was
divided into sections and analyzed as a multibraced vall or
cantilever wall depending upon the depth of backfill on the

3.8.4.4.7 Miscellaneoos ERC! Structures

Slabs and Beams Supportina ERCI Pines

The slab supporting the ERCY pipes was analyzed by the use of
McDonnell-Douglas' ICES Strudl computer program. Support was
assumed to be furnished entirely by the bearing piles and the
piles were designed for the reaction from the computer analysis.
Missile protection is provided by roller compacted concrete above
the pipes.

The beam encasing the ERCY pipes are analyzed as simple beams
with no support from the soil. The encased pipes are in the
tension zone of the beam; therefore, the design is for a
rectangular beam with no special consideration given to the
embedded pipe for flexure or shear.. The concrete encasement is 42
designed for missile penetration.

Disch-arae Overflow Structure

The discharge overflow structure was analyzed assuming it as a
series of flat plates. The concept of joint continuity was

utilized with the plate analysis by designing the joints for the
larger moment from adjacent plates.

Standpipe Structures

The standpipe structures consists of a free standing cantilever
supported on a flat slab base on insitu soil. Generally, the 46
structures were considered solid mass concrete and the design was 1

controlled by structural response for missile impact utilizing an
elastic analysis.

Valve Covers

The function of these structures is solely to protect the ERCI
valves from Tornado missiles; therefore, the design was for
missile penetration only.

Missile Protection Slabs and Backfill-

See Section 3.8.4.1.7

3.8.4-32
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Base Slab Design

The base slab is pile supported. The slab was designed for 'a uniform
, live load except where equipment weights dictated a higher value.
... Equipment loads due to vibration or earthquake acceleration that were

transmitted to the slab from anchor bolts were also taken into
consideration. In addition, the slab. was designed for hydrostatic
pressures.

The base slab is a rectangular cast-in-place reinforced concrete
structure with diesel fuel storage tanks embedded in it and is supported
by piles bearing on rock.

Roof Slab Design

The roof slab was designed for live, seismic, and tornado loads.

Floor Slab

The floor slab is a Poured-in-place reinforced concrete slab design d
to carry and transmit the floor. loads to the building walls. T .slab -
was designed for a uniform live load.

Exterior Walls _________

The building was designed for tornado venting. However, the exterior
walls.were designed for tornado, wind, and seismic loads. -

* ' / - I
I t , 4"

The steel liner serves no other function except to maintain
leaktightness and, therefore, was designed in accordance with ASME I
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section 7II, Division I. in _

addition, the liner was designed to prevent bu . g of the steel
shell due to the following external loads.

a. Hydrostatic pressure from underground water.,-",-
b. Shrinkage of the concrete encasement during construction.c. Expansion or contraction due to temperature differentials.

I -Ue1 oil storage tanks meet the requirements of the National Fire
Protection Association (NFA) Code 30 which applies to fuel oil
storage tanks supplying underground storage of a class 11" liquid
(diesel fuel).'.

- 6A /- ý/ 4 z // f-
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!Suipment Door

-2 The equipment door is composed of a structural steel covered -on both sides with a steel-skin plate.

,rcs oceebulkheads are placed in front of the ee :Pent doors to -

- provide protection from tornado-generated missiles, ,.A j . -

-,,Allowable Settlement 0, no c4
4•-,,'?.- . 4. Ef •, , .. -  L

;The building was designed to accommodate a settlement of-2 Inches,
:a differential settlement of 1 inch over a 96-foot structure .e .- -

, IEnd-Bearing Steel H-Piles

-The piles were designed to withstand an> ranscit to rock the effects of-
'the design loads and conditions.

I Seismic Analysis

a The structure was analyzed for the effects of the operating basis i

earthquake (OBE) and the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) ets:s r,
- S I

__ _ I, i f. I I IF !I ,
rI _ _ _ I. I .I I

*
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3.8.4.5 Structural Acceptance Criteria

3.8.4-.5.1 Concrete

The Category I structures were proportioned to maintain elastic
behavior and stresses within stress allowables when subject to
the loading combinations of Section 3.8.4.3.

A maximum shear stress from the Safe Shutdown Earthquake of 230
psi occurs at the base of the south wall of the Diesel Generator
Building. Considering only those wall portions with height to
depth ratios of less than one, this is less than 91 percent of
the allowable.

The stresses in shear walls parallel to the direction of the
lateral earthquake forces in the Auxiliary Building are as
follows:

Maximum Calculated Stress Allowable
Elevation Safe Shutdown Earthquake* Stresses (psi)

N-S E-W

692-713 116 232 250
713-737 134 198 250
737-757 144 200 250
757-772 112 ,150 250
772-786 94 132 250
786-801 152 192 250

Above 801 120 232 250

aare

3.8 .4-32a
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'Stresses Fer ep

Earthquake shear stresses were insignificant in all other
structures.

Most Category I structures are essentially low profile box struc-
tures with height to base ratios less than 1.0 and a high factor
of safety against sliding or overturning under the most severe
loading conditions. Those structures with height to base ratios
greater than 1 are designed with adequate factors of safety
applied to stability. In addition, all structures are designed
to flood or have sufficient weight to prevent flotation under
maximum flood conditions.

3.8.4.5.2 Structural Steel

Structural steel and welds are designed in accordance with AISC
"Manual of Steel Construction," Seventh Edition, for Case I .
loading condition so that the stress in the members and connec-
tions do not exceed the allowable stress criteria as set forth inn)
the February 1969 AISC "Specification for the Design, Fabri-
cation, and Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings," as
amended through June 12, 1974. For the factor of safety'of these
allowable stresses with respect to specified minimum yield point
of the material used, see Section 1.5 of "Commentary on the
Specification for the Design, Fabrication, and Erection of
Structural Steel for Buildings." Both specifications and com-
mentary and included in the AISC "Manual of Steel Construction."

For Case II loading condition the actual stresses do not exceed
the allowable stresses as set forth in Table 3.8.4-2. The
allowable stresses for Case II loading have a minimum factor of
safety of 1.11 based on the specified minimum yield point of the
material used.

1 ,er 3.8.4.5.3 Miscellaneous Components of the Auxiliary Building

( Control Room Shield Doors

Allowable stresses for all load combinations used for the various
parts of the door and dogs are given in Table 3.8.4-3. For
normal load conditions the allowable stresses provide a safety
factor of 2 to 1 on yield for structural -parts and 5 to 1 on
ultimate for mechanical parts. For the limiting condition of
safe shutdown earthquake (SSE), stresses do not exceed 0.9
yield.

Watertight Equipme t Hatch Covers

C

ere-t-ing• b-s• ea thl tt " hal...H 0
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3.8.4.5.5 Diesel Generator Building Doors and Bulkheads

Load combinations and allowable stresses for all combinations are

given in Table 3.8.4-13. For missile impact, yield point of

material will be exceeded and the member practically deform. For

normal load condition, the allowable stresses provide safety

factors of 2 to 1 on yield for structural parts and 5 to 1 on

ultimate for mechanical parts. For limiting conditions, except

for missile impact, stresses do not exceed 0.9 yield.

3.8.4.6 Materials, Quality Control, and Special Construction 51
Teehniaoues

General

See Section 3.8.1.6.

3 .8.4.6..1 Hatear ialIs

See Section 3.8.1.6.1.

3.8.4.6.2 Quality Control

Concrete production and testing were as in Section 3.8.1.6.2.

In addition to-the 4000-psi-at-28-days mix discussed in Section

3.8.1.6.2, a 3000-psi-at-28-days mix, a 3000-psi-at-90-days mix, 42
a 5000-psi-at-28-days mix, and a 4000-psi-at-90-days mix were

used. Test results were in full conformance with
specifications.

Testing of reinforcing steel-and cadweld splices was as in

Section 3 .8.1.6 .2.

The control room shield doors, watertight equipment hatch covers,
railway access hatch covers, railroad access doors, equipment
U •.•L. A- A I -- - 4- t RHR sump valve room. and

the pressure confining personnel doors were designed and erected

by TVA in accordance with TVA's quality assurance program.

Design and fabrication by the contractor were in accordance with

the contractor's quality assurance program which was reviewed and

approved by TVA's design engineers. The contractor's quality

assurance program covers the criteria in Appendix B of 1OCFRSO.

3 .8.4-35
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Structural Steel

Rolled shapes, plates, and bars meet Specification ASTM A 36.
Fabricated high-strength steel meets Speciricaton ASTM A 572 and
bolting meets Specificatin ASTM A 325 or A 490. mnchor o eet*ASTM A 307 or A 36*steel. ____

Reinforcing Steel

i The yield strength of reinforcing steel used in the>u4z is
60,000 lb/in2 (ASTM A 615, grade 60) or greater.

Concrete

The compressive strength of concrete is 3000 !b/in2 or great< •
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Fabrication procedures such as welding and nondestructive testing
were included in appendices to the contractor's quality assurance --
program.

ASTM standards were used for all material specifications and
certified mill test reports were provided by the contractor for 47

materials used for all load-carrying members.

The manufacturer certified QA standards were followed in the j51
construction of the fuel pool gates.

3.8.4.6.3 Special Construction Techniques

~o 41ec 1r f% ý ,

.8.4.7 Testing and Inservice Surveillance Requirements

3.8.4.7.1 Concrete and Structural Steel Portions of Structures

A program to monitor the settlement of other Category I struc-
tures has been instigated as shown in Figures 3.8.4-66 and 3.3.4-
67.

3.8.4.7.2 Miscellaneous Components of Auxilliar7-Control

S" "-Building

Control Room Shield Doors

After erection and adjustment the doors were inspected for proper
operation of the dogs and free movement on the trolleys.

After the initial inspection, periodic visual inspections of the
doors are to be made. Parts inspected during these visual
inspections are to include connections to trolleys, structural
members for paint deterioration, and dogs.

Watertinht Eguipment Batch Covers

After initial inspection, periodic visual inspections of the
covers are to be made. A visual inspection will be made of all
screws to see that they are securely tightened and that none are
missing. The locks will also be Inspected to ensure that they
remain in place, workable and locked at all times during plant
operation. The painted inscriptions on the covers will be
inspected for any deterioration. In the event that the hatch
covers are removed, an inspection will be made of the gaskets to
insure that they are clean and free of any damage or
deterioration which would prevent their forming a proper seal...
The embedded frames will be inspected to ensure that the mating
surfaces are clean and free of foreign material before the covers
are reinstalled.

S. 3.8-36 8 ., -6
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direction. Three closed cells are formed by these walls in

combination with the Reactor Building wall. These closed cells

are backfilled with a noncompacted crushed stone. The valve room

foundation walls are separated from the reactor building

foundation and wall by a 2-inch fiberglass expansion joint

material.

Diesel Generator Buildina

The base slab of the Diesel Generator building is discussed in

Section 3.8.5.5.2. Based on soils laboratory tests, it could not

be assured that the existing material between the top of firm

gravel at elevation 713 and base slab was capable of safely

supporting the structure. Therefore, this material was removed

and replaced with crushed stone fill placed in 4-inch layers and

compacted to a minimum of 70 percent relative density. (See

Section 2.5.4.5.2.) A slope stability analysis was performed in

order to assure stability of the slope below the building.

Refueling Water Storage Tank

The refueling water storage tank foundation is a solid, circular

reinforce d concrete structure placed on engineered granular fill

over firm natural granular soil. The foundation is constructed

witk-shear- keys to prevent sliding displacement and 'with

retaining walls to contain a reservoir of borated water after a

postulated rupture of the storage tank. The foundation is

protected from missiles by a concrete apron.

Discharze Overflow Structure 42

See Section 3.8.4.1.7 for a description of the discharge overflow

structure foundation.

Class I Electrical System Manholes and Duct Banks

The manholes and a portion of the duct banks are supported on

insitu soil. The duct banks at the Intake pumping station are

supported on insitu soil, piles, and a bracket on the pumping

station wall, see 3.8.4.1.4 for additional information.

ERCW Standpire Structures

See 3.8.4.1.7 for the standpipe structures.

*ERCW Pine Supporting Slabs and Beams

See 3.8.4.1.7 for a description of the beams and slab.

ERCW Valve Covers

See 3.8.4.1.7 for a description of these structures.

-
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3.8.5.2 Applicable codes, Standards, and Specifications

See Sections 3.8.1.2, 3.8.3.2, and 3.8.4.2.

3.8.5.3 Loads and Loading Combinations

The loads and loading combinations are described in Sections
3.8.1.3t 3.8.3.3, and 3.8.4.3.

3.8.5.4 Design and Analysis Procedure

3.8.5.4.1 Primary Containment Foundation

The foundation was analyzed as a slab on a rigid foundation. The
slab was analyzed using computer code Gendek 3 Finite Element
Analysis of Stiffened Plates.

Maximum tangential and radial moments were obtained using the
finite element analysis of the various load combinations. Shear
stresses were obtained by conventional analysis for the con-
tainment vessel anchorage and major equipment loadings.

3.8.5.4.2 Auxiliary-Control Building

-The reinzforced concrete base slab of the Auxiliary-Control Build-
ing was designed in compliance *ith the-ACI Building Code 318-
63. It was analyzed by the ICES STRUDL-II finite element method
as a slab on an elastic foundation. In the ICES STRUDL- II
program the foundation material was modeled by assigning a
vertical spring to each node of the grid system which was used to
represent the base slab. The base slab was divided into
elements with wall stiffnesses being recognized by introducing
flexural rigidity along the wall and torsional rigidity being
recognized by including a rotational spring. Superposition of
the various loading conditions were used to obtain maximum
stresses. Manual calculations gave results for the bending
moments which checked reasonably close with those obtained from
the ICES STRUDL-II analysis. A standard frame analysis was also
performed in order to determine the shearing forces in the slab.

Shear walls fixed to the base slab transmit lateral force to the
slab; the base slab itself is keyed and anchored into foundation
rock to transmit shear from the structure into the rock.

The 45-inch-thick slab of the waste packaging area was designed
for a uniform distribution of base pressure to span as a flat
plate between the load bearing walls. Walls were thicker than-
necessary for structural purposes because of shielding require-
ments.

3.8.5-4
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Waste Packaging Structure

This structure is situated on well-compacted crushed stone back-
fill above rock and was designed for a normal allowable uniform
bearing pressure of 4 kips per square foot and a maximum allow-
able pressure with 70 percent or more of the base in compression
of 8 kips per square foot under maximum overturning forces.
Actual calculated bearing pressures were 1.4 ksf for uniform
loading and 6.7 ksf with 72 percent of the base in compression
for maximum overturning forces.

Diesel Generator Buildinx

The structure is situated as described in Section 3.8.5.1.2. The
base slab of the Diesel Generator Building is 9 feet 9 inches
thick founded on crushed stone backfill and located above maximum
possible flood elevation 740.3. The structure was designed for a
normal allowable uniform bearing pressure of 4 kips per square
foot and a maximum allowable pressure of 8 kips per square foot
under maximum overturning forces. Actual calculated bearing
pressures for the Diesel Generator Building were 2.0 kips per
square foot for uniform loading and 4.9 kips per square foot for
maximum overturning forces with 100 percent of the base in
compression.

3.8.5.6 Materials. Qualitv Control, and Special Construction
Techniques

General

See Section 3.8.1.6.

3.8.5.6.1 Materials

Concrete and Reinforcinx Steel

See Section 3.8.1.6.1

Backfill Materials

Backfill material was taken only from areas designated by the
SOils investigationprogram (see Section 2.5.4.5.2) as suitable
for backfill material.

xl-\- \ "o,,X<L\
-- A.LIe-t\0-:ýý
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4. Component cooling water pumps

These pumps, energized from the diesel generator, start

automatically following a loss of normal electrical power.

Start/stop controls located outside the control room (as well

as being provided inside) will be provided.

5. Instrument air compressors

These compressors start automatically on low air pressure.

6. Reactor containment fan cooler units

Start/stop motor controls with a selector switch will be

provided for the fan motors. The controls will be located

outside as well as inside the control room.

7.4.1.2.3 Diesel Generators 
4

These units start automatically following a loss of normal ac ARE

power. However, manual controls for diesel startup wi44 *19s- t*

provided locally at the diesel generators (as well as in the

control room).

7.4.1.2.4 Valves and Heaters

1. Charging flow control valves

Remote manual control with a selector switch for the charging

line flow control valves are provided in the same area as the

auxiliary feedwater controls. These controls duplicate

functions available in the control room.

2. Letdown orifice isolation valves

Open/close controls with a selector switch for the letdown

orifice isolation valves are provided outside the control

room. These controls duplicate functions that are inside the

control room.
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8.0 ELECTRIC POWER

8.1 INTRODUCTION

8.1.1 Utility Grid ond Intorconngions

The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) Is a corporation of the
United States Government serving the State of Tennessee and
parts of six other States in the southeast on the boundaries of
Tennessee. TVA is interconnected with electric power companies
to the north, west, south, and east of its service area. As
shown in Figure 8.1-1. the TVA grid consists of interconnected
hydro plants, fossil-fueled plants, combustion turbine plants.
and nuclear plants supplying electric energy over a transmission
system consisting of various voltages up to 500 kv.

The Watts Bar Nuclear Plant is located 48 miles northeast of
Chattanooga, Tennessee, on the west bank of the Tennessee River.
The plant is connected into a strong existing transmission grid
supplying large load centers. Both nuclear units are connected ?
into TVA's 500-kv transmission system. One unit is connected
with three and the other with two 500-kv transmission lines which
are integral parts of the 500-kv transmission grid. Normal power
for the operation of a nuclear unit is supplied from uni.t station
service transformers when the unit is connected to the -

.transmission system through its main transformer bank. Preferred
power is supplied from the existing.Watts Bar Hydro 161-kV
Switchyard over two radial lines located entirely on TVA
property. The Watts Bar Hydro 161-kV Switchyard is
interconnected with the TVA,power system through six 161-kV
tranmission lines, five hydro generators, and four steam
generators.

8.1.2 Plant Electrical Power System

The plant electric power system consists of the main generators,
the unit station service transformers, the common station service
transformers, the diesel generators, the batteries, and the A 48
electric distribution system as shown on Figure 8.1-2. 8.1_-X2 /4
and 8.1-3. Under normal ope-,rating conditions, the main
generators supply electrical' power through isolated-phase buses
to the main step-up transformers and the unit station service
transformers located adjacent to the Turbine Building. The
primaries of the unit station service transformers are connected
to the isolated-phase bus at a point between the generator
terminals and the low-voltage connection of the main
transformers. During normal operation, station auxiliary power
is taken from the main generator through these transformers.
During startup and shutdown auxiliary power is supplied from the
161-kv system through the common station service transformers.
The standby (onsite) power is supplied by four diesel generatort..

4~44L
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The safety objective for the power system is to furnish adequate

electric power to ensure that safety-related loads function in
conformance with design criteria and design bases. Major loads

on the electric power system having assigned safety related
functions are shown in Table 8.1-1.

The safety objective has been accomplished by: (1) establishing
design criteria and bases that conform to regulatory documents

and accepted design practice, and (2) implementation of these
criteria and bases in a manner that assures a system design and a

constructed plant which satisfies all safety requirements. The

applicable documents governing the design are shown in Section
8.1 .5.

2 and ,.1-2a depicts the plant distribution s 48'
" _ tht l---- . power from the two nuclear pow its, the

£Mwk two independent1ý pre _(offsite) powe cnits, and four
4400-k! diesel-generator stan to) power sources and

t r a.smi - -network which In turn has multiple interties wi
or transmission networks.

The safety-related loads are arranged electrically Into four

power trains, two for each nuclear unit. Power trains 1A and 2A 52
comprise load group A. Power trains 1B and 2B comprise load
group B. Two diesel generators and one load group can provide
all safety-related functions to mitigate a LOCA in one unit and 154
safely shutdown the other unit. Each power train of each unit
has access to a diesel generator (standby source) and each of the

two preferred offsite sources.

Figure 8.1-3 depicts the vital a.o. and d.c. control power
distribution systems that connect four 125V batteries, four48
battery chargers and eight 120V a.a. uninterruptable power
systems (UPS) with their respective safety-related loads. The
125V d.c. distribution system is a safety-related system which
receives power from four independent battery chargers and four
125V d.c. batteries and distributes it to safety-related loads of
both units. The 120V a.c. distribution system receives power 48
from eight independent UPSs and distributes it to the
safety-related loads of both units. These systems are described
in Sections 8.2 and 8.3.

8.1.3 Safety-Related Loads

Major loads requiring electric power to perform their

safety-related function are listed in Table 8.1-1.

8.1.4 Design Bases

The design bases for the electric power system are listed below.

8.1-2
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Figures 8.1-2 and 8.1-1A depict the plant distribution system that receives

AC power from:

a. The two nuclear power units.

b. The two independent preferred (offsite) power circuits, which have
access to the TVA transmission network, and in turn have multiple
interties with other transmission networks.

c. The four 4400-KW diesel generator standby (onsite) power sources.

d. The 4400-KW additional diesel generator unit, which may be used as
a replacement for any one of the four existing diesel generators.

The power received from the above sources is distributed to both
safety-related and non-safety-related loads in the plant.
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of power) thus a single failure and/or a loss of offsite power

does not prevent the safe and orderly shutdown of either unit.

Plant common loads such as emergency gas treatment are supplied

from unit 1, channels I and II.

7n no case does the sharing inhibit the safe shutdown of one unit

while the other unit is experiencing an accident.. All shared

systems are sized to carry all credible combinations of normal

and accident loads.

RG-l .81
Position C2

a. Watts Bar is a two-unit plant.

b. With a single failure (loss of a battery or loss of a diesel

generator) in the plant sufficient ESF loads are still

automatically available to the accident unit and to safeJy

shutdown the remaining unit. The shared safety systems are

designed so that one complete header (train) can shutdown one

unit with a design basis accident and the other unit with a

concurrent full load rejection. For these events, electric

motors driving equipment in the shared systems are connected

.:vithout -regard to which unit has initiated the accident -

signal. Therefore, a spurious accident signal in the

nonaccident unit concurrent with an accident in the other

unit will not cause a standby power supply. to be overloaded.

c. The most severe DBE is an accident in one unit and a trip of

the other unit. Sufficient diesel generator (DG) power is

available to attain a safe and orderly shutdown of both units

with the loss of one DG unit. Assuming the loss of offsite

power, a design basis accident in one unit, and a full load

rejection in the other unit. one division of ESF equipment

can be used to bring the plant to a safe and orderly cold

shutdown. Therefore, the safe shutdown could be achieved

with the complete failure of a power train in one unit or

even with the complete failure of the same power train (-A or

-B) in both units.

d. The DG units and the onsite dist ution system are arranged

in two redundant trains per unitr Due to the shared ESF

system (example: ERCI) only one DG unit per plant can be

taken out for maintenance or tested at a time. With only one

DG unit unavailable, this will ensure power is supplied to

enough ESF equipment to safety shutdown both units, assuming

the loss of offsite power.

e. No interface of the unit operators is required to meet

position 2.b. and 2.c.

52
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8.3 ONSITE (STANDBY) POWER SYSTEM

8.3.1 AC,. Power System

The onsite s.c. power system is a Class IE system which consists
of: (1) the Standby A.C. Power System, and (2) the 120V Vital
A.C. System. The safety function of the Standby Power System is
to-supply power to permit functioning of components and systems
required to assure that (1) fuel design limits and reactor
coolant pressure boundary design conditions are not exceeded due
to anticipated operational occurrences, and (2) the core is
cooled and vital functions are maintained in event of postulated
accidents, subject to loss of the Preferred Power System and-
subject to any single failure ,in the Standby Power System. z.The
safety function of the 120V Vital A.C. System is to supply p'ower
continuously to reactor protection, instrumentation, and control
systems; engineered safety features instrumentation and control
systems; and other safety-related components and systems, subject
to loss of all s.c. power and any single failure within the Vital
A.C. System.

8.3.1.1 Description

Standby AC. Power System

The Standby A.C. Power System Is a safety-related system which
continuously supplies power for energizing all a.c.-powered

..... electrical devices essential to safety. Power continuity to the
6.9-kV shutdown boards is maintained by switching among the
nuclear unit source (the normal source), the preferred (offsite)
sources, and the standby (onsite) source. Source selection is
accomplished by automatically transferring from the nuclear unit
source to the preferred sources to the standby source, in that
order. The reverse transfers are manual. The circuits
connecting the normal, preferred, and standby sources to the
distribution portion of the Standby Power System are'shown in

_aFigure 8. -I . The normal and preferred power circuits and the 48
transfer scheme used to effect the source switching for these
circuits is further discussed in Section 8.2.

System Structure

t ha Gi 1E. Cl.. at i~.. pbsnetato, th a. ~.9 3cV sh..ed.... boads

t•a. 483VY .... aj.b a for b o St ht. It is shown on Figure
8 .l-2AA.

The Standby Power System is divided into two redundant load
groups. Each load group is composed of two power trains (train
- 1A and 2A; train - 1B and 2B) and supplies power

52

48

8.3-1
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System Structure
Page 8.3-1
InserttC

The standby AC auxiliary power distribution system consists of the

following:

a. The four Class IE existing diesel generator units (EDGU).

b. The 6.9-kV shutdown boards.

c. The 480-V shutdown boards.

d. All the motor control centers supplied by the 480-V shutdown
boards for both units.

e. The Class 1E additional diesel generator unit (ADGU) when it is
replacing one of the EDGU.

f. The 6.9-kV diesel generator board C-S.

g. The 480-V diesel auxiliary supply boards A and B.

h. The 480-V diesel auxiliary board Cl-S and C2-S.

075305*.01
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to all plant safety-related equipment. The power train 48
assignment for safety-related electrical boards is indicated by 48

use of a -A or -B suffix following, its designation on all
drawings and documents. Loads supplied from these boards are

safety-related unless designated on the single line drawings with

a triangle symbol. Equipment shown on schematic drawings is
safety-related when designated with a train assignment of A or B. 48

Nonsafety-related loads are also supplied from the Standby Power

System through Class IE breakers. 52

Phvsical Arrangement of Components

The boards, motor control centers, and transformers comprising

the system are arranged to provide physical independence and
electrical separations between power trains necessary for elim- . .
inating credible common mode failures. The power train assign-
ment for safety-related electrical equipment is indicated by use
of an -A or -B suffix following its designation on all drawings

and documents.

The specific arrangements of these major components are described

as follows:

Reference: Figures 8.3-1 through 8.3-4.

Diesel Geuerato"i 0

The physical arrangement of the 4-o..t diesel generators and all
support equipment provide physical independence by isolation as
indicated in Figure,8. 3 -1. Each diesil generator and its

associated support equipment is separated f~r~v l .others by 5

m issile and fire ,barri er ýype walls.- -o-• 'U' -_W_\th -• D u ,Dkl %AVG' •4 -S ,A

6900-Valt Shutdown'*1oards IA-A. lB-B. 2A-A. and 2B-B

These boards are located in the Auxiliary Building at elevation
757.0. They are arranged electrically into four power trains (2
per unit) with two boards associated with each load group and
each unit. The boards comprising load group A-are located in the
Unit 1 area and those of load group B !are located In the Unit 2
area. The load group A boards are separated from the load group
B boards by an 8-inch reinforced concrete wall extended to the 52

ceiling. The minimum distance between load group A and load
group B boards is 8 feet 11-1/2 inches. The two boards
associated with load group A or load group B are separated from
each other by a distance of 19 feet 9 inches.

6900-480-Volt Shutdown Board Transformers 1Al-A. IA-A. IA2-A.
1B-B. 18-B. .B2-3. 2A1-A. 2A-A. 2A2-A. 2BI-B. 2B-B. and 2B2-B

These transformers are located in the Auxiliary Building at

8 .3-2
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The ADGU which has the same capacity as any one of the existing diesel
generator units (EDGU), 4400-KW, may serve as a replacement of any one of
the four EDGU. It has no train designation until it has been manually
aligned (electrically, mechanically, etc.) to replace an EDGU. Then it
will assume the train requirements of the unit being replaced and shall be
considered to be a part of the engineered-safeguards. (See Figures
8.3-24A and 8.3-24B.)

The manual electrical alignment sequence is as follows:

a. Control and annunciation cables - The control and annunciation
switching requ to ubstitute the ADGU for a trained DGU will
require the nsfr of the control and annunciation cables at two
isolation po nts.I')At e disabled DGU's control and annunciator
distributio panels 1 ated in the diesel generator building, the
control and innunci ion cables required for operation of the disabled
DGU will be ew4#-ed to those cables required for the operation of the
ADGU.

C2>ý.n the'ADGU building, the ADGU's control and annunciation cables are
connected to the disabled DGU train control and annunciation
connectors. The connectors are keyed to assure that each plug can only
be plugged into the correct receptacle. This design provides
separation of trained equipment by energizing only one set of ADGU
control connectors at a time and providing two isolation points to
preclude a single failure from affecting more than one DGU (see Figures
8.3-14A through 8.3-29A).

When the control and annunciat' nnec-tis have been made, the ADGU
may be controlled by the con rols of the EDGý it replaced in the main
control room. This will al low-e e. m .emote, and remote
automatic starting of the AIU.

Panels located in the ADGU bui all of the controls
necessary to permit operation and testing of the ADGU locally. (See
Figures 8.3-14A through 8.3-29A.)

b. Disconnect and transfer - The disabled EDGU 6.9-kV disconnect switch
is opened, and then the transfer switch to the ADGU is closed. The
disconnect and transfer switches are Class IE qualified. (See
Figure 8.1-2A.)

c. Feeder breaker - The 6.9-kV feeder breaker is racked into the
compartment of the 6.9-kV DG board C-S, for the disabled EDGU, and
closed.

With the controls, annunciators, transfer switches, and circuit breaker
aligned as described, the ADGU is an exact electrical functional
replacement for the disabled EDGU.

075305.01
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elevation 772.0. Four rooms have been provided so that the
transformers associated with power trains A and B of both nuclear
units are in separate rooms. The walls isolating these rooms are
made of 8-inch reinforced concrete and extend to the ceiling.
The three transformers associated with one train of each unit are
located in one of the four rooms. (Figure 8.3-2)

480-Volt Shutdown Boards IAI-A. lA2-A , 1BI-B. lB2-B, 2Al-A,

2A2-A. 2B1-B. and 2B2-B

Separate rooms for the IA, 2A. lB and 2B boards and their re-
spective 480-volt Control/Auxiliary Building Vent boards are
located in the Auxiliary Building at elevation 757.0. (Figure
8.3-3)

.480-Volt Reactor NOV Boards IAl-A, IA2-A. lBl-B, 1B2-B, 2AI-A,

2A2-A, 2B1-B. and 2B2-B

These boards are located in the Auxiliary Building at elevation
772.0. They are located in separate rooms on a power train
basis and are located in the same room as the reactor vent boards
associated with the same unit and train. The 480-volt Auxiliary
Building common board is in the room with NOV boards lAl-A and
1A2-2. The isolating walls of these rooms are constructed of 8-
inch rei'nforced concrete extended to the ceiling. (Figure 8.3-2)

480-Volt Regator Vent Boards lA-A. lB-B. 2A-A. and 2B-B

These boards are located in the rooms with the 480-vOlt reactor
NOV boards described above. (Figure 8.3-2)

52

48

52

52

S30

[52
480-Volt Control/Auxiliary Building Vent Boards lAl-A, 1A2-A,
1BI-B, 1B2-B, 2Al-A. 2A2-A. 2Bl-B, and 2B2-B

These boards are located in the rooms with the 480-volt shutdown
boards described above. (Figure 8.3-3)

480-Volt Diesel Auxiliar7 Boards lAl-A. 1A2-A. 181-B, 1B2-B,
2Al-A, 2A2-A. 2B1-B, -.&+ 282-B-CA.- S •,.-$

These boards are located in the diesel generator buildin ast
elevation ý They are located in separate rooms on a- unit and

C)" train basis. The isolating walls of the rooms are reinforced,
poured-in-place concrete. Interconnecting doorways are protected
by self-closing fire-resistanct doors. (Figure 8.3-4)

6900-480-Volt Pressurizer Heater Transformers lA-A, lB-B. 1C. ID.
2A-A. 28-8. 2C. and 2D

These transformers are located in the Auxiliary Building at
elevation 782.0. Transformers lA-A, 2A-A. ID and 2D are located

8 .3-3 /
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6900-Volt Diesel Generator Board (C-S)

This board is located in the ADGU building at elevation 742'-0" and is
connected to the ADGU through a normally closed breaker at compartment B.

Compartments F, H, J, and E of this board feed the existing DGU transfer
switches. Only one breaker for these four compartments is used, thus
allowing the ADGU to be connected to one transfer switch at any one time
when it is being substituted for an EDGU (see FSAR Figure 8.3-24B).

075305.01
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480-V Diesel Auxiliary Supply Board C-S

This board is located in the ADGU building at elevation 760'-0". It has
two buses, bus A and bus B, separated by a bus tie breaker (TB).

For normal operation power is supplied from the 6.9-kV common board A
panel 15.

s - - f n.r-al 5UDDly ,v and with the ADGU aligned to replace any
disabled EDGU, the ADGU will supply power to Class 1E loads required to
support the ADGU in its operating mode. (See Figures 8.3-30A through
8.3-31C.)

UPOnA LOSS (5

OFFSire Powe,

075305.01
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The events which initiate a safety injection signal are discussed
in Chapter 7.

For test and exercise purposes, a diesel generator may be
manually paralleled with a normal or preferred power source. A
loss of offsite power or a safety injection signal will 48
automatically override the manual controls and establish the
appropriate alignment.

The diesel can be started by manually operated emergency start
switches located on the unit control board in the Main Control
Room and Auxiliary Control Room. (The diesel also has a local
manual start switch as well as remote start from the Main Control
Room for test purposes). Automatic starting is from an accident
signal or a loss of voltage or degraded voltage signal. All
automatic and emergency start signals operate to deenergize a 48
normally energized control circuit. These signals also operate a
lockout relay that removes all manually operated stop signals
except emergency stop and all protective relaying on the
generator except generator differential. The lockout relay must

70.?etONTrg be manually reset at the diesel generator relay panel in the
04 Tofns diesel building. A local idle start switch is provided to start
,FAAN 0 /and run the engine at idle speed for durations of unloadedALZ(.NM1!xr / operation. During this type operation any emergency signal will

oATOE( cause the engine to go to full speed and complete the emergency
AO&u sstart e-i-e- --ei -t .. E*UNCJC..

Internal combustion engines operate most reliably at the rating
for which they are designed. At extended light load operation,
lube oil can be expected to accumulate in the exhaust system. 44

Manufacturer's recommendations are that the diesel generators not
be run for extended periods of time at less than 50% of
continuous rated load. For all situations, TVA has loads
continuously available to the "operator that exceed 50% of the
continuous rated load.

The manufacturer has indicated that the diesel engines have been
tested for no-load operation for four hours.

After four hours of operation at less than 30-percent load, the
diesel generator is run at a minimum of 50-percent load for at
least 30 minutes.

After an accident situation when the diesel generator has run for
an extended period of time at low or no-loads, the load is TOSE
gradually increased until the exhaust smoke is approximately
twice as dense as normal. The increasing load is then stopped

* .. until the smoke clears. This procedure is repeated until full
load can be carried with a clear exhaust. 552
At synchronous speed and loads less than 20-percent (20%) of

rated, a 3000 hour %4cumulative time limit has been placed on 4
turbochargers. Between 20 percent (20%) and 50 percent (50%)

~8.3-11
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oad, there is aX 6 0OO-hour acumulative time li mit After the 55t ime limit has been reached for a particular load level, thiscomponent will be replaced. If a unit is to be run in both the 44above load ranges, the 3 0 00-hour time limit will be used. I 55
In general, after starting, the diesel generators will continueto run until manually shutdown. However, there are protectivedevices installed to shutdown a diesel generator automatically toprevent heavy damage in the event of a component malfunction.These protective devices are listed below. Protective devicesmarked with an asterisk (*) are operative at all times while theothers are operative only during the test mode of operation.These devices must be manually reset before the engine can berestarted. The status and operability of the trip bypasscircuits can be tested and abnormal values of all bypass
parameters are alarmed in the Control Room.

Generator
phase balance relay
reverse power relay
voltage restrained overcurrent relay
generator differential relay ()
overcurrent relay
loss of field relay •6iE-E-£. •o noi os g ,iDEL0 RRiAqv rmrTE 44)&Urk'reOc•,T i•4i&4F)

Engine
overspeed switch (*). crankcase pressure switch
ow lube oil pressure switch

19ihigh water jacket temperature switch

Only one diesel will ever be in the test mode at any one time.One diesel generator may be stopped by its protective deviceswithout jeopardizing the safe shutdown of a unit during all 48postulated design basis events. The-protective devices will?v'prevent excessive damage to a diesel generator and plantO~er"-tp• will be able to return the diesel generator to its•Jhoperating state with a minimum of outage time. A•o, teA'•0o°AL 52,• O[EEL.. r i6iNERAToR T.5 AV.AILA1LE ro 8 = .Vb.srrTUTED,The diesel can be stopped by manually operated emergency stopswitches located in the Main Control Room, Auxiliary ControlRoom, and on the diesel control panel in the diesel building A..rLD.DNG (9manual stop switch is provided in the Main Control Room forstopping the engine under normal conditions _-,,h .s co"c - "i- ,'fa tet e. n.3 aunt h ula nit OFr proforred (offsite)p -W-r- 5aurcp. Under accident or loss of offsite power conditionsthis stop switch is automatically disconnected from the stopcircuit. The normal stopping of the engine will position the j 41hydraulic governor at the lower limit and allows the engine torun for 10 minutes at idle speed (450 rpm) before bringing the 143engine to zero speed. Emergency stopping bypasses this 10 minuteidle speed time and brings the engine directly to zero speed. 52Should an emergency start signal be initiated during the 10minute idle speed time of a normal stop condition the engine will

8 .3-12
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automatically return to synchronous speed and emergency -*

operation.

Diesel engine speed and generator voltage are manually controlled

remotely from the Main Control Room only during testing of the

unit. An emergency start signal automatically disconnects these

manual controls and returns both to automatic operation.

A 'Local-Remote' manual selector switch, located in the diesel•r • Fbuilding, must be in the 'Remote' position for all, manual remote

control from the control room to be in effect, with the exception

of emergency start. Similarly.,for the manual controls located

on the diesel building to be in effect the switch must be in the

'Local' position. The switch is manually operated from the

'Remote' to the 'Local' position. This operation. however,

requires an electrical permis'sive interlock signal initiated from 152
the Main Control Room. These operations are shown in

Figure 8.3-24.

Diesel Generator Description

Each diesel-Senerator set is furnished by Power Systems-A

on n Division and consists of two 16-cylinder engines 48
'(EW)D 16-645E4 directly connected to a 6.9-kV Electric Products

generator. The continuous rating of each set is 4400 kW at 0.8

power factor. 6.9-kV, 3-phase.. and 60 Hz. Each diesel-generator

set also has an additional rating of 4840 kY for two hours out of

24. The normal operating speed of the set is 900 rpm. The

diesel-generator set uses a tandem arrangement; that is, each set

consists of two diesel engines with a generator between them.

connected together to form a common shaft. The -e.. generator

sets are physically separated, electrically isolated from each

other, and located above the'water level of the maximum possible

flood (743.5 ft).

Governor Control of the Diesel-Generator Sets

The governor consists of the following:

(a) Woodward EGB-13P actuator on each engine,

() (b) 2301 Computer (reverse biased).

(c) Frequency pickup.

The Woodward EGB-13P actuator used with the 2301 computer is a

proportional governor which moves the fuel rack in inverse pro-

portion to the voltage signal from the computer. There is a

governor actuator on each engine and they are electrically con-

nected in series so that the loss in signal to one would also be

the loss in signal to the other. Based upon the input from the

8.3-13
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generator, the electronic network sands electric signals to theactuators on the two engines. This signal goes to the coils of .each actuator that are connected in series so that each coil seesthe same electric signal. The terminal shaft of each actuator
will move exactly the same amount for each change in signal.
This means that the fuel control shaft movement on each engine
will be identical.

Attached to the fuel control shaft through an appropriate linkageia an injector rack for each cylinder which by its position
meters the fuel injected Into its cylinder. This rack is setwith a standard factory gauge so that each cylinder will receivethe same amount of fuel. Each injector rack is spring loaded toprevent any single injector that may stick from affecting the
remaining racks on that engine.

Two devices produce alarm signals should the two engines of adiesel-generator set receive different amounts of fuel. One ofthese devices is a synchro device that gives an alarm signal
should the difference in the actuator control positions for thetwo engines exceed a certain tolerance. The other such device isan injector rack limit switch that will initiate an alarm should
one engine be on full rack when the other is not.

The mechan•ical governor is set to control the unit speed at 930rpm rather than the 900 rpm of the electrical governor. Sincethe electrical system Is reverse biased, a failure in the elec-trical system would cause the engine speed to increase until itreached the setpoint of the mechanical governor and at that point
the mechanical governor would control the engine.

Diesel Generator Auxiliaries

Thediesel generator auxiliaries are supplied power from the480V diesel auxiliary boards located in the diesel building on El 52760.5 (see Figure 8.3-4). These boards and loads are shown on
Figures 8.3-30 and 8.3-31.

Diesel Fuel Oil System

The Diesel Engine Fuel Oil System for each unit consists of a daytank for each engine of. the tand pair holding approximately 550
gallons of fuel and four tanks embedded in the diesel building
foundation floor ,which hold more than a seven-day supply.Transfer of fuel between the seven-day supply tanks and theengine day tanks is accomplished automatically by a pair ofpumps controlled by float-operated switches which sense fuellevel in the engine day tanks. One of the pumps is-the lead pumpwith the other pump serving as a backup or supplementary pump 52 ((see Figure 8.3-32). Transfer of fuel from outside the diesel
building to the seven-day storage tanks is accomplished bymanually controlled pumps which can supply fuel

8.3-14
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The additional diesel generator unit (ADGU) auxiliaries are powered from
the 480-V diesel auxiliary board located in the ADGU building on elevation
760'-6".

This board and loads are shown on Figures 8.3-30A and 8.3-31A.

075305.01
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Diesel Generator Lubrication System

A complete description of the Diesel Generator Lubrication System

is given in Section 9.5.7.

Each diesel engine has an oil circulating pump and heater for use

while the engine is not running. The oil is continuously
circulated and held at a relatively constant temperature while

the engine is stopped in anticipation of a required fast start

(see Figure 8.3-33 and 8.3-34).

Diesel Generator Instrumentation

Instrumentation consists of voltmeters, wattmeters, varmeters,

4 ammeters, and annunciation display panels located in the Main

Control Room, Auxiliary Control Room, and locally in the diesel

- building.f The instrumentation is not essential for automatic
operation of the diesel.

Diesel Generator Control Power

Ba~tteries Diiso of e 1 i f~.z t±, t ft e
f.... - di -$chas-- ra e ... With the battery in- the

fully charged condition, the battery has the c'apacity to supply
65 amperes (A) for one minute and 41 amperes for 30 minutes at
60OF when discharged to a minimum terminal voltage of 105 volts.

The estimated design loads on the battery, during a loss of ao
power, is 48 amperes for two seconds and 12 amperes for 30
minutes: Each battery is normally required to supply loads only
during the time interval between loss of normal feed to its
charger and the receipt of emergency power to the charger from
its respective diesel-generator.

8.3-16
S.~....-4-- *

-c

e,125-volt do diesel-generator battery system is a Class IF-
sys whose function is to provide control power for cont1 and
field shing of the diesel-generator sets.

There are fou diesel-generator battery systems ne per
diesel-generator et). Each system consists a battery charger
(which supplies the ormal steady-state d oads and maintains
the battery in a fully "argI d state a is capable of recharging
the battery from the desig'miimu ischarge of 105 volts do
while supplying the normal st -state do loa 'ds), a battery (for
control and field flashing o hdiesel-generator set), and a
distribution board (which acilitat the dc loads and provides
circuit protection). ch battery sys m is ungrounded and
incorporates groun etection devices. h battery system is
physically and ectrically indepenudent (see ection 8.3 .2.1.1
and Figure 8 -46 for physical separation).

Each tery is of the lead-acid type and has 57 cell coineoted
in erias and divided into 19 units, every unit having t e

ýPq I - Ta btte3: s at~je DCU-9. furnished bZ the C D

Ic~

48

52
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There are five diesel generator battery systems, one per diesel generator.
Each systemi a battery, battery charger, distribution center,
cabling and cable a a provides control and field-flash power
when the charger is unavailable. The charger supplies
the normal dc loads, maintains t-e battery in a fully charged condition,
and recharges (480-V ac available) the battery while supplying the required
loads regardless of the status of the plant. The batteries are physically
and electrically independent. They are ungrounded )ground detection
instrumentation.

Each battery 3-cell lead-acid units which are all series
connected. The battery is a U-9 manufactured by the C&D Batteries
Division of Eltra Corporation This battr is rated at 100 ama-hours at
the 8-hour rate or 26 amj-hour at 60-F 30-minute rate.

075305.01
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The normal supply of dc current to the battery boards is from thebattery charger. Each charger maintains a floating voltage of
approximately 128 volts on the associated battery board bus'(the
battery is continuously connected to this bus also) and is
capable of maintaining 133 volts during an equalizing charge
period (all loads can tolerate the 1 3 3 -volt equalizing voltage).

Zits eh - -ý 1

access to a normal and alternate &a supply (see Figures 8.3-30
and -31, typical), from the two respective 4 80-volt so diesel
generator auxiliary boards. If the normal circuit is
unavailable, the alternate circuit is selected by a manual
transfer. The charger is a solid-state type which converts a
3-phase 480-volt ac input to a nominal 125-volt de output havinga rated capacity of 20 amperes. Over this output current range
the dc output voltage will vary no more than + 1.0 percent for asupply voltage amplitude variation of + 10 percent and frequency
variation of + 2.0 percent. Some operational features of thechargers are: (1) an output voltage adjustable over the range of
125 to 133 volts, (2) equalize and float modes of operation (the
charger normally operates in the float mode at 128 volts. bnt canbe--switched to the equalize mode with an output of 133 volts. (3)
a current-limit feature whichblimits continuous overload
operation to 125 percent of rated output, (4) protective deviceswhich prevent a failed charger from e-t-.,.fi ea_ (5)
metering and alarm circuits to'monitor the__carger on

The diesel-generator 125-volt dc control and field flash circuits
are supplied power fýom their respective dc distribution panels
located in the diesel v5 i±a us .va 2T.g 7i421 0a o.j- . Atypical panel and its associated loads is shown on Figure 8.3-55.
Each circuit (including the battery charger input to the panel)
is protected by a thermal-magnetic circuit breaker.. The batteryinput circuit to the panel is protected by a thermal-magnetic
circuit breaker and a coordinated fuse.

Prior to placing the 125-volt>(,1 diesel generator battery system
into service, the system components will be tested to ensuretheir proper operation. The diesel-generator batteries will be
preoperationally tested for the following conditions:

1. To verify that the diesel generator battery capacity will
meet the manufacturer's guaranteed performance.

2. To verify that the diesel Senerator battery system has theability to supply power before, during, and after loss of the
480-volt so power supply to the diesel generator battery
charger in the worst case condition.

8 .3-16.•
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.3. To verify that the battery charger will recharge the dieselgenerator battery to the nominally fully charged condition
while supplying power tc the normal control loads.

524. To verify that the diesel generator is able to start, come to
speed, flash the generator field, and build up voltages when
the diesel generator battery is on equalize charge.

In order to verify proper operation of the diesel generator
battery system the following items are alarmed in the maincontrol room MCR for each system: low and/or loss of batterycharger output voltage, loss of 480-volt to supply to the battery
charger, battery charger output breaker open, blown fuseindication on the battery main fuses, battery main breaker open,battery discharge, battery bus overvoltage, battery system grounddetection, and battery system distribution breaker open alarm
(with exception of the batteryX charger tie breaker, which ismonitored indirectly via the battery discharge alarm). Also, theMCR alarms are supplemented by the following local meter andalarms:battery and charger output current, battery and charger
output voltage, and battery system ground detection. Refer to
Figure 8.3-24 for further clarification on these items.

Analysis of Diesel Generator 125-Volt DC Control Power System

The dies'el generator 125-volt do control power system Is designedto comply with the requirements set forth in GDC 2, 4, 5, 17, and 4818. The design also conforms with Regulatory Guides 1.32 and 1.6and IEEE Std. 308-1971. The following paragraphs discuss each of
the requirements:

General Design Criteria 2 and 4

The diesel generator 125-volt dc oontrol power system iscomprised of ",•. physically and electrically independent battery
systems (see figure 8.3-1). These systems are located in the Ov $ e
diesel generator_,_N •@. , which is a seismic Category Iastructure. This structure will provide protection from the
effects of tornadoes, tornado missiles, and external floods.

All components of this system are seismically qualified and havebeen designated as Class lE equipment. (Refer to Section 3.11i'Environmental Design of Mechanical and Electrical Equipment'.)

General. Destin Criteria 5 ..a .1PoA~4~
The diesel generator 125-volt do battery systems are locatedin individual rooms a ejapstion .diesdal generator.

-it.hN-1i.h 1. s ase J. Each room is equipped with itsown heating and ventilating system independent of the other
battery rooms and each room is separated from the others by
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missile and fire barrier-type walls. Also, as stated above, the4-&-ep- battery systems are electrically independent (one per diesel-
generator set). Therefore, the structures, systems, and
components important for safe operation of this s-. are not
shared.

General Design Criteria 17

The diesel generator 1 2 5-volt do battery s'ystem's design,
0uipment 19cation, separation,'redundanoy, and testability

enables the system to perform its intended safety function
assuming a single failure.

General Design Criteria 18

The diesel generator 1 2 3-volt dc battery system is designed to
permit appropriate periodic enspection and testing of important
areas and features, in order to assess the continuity of the
system and the condition of its components. In addition, prior
to placing the system into service, it will be prooperationally
tested and thereafter periodically tested to ensure the proper
operation of all components.

Also, under conditions as close to-design as practical, the full 48
operational sequence that requires the battery system's operation
pewll be tested m ie 11y as a part of the diesel generator
periodic sys td aestts ptf di

Reiulatory Guide 1.32

The diesel generator 125-volt do battery system's chargers have
the capacity to continuously supply all steady-state loads and
maintain the batteries in the design maximum charged state or tofully recharge the batteries from the design minimum discharge
state within an acceptable time interval, irrespective of the
status of the plant during which these demands occur. In
addition, a capacity test willibe performed periodically on each
diesel generator battery system, as recommended by IEEE 450-

j'Reinulatory Guide 1 .6

Each of the $@me diesel generator batterycsystems supply power
only to the loads of the diesel generator -.1 which it isassociated w-i-e-r-. Therefore, the battery systems' safety loads
are separated into redundant load groups such that loss of any
one group will not prevent the minimum safety functions frombeing performed. Also, there are no provisions for manually or
automatically interconnecting the redundant load groups of this
system.

8.3-1 6C
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IEEE 308-1971

As discussed in the above paragraphs, the overall system design
of the diesel generator 125-volt dc control power system
incorporates appropriate functional requirements, redundancy,
capability and surveillance in order to comply fully with this 48
criteria. In addition, the system design is such that the
battery is immediately available during normal operations and
jfollowing loss of power from the alternating-current system.
Also, each battery has sufficient capacity to meet the power
demand and time requirement of each connected load.

Prior to placing the 125-volt do diesel generator battery system
into service, the system components will be tested to ensure
their proper operation.. T1..:;h 11...i zone. atee tt..I..-. --ill 9 1b

To verify that the diesel generator battery capacity will
t the manufacturer's guaranteed performance.

2. To verify t the diesel generator battery sys has the
ability to sup power before, during,. and ter loss of the
480V so power mupp o the diesel gene or battery charger
in th~e worst case condi n.

3. To verify that the batter arg will recharge the diesel
generator battery to e nominally fu charged condition
while supplying er to the normal contro loads.

4. To veni that the diesel generator is able to star come to
spe 0 flash the generator field, and build up voltages an

e diesel generator battery is on equalize charge.

Diesel Generator Capacity

In compliance with Regulatory Guide 1.9, Rev. 2, the table below
compares worst case loading of the diesel generators with their 48
continuous rating and their 2-hour rating. Worst case loading
occurs for a simultaneous loss of offsite power and a loss-of-
coolant accident on the unit the diesel is associated with. Asshown, adequate margin exists, in all cases, between worst case 52
loading and diesel capacity.

I,

8.3-16d
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Diesel Generator Overational Testing

The operational testing of the diesel generator will be accom-
plished from the diesel generator control panel located in the
powerhouse Main Control Room. Full load tests on a unit require
that the unit be paralleled with the offsite power system.
Should a loss of offaite power occur under these conditions,
voltage-restrained over-current relays will activate to give a
loss of offsite power signal (see Figure 8.3-16). This signal
acts to operate the same relays that are used in a normal loss of
offsite power condition. These relays act to strip the boards as
described under 'Diesel Generator Operation' without
disconnecting the diesel generator. The automatic sequencing
logic will then reapply the required loads to the standby2
distribution system as described under 'Diesel Generator 52
Operation.'

Fuel Consumpti'on Tests

Each unit was loaded at loads of 1666.5, 3333, and 5000 kW at .8
pfo and the time to consume 100 pounds of fuel was recorded. The
duration of the test at each load after temperature stabilization
was 1/2 hour with the time to consume 100 pounds of fuel varying
feom 5 m-inutes 41 seconds at 1666.5 kW to 2 minutes 28 seconds at
5000 kW.

Transient Tests

Full load transient tests were made to verify that voltage and
frequency transient characteristics of the system. Loads of 4400
kW and 4750 kW at 0.8 pf were picked up and dropped three times,
each with the following characteristics results:

Peak Frea, Chante % Peak Voltage Prequency
Load Change Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4 Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit

+4400 kV -1.6 -1.3 -1.3 -2.0 -6.0 -6.9 -8.7 -13.0
-4400 1kW +1.6 +2.0 +1.3; +1.8 +6.0 +8.7 +10.4 +10.4
+4750 kV -1.6 -1.6 -1.3! -2.5 -6.0 -8.7 -8.7 -17.4
-4750 kW -2.0 +1.6 +2.0 +2.3 - 6.0 +8.7 +10.4 +13.0

8.3-17
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The assemblies are capable of maintaining containment integrity
when subjected to a borated water spray solution of approximately
2 0 00-ppm boron as boric acid and sufficient sodium to bring the
pH to 8.0 to 8.5.

The penetration assembly is capable of continuous operation at
the normal environmental conditions listed below:

Parameter

Temperature
Pressure
Relative Humidity
Accumulated
radiation dose

Inside
Containment

30 to 150 F
-2 to +2 psig
20% to 100%
1 x 10 s rad

Out side
Containment

30 to 125 F
-2 to +2 psig
20% to 100%

1 35 1

Underground Cable Installation

The design and installation of the underground cables conform to
the applicable requirements of General Design Criteria 1, 2, 3. 4
and 17 and Section 5.2.1 of IEEE Std. 308. Compliance to the
GDC's is discussed in paragraph 3.1. Also, conformance to GDC 17
and IEEE 308 is discussed in Sections 8.2.1.8, 8.3.1.4, and
8.3 .1..,-2 .1 . "

The Class 1E cables between the auxiliary building and the diesel
generator building, and the intake pumping station are installed
in seismic Category I structures. Figure 3.8.4-37 shows the
physical location of the seismic Category I manholes and duct
runs (conduit banks); and Figures 3.8.4-38 through 3.8.4-46 show
the details of these structures. A description of these manholes
and duct runs is given in Section 3 .8 .4 .1.5. 24

The duct runs have been separated or otherwise protected to
prevent a common mode failure of the redundant cable system.
Some of the manholes have 12-inch concrete divider-walls
separating the redundant cables. The manholes have watertight
covers and are provided with sump pumps.

Cables are designed to operate in wet conditions.. The Class 1E
cables required to operate the plant in the flooded condition are
continuous or provided with a waterproof splice in the
potentially submersible sections of the duct runs. Cables have
been tested at the factory by the manufacturer according to TVA
standard specifications, which includes tests in submerged
conditions, such as

8.3-36
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any design basis event. All Class IE electric equipment that (
has to operate during a flood has been located above maximum -
possible flood level unless it is designed to operate sub- '29
merged in water.

The Class IE electrical loads are separated into two or more
redundant load divisions (channels or trains) of separations.
The number of divisions has been determined by the number of
independent sources of power required for a given function.
'The electric equipment that accommodates these redundant divi-
sions is separated by sufficient physical distance or protec-
tive barriers. The separation distance has been determined by
the severity and location of hazards. The environment in the
vicinity of the equipment is controlled or protection provided
such that no environmental change or accident will adversely
affect the operation of the equipment.

The physical identification of safety-related electrical equip-

ment is in accordance with Section 8.3.1.3.

6900-Volt Equipment

The diesel generators and 6900-volt shutdown boards are designed
for a two-division (train A and train B) separation. The 6900-

D volt equipment is located in seismic Category I structures.
The diesel generators are located in the Diesel Generator Build-
ing at approximately elevation 742 and have reinforced concrete
barriers separating each unit from all other units and have no
single credible hazard available that would Jeopardize more
than one unit. The diesel genera or arrargements are shown i
Figure 8 .3-1. T". N.UO \

The 6 900-volt shutdown boards are located in the Auxiliary
Building at approximately elevation 757 (see Figure 8.3-3). A
minimum distance of 19 feet 9 inches separates shutdown board
lA-A from board 2A-A, and shutdown board lB-B from 2B-B. An
8-inch reinforced concrete wall extending to the ceiling is
used to separate 6900-volt shutdown boards lA-A and 2A-A from
shutdown boards lB-B and 2B-B.

L480-Volt Eauinment

The 48 0-volt shutdown boards, 480-volt reactor MOV boards, 480-
volt reactor vent boards, and control and auxiliary buildingS vent boards are separated into train A and B groupings by 8-inch

reinforced concrete walls extending to the ceil-ing between

8. 3-44L
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associated and non-Class IE cables provides a reliable means ofmeeting the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.75 to not degrade Class
lB cables:

1. A circuit breaker and fuse in series
2. Two circuit breakers in series
3. A single fuse

All of the installed protective devices and those added to
further protect the associated and Non-Class 1E cables are of a
high quality commensurate with their importance to safey.

A majority of the associated circuits analyzed have either two
protective devices provided or the calculated short-circuit
current is effectively limited to a value less than the
conductor's continuous current rating. The remaining eighteen
associated circuits have only one protective device. Of these
circuits. sixteen are protected by a fuse and two by a circuit
breaker. There practical, an additional protective device has
been added to these two circuits protected by a single circuit
breaker; otherwise the single circuit breaker is being tested in
accordance with the plant's technical specifications.

Non•Class-IE power and control cables routed in nondivisional
tray, not meeting Regulatory Guide 1.75 separation requirements,
similarly have one of the. protective schemes described
above. Otherwise, the single circuit breaker that protects each
non-Class IE power or control o'ble is tested in accordance with
the plant's technical specifications.

There are certain safety-related components which may be powered
from one of two redundant divisions (channels or trains) through
manual transfer devices. These components include the component
cooling system pump C-S, the spent fuel pit pump C-S, and the
steam turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pumps 1A-S and 2A-S.
The e-tp.. fdr cables from the transfer device to the
component require special separation and are routed in separate
Genm4.4.4 with no other circuiis with the following exception.
Cables with a suffix S may be routed together provided the
following two conditions are satisfied: (1) voltage levels are
compatible, and (2) circuits are designed such that under any
design basis event all cables in the raceway will always be of
the same divisions (channel or train) where energized. These
circuits are identified by a

~~~~4~C O_4v 1 V ý'- C
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suffix S added to their respective conduit and cable numbers.
The redundant feeder supply cables to the transfer devices have
channel or train identification and separation depending on their
application.

There are certain safety-related components which are located in
a nonseismic structure. The circuits for these components or
devices have the following separations. While in a Category I
structure, the circuits for these components are routed with
train or channel circuits depending on their application. 

Then 152

they leave the Category I structure, these circuits have been
separated physically and electrically to reduce the possibility

of damage to more than one redundant circuit.

The RPS, ESF, and ESAS receive their power from the preferred [52
(offaite) and standby (onsite) sources. The normal power and
control circuits from the preferred source are routed in conduits
or cable trays separate from the alternate power and control
circuits. These circuits are Identified by a suffix P or R added
to their respective cable numbers.

The circuits associated with the standby power sources (Class IE
electric systems) are separated into two or more redundant
divisions. The circuits between the diesel generators and' theP 6900-volt shutdown boards are designed for a two division
separation (train A and train B).

The feeder circuits from the 125-volt vital battery boards to the
control buses In the shutdown boards are separated into four
divisions (channels I. II, III, IV). Feeder cables to the
control buses in the train A shutdown boards are supplied from 29
battery boards I and III and feeder cables to the control buses
in the train B shutdown boards are supplied from battery boards
II and IV. The channels I, II, 11. and IV vital instrument
power systems are supplied from vital battery boards I. II. III,
and IV, respectively, and have been physically separated and
routed independently from each other. The vital battery board
arrangement is shown in Figure 8.1-3.

8.3.1.4.4 Fire Detection and Protection in Areas There Cables
are Installed

A hazards evaluation was performed to identify all combustible
materials within the plant and the necessary fire suppression
capability to control and extinguish fires involving safety 52
related equipment, piping, and cabling has been provided. The
threat of exposure fires to safety related equipment, piping, and
cabling from permanently Installed fire loading will also be
considered in the evaluation. All transient fire loads were
evaluated in accordance with established administrative
procedures and appropriate fire protection is provided.

8.3-48
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Fire detection systems are provided generally throughout the
plant to annunciate fire alarms and actuate automatic suppression
lystems where necessary. Detection systems were designed and
installed in accordance with applicable portions of NEPA 72A. B.
C, D, and E.

Areas with concentrations of electrical cable are being
thoroughly evaluated with respect to fuel loading,
compartmentation, separation, etc. The concept *of the systems
approach and defense in depth is be ing used in the evaluation of
these areas as well as throughout all safety related areas of the 52
plant.

Generally the areas of the plant co ntaining 'concentration of
electrical cables' are as follows:

1. Cable spreading room
2. Some areas of the Auxiliary Building
3. Reactor Building Annulus

A detailed list of these areas vill be submitted as a part of the
fire protection re-evaluation. Refer to TVA response to Question
010.,13.

A carbon dioxide fire protection system with manual control is 44
installed in the following areas:

1. Auxiliary instrument rooms 52
2. Computer room..

A carbon dioxide system with automatic control is installed in
each of the diesel-generator rooms, in each of the auxiliary
board rooms, and In the oil pump room of the Diesel Generator
Building.

In addition, portable dry chemical and halon fire extinguishers,
fixed water suppression and standpipe and hose systems are
located thrioughout the plant. Refer to Section 9.5.1 for a
detailed description of the fire protection system. 44

The design of the wall and floor electrical penetration firestops through fire barriers utilize a separate cable slot

(through wall) or cable sleeve (through floor) for each cable
tray. The design and installation of these penetration fire
stops employ Dow Corning 3-6548 silicone RTV foam (components A
and B) as the sealant material over a portion of the length of
the cable slot/cable sleeve penetration, and a combination of
fire barrier materials. From each side of the wall or floor
opening, the cables are separated within the cable slot or cable
sleeve using an Lnorganic fiber. The sealant material is then
installed within the cable slot or cable sleeve. The wall
opening at each cable slot/tray arrangement, and the cable sleeve --

. . . . . s .8 3 -4
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'"Fthree operation conditions for which load values are tabulated.
The 135-volt column indicates actual loads expected while the
battery charger (set at "float voltage") supplies the battery
board load. The 125-volt column represents the actual. loads
expected with the battery board being supplied from the vital

-nbattery (480V ac unavailable), at its normal charged state. The
':7105-volt column represents the actual loads expected with the

battery board being supplied from the vital battery (480-V ac
unavailable), at its minimum charged state. The actual load
current during an ac power outage will depend on the discharge
state of the battery. This subject is also treated in the
section on Tests and Inspections. Loads are assigned to the
systems according to the loads' divisional requirements. Four
divisional loads are assigned to the four channels, two
divisional loads are assigned to Channels I or III and II or IV.
The loads primarily associated with unit 1. are assigned to
Channels I and II while loads primarily associated with unit 2
are assigned to Channels-III and IV. Nondivisional loads
primarily associated with unit I are assigned to Channels I or
II. Similarly, nondivisional loads associated with unit 2 are
assigned to Channels III or IV. Nondivisional loads that are
primarily associated with plant common services are distributed
among the four channels. Some loads have a normal and alternate.
feeder. -The normal feeder is from one channel while the
alternate feeder is from another channel. These loads are listed
jin Tables 8.3-19 through 8.3-26. The transfer of the loads
between the two feeders is manual and is interlocked to prevent
paralleling the redundant power sources.

Maximum steady state d.c. loads (during battery recharge
following an a.c. outage, the inverters and lighting loads are
supplied from a.c. power) for each channel. are supplied from a
battery charger when i.t has either normal or standby a.c. power
available from the 480-volt shutdown boards. If the normal
charger is unavailable, the l.oads are supplied from either the
associated battery or a spare charger. which can be manual.ly
connected to the battery board.

46

46

125-Volt Diesel Generator Batteries lA-A, lB-B, 2A-A ap.4 2B-BANODC-. -

2 Reference: Figure 8.3-46

These batteries are located in Pqnd."i-ua! r...c ?t

;42.9 n: the Gemerater ;3mi!Ain. Tghez liza-ato4in~ t h'

SEach battery is equipped with its own exhaust hood +eant-4ýa.wA
Sdi-eekl' ý'-r _ •ach diesel generator room is equipped with
its own heating and ventilating system independent of

-- 8.3-57
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1. Desired airflows in the ERCT pump area can be maintained
during all environmental conditions, including tornadoes.
earthquakes, and floods. A structural failure of the
grillage roof will not prevent adequate ventilation air from
reaching each operating pump.

2. During normal operating conditions, 
the failure of one of the 152

two ventilation fans in a mechanical equipment room will not
result in environmental degradation that will prevent the
operation of any safety-related equipment.

3. A failure of the electrical equipment room ventilation
subsystem will not affect any safety-related components or
functions.

The mechanical equipment room contains safety-related as well as
non-safety related equipment. Only safety-related equipment will
operate during periods of loss of offsite power. Analysis
indicate that the safety related equipment alone will not cause 52
unacceptable conditions within the mechanical equipment room;
therefore, ventilation is not required. A loss of offaite power
will not result in extreme temperatures which would prevent the
operation of safety related equipment.

9.4.5.1.4 Inspection and Testinx Requirements

The ERCT intake pumping station ventilating and heating system is
accessible for periodic inspection and testing.

9.4.5.2 Diesel Generator Buildin•
q. 4. Y. 2 -I Q 1 e. &I Aera-4+n- 8,,j U A~q

9.4 .5 .2 .l)Destn Bases a

The diesel generator building ventilating system is required to
operate to maintain plant safety in the event of a loss of
offsite power due to a-natural disaster or plant accident
including tornado, earthquake, flood, or fire. The diesel units
are redundant and are each served byla separate 100 percent
redundant ventilation system. Each ventilation system maintains
a proper environment for the operation of safety-related
components.

52
Each diesel engine room ventilation subsystem consists of two

room exhaust fans and one generator and electrical panel cooling
fan for a total of three fans.

One diesel generator exhaust fan along with the co'oling fan will
automatically start upon diesel startup. The second exhaust fan
will start when the upper setpoint of a temperature switch
mounted in the air exhaust room is reached. The generator and
electrical panel cooling fan can start along with either exhaust
fan. The temperature switches mounted in the air exhaust room

9.4-38
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exceeds 1220F. Similary, the electrical control panels within 52
the engine rooms are forced ventilated to assure an internal

cabinet temperature of less than 1310F.

Because the Diesel Generator Building contains no sources of
potential radioactivity, there are no safety-related airflow

directions that must be maintained and no required radiation
monitors.

The Diesel Generator Building is a Seismic Category I structure

that is designed to be safe from tornado missile and flood
damage. The diesel generator room exhaust fans, the generator 52
and electrical panel fan cooling battery hood exhaust fans,

electrical board room exhaust fans, and all associated ductwork,

fittings, and dampers are located within the building and are 35
designed to meet Safety Class 2b and Seismic Category I
requirements. These fans, their associated controls, and motor-
operated dampers are connected to emergency power. The use of
concrete air intake and exhaust hoods provides additional
protec from the effects of missiles.

9.4.5 22Sstem Descri tio

The Di el Generator Bui ing heating and ventilating system are

shown on Figures 9.4-22 9.4-25. Two diesel generator

room exhaust fans, one battery hood exhaust fan, and one
electrical board room exhaust fan are located in the air exhaust

room at EL. 760.5 for each of the four diesel generator units. 52
These fans discharge to the outdoors. One generator and
electrical panel cooling fan is located within each diesel room.

Fresh air is introduced through each air intake room and drawn to
the corresponding diesel generator room. The generator and

electrical panel cooling fan draws air from the room intake
vicinity for distribution to the generator air intake and to the

electrical panel. Following absorption of the heat load in the
room the air is drawn into the air exhaust room buy the room
exhaust fan(s) and is discharged through the air exhaust hood.

* Each battery area is ventilated by a fan designed to exhaust

approximately 1000 cfm of air from the battery area through an
overhead exhaust hood. The air is drawn through ducts to the

*exhaust fan located in the air exhaust room. It is then

discharged to the outdoors.

Each of the electrical board rooms is ventilated by a centrifugal 1 52
exhaust fan rated to 2850 cfm at 0.73-inch water gauge static
pressure. The fan draws air into the board room through its

associated electrical board room intake vent.

9.4-40
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Other building exhaust fans provide individual ventilation for
the lubricating oil storage room, fuel oil transfer room, carbon 41
dioxide storage room, toilet room, and muffler rooms.

The thermostatically controlled electric unit heaters located
within the diesel generator rooms, equipment access corridor,
storage rooms, radiation shelter rooms, and toilet room are
designed to maintain these areas at not less than 600F when the
outsid blent temperature is 150F.

9.4.5 . •SafetX Evaluation

A functional analysis and a failure modes and effects analysis
have shown that the Diesel Generator Building ventilation system
has the capabilities needed for normal operations and for
accident mitigation. The functional analysis shows that:

1. Adequate ventilation is provided to achieve acceptable
airflow patterns and environmental conditions for optimum
equipment operatiqlNduring all operational modes. See
Section 9 .4. 5 .2 .

-2. TheL battery area will be constantly ventilat'ed to prevent
hydrogen buildup in the diesel generator room.

The failure modes and effects analysis, as shown in Table 9.4-4,
indicates that: 128

1. During diesel generator operation, low air flows through any
of the three fans within the Diesel Generator room will be

detected by a flow sensor. The failure will annunciate in 52
the MCI.

2. The failure of a battery hood exhaust fan will prevent forced
air circulation past the batteries. However, the dampers in
the exhaust ductwork will remain open and adequate airflow
will pass through the system to prevent a buildup of hydrogen
gas.

3. A failure of an electrical board room exhaust fan, and the
resulting heat buildup in the room to above 104-F, may cause
loss of the associated diesel generator. However, the
remaining diesel generator will be capable of providing
adequate power to safely shut down the unit.

4. Essential portions of this system will remain functional
during and after a seismic event because of their design to
Seismic Category I requirements. Nonessential portions of
this system and other systems located close to essential
components are designed to Seismic Category I(L) standards to
prevent their failure from precluding operation of essential
system Components.
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5. During flooding conditions and tornadoes, all eassential
components of this system will remain functional because they
are located above the maximum possible flood level and are in
a Seismic Category I structure that is designed to resist
damage by tornado missiles.

6. Upon loss of offsite power, each diesel generator will
provide emergency electrical power to its associated
ventilation components. All are connected to their 152
respective diesel generator engineered safety power supply,
so operation of a diesel generstor will assure power to the
€o~ending fans.

9.4.5. . Tests and Inspections

The diesel generator building ventilating and heating systems are
accessible for periodic inspection. Essential electrical
components, switchovers, and starting controls are tested
initially and periodically thereafter.

9.4.5.3 Auxiliary Building Safety Features Ecuipment Area

9.4.5.3.-1 Desfi-n Bases

The auxiliary building safety features equipment ventilation
system is designed to maintain acceptable environmental
conditions for (1) personnel access, 'operation° inspection,
maintenance and testing and (2) the protection of mechanical and
electrical equipment and controls. The system utilizes 152
cooling provided by the Safety Features Equipment Coolers. Air
cooling units are provided for the' following equipment and areas:

1. Residual heat removal pumps

2. Safety injection pumps

3. Containment spray p~umps

4. Centrifugal charging pumps

5. Reciprocating charging pumps*

6. Unit 1 auxiliary feedwater and component cooling water pumps

9.4-42
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.. esel Generator Building

9.4.5.2 A.1. Des ign Bases

The~diesel generator building ventilating system is required to SE opf-ra-6/
e---eat4ee to maintain plant safety in te e..v-nt of a les of

7H -eC---oluding to!rnFd, do rthqahze, f! e1, er f ir. The diesel unit/
or-@ r-:d-dr-t and ... e,,lt served by a separate 100 percent.OP#iLw~ei rcdundant ventilation system. Each ventilation system maintains

T "i ' c .- .% a proper environment for the operation of safety-related
components.

- 7L • '4oO)ZUI'NAL.
-.e diesel engine room ventilation subsystem consists of twoO.. LNTi. room exhaust fC-n and ene gez... and eiec t.. .ic..1 pa co,- - "
fan for a total of three fan.g

One diesel generator exhaust fan al- w..ith the ce-ling f-- -- ill
automatically start upon diesel startup. The second exhaust fan
will start when the upper setpoint of a temperature switch
mounted in the air exhaust room is reached. The gSrncr-&4e an-d

4-. The temperature switches mounted in the air exhaust room

PAGE I-
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monitor the temperature of the air as it leaves the diesel
generator room. These switches may actuate either room exhaust
fan upon detection of high diesel generator room temperature
conditions or may deenergize either fan, if necessary, in order
to maintain the diesel generator room exhaust temperature between
40OF and 120 0 F. All three fees will a.t...ti..., tep if the

-Ai see! giiueratr rz9M ear-bon diemizl. system. is ftet i;V~t*-J.
"JANITOR .LWSeT . 6,9 K, oA NO ReAM, IVS 0VThe toilet room is ventilated at all times. The electrical b•ri .

root,, battery hooda, lube il S-tor•-e room, and oil transfer
o I~oM ,w r o Om are ventilated at all times except -hen their, V-

a-c-F o^-b .....arbon di. !idec -mr t ed. The muffler room's.a4-e-•o. N ':Tl,.,
ventilated as required to remove heat during warm weather.

Muffler room exhaust fanXawr-s manually operated from hand
switches located on the electrical board that serves the
particular fan, or start along with the diesel when in the auto
mode.e

Three types of dampers are used in the diesel generator
ventilation system. Fire dampers, provided in each air supply
and exhaust openingito the diese1 gzn:r:tz; r^^-, ^l . I C A. .

boa•r ro•.m lb•e 0;i v.80"ý_ n "o-, andA oil transferAroom, will .,
automatically close upon detection of a fire.T7"Motor-operated BOAR:1)c,.
dampers' located at the air intake to &A-9* diesel generator room

15 .O-e automatically opened whenever either of the exhaust fans ADroJI
start. Al1 fans except for the -oV AUxrLIARY oARD?0ooM tFXA0.SrtNANf)

FUCA.v ILl ASFIFFRbW•tA •TAk are equipped vith motor operated shutoff dampers
which close when their associated fan is not operating.
Similary. all relief ve-anto si: peevided with eter... opeted

desefdampers eaept the oom:is-e--! bone-d rm intakt xedcts
twhich are providaed with fier damperes tnotad.

A beekdreft demper is installed in the dust between the air
-hintk rotoorm A eA and the erbes dieide steraje z in ordr
Prevecnt oarbon dioxide bao~kflov into tho dioe!e generator air
-in-tkak Coom In the o;;-2nt of * acarbn dioxide eyate" Capture.

-r~ Ae0PSTrONAL
R~anoh. diesel generator unit room is seperatol-y ventilated in order-
to limit average room temperatures to a design maximum of 120OF
when outdoor air entering the room is 97 0 F and the diesel
generator is in operation. glctri el b.... --- J ... 1. a
in-d.,idu-ally, ventilated in order to limit room temperatures to a 8oAgoRROM,
design maximum of 1040F when the entering outside air temperature AA'I),'?A

/AD.-rr•sToA is 970F. Remaining areas of theoDiesel Generator Building are 8oARL
ventilated using the method of room volume changes. Personnel ROO
comfort conditions are maintained as required during low outside
temperature by means of thermostatically controlled eleotric unit
heaters. Bett.ry _rea- are p -ti-_eteA at all t •-- for- hyArog

Th--ga------tzr 4fAr eanh engine rootff 16 SUppli LO with 0-t 5 jA a i
to :ft"I:ethat -th: ave:rage 86116rater air intake temperature 64'7-0r- j

*......
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Because the Diesel Generator Building contains no sources of
potential radioactivity, there are no safety-related airflow
directions that must be maintained and no required radiation
.monit ors.

"The 'Diesel Generator Building is a Seismil~c Category I struct:ure

that is designed o, be safe from tornado missile and flooddamage. T he••••se 1. generator, room .exhaust, fans. the ,q8e*Va" •dj•/•:ýr.h aC'••• _. .,

exhaust fani, and all associated ductwork,
fitttn.gs, and dampers are located within the building and are
designed to meet Safety Class 2b and Seismic Category I
requirements. These fans, their associated controls, and motor-
operated dampers are connected to emergency power. The use of
concrete air intake and exhaust hoods provides additional
Protection from the effects of missiles. ,

System Descript ion A .-... 4k
TheDd-eve Generator Building h ea t In: n ventilating system areshown on Figures . -Two diesel geneator.

room exhaust fans. One-Rje~j 'cil tT"~j room exhaust faA.' Orad -tnsime 'nct .9e
,10 4,V•/••.•;. board room exhaust fan are located in" the air exhaust

room at EL. 760.5 for t.he4-o'f the s generator units.
.These fans discharge to the outdoors. Oi 1.a ,

Fresh air is introduced through e air intake room and drawn =t
the corresponding diesel generator room. TXGson*-:- A

=-8b-Mt;-r- -. Following absorption of the heat load in the
room the air is drawn into the air exhaust room buy the room
exhaust fan(s) and is discharged through the air exhaust hood.

-Ea-0. b- t•! e -*,o- o h , ,•,• •

evrbe 100 u ef sit fris draw ~tar hroug ' aitst t-

.vij4. -ng tovi t4dI bzm:*h.: 6...I .. tý

7P zqpo V V&PI cfj1j/9,` 40A~rc *'04-077 /5 1,AA~ I- Sý Q½ cetiiiJY
dtwo-ir ýYorri fkp ouLiade -ijroujh -k. roaf rntonpfed a~r ,,daZý 7)tyarstcrrfdr -

~yr~~ --ar ni'CrOcin.
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Other building exhaust fans provide lndividual Ieniletion for
the -a u-oIbs-t-o-oJ1--e4tt..r- owa fuel oil transfervrooma, a--

i • _ - A----t and muffler rooms.

The thermostatically controlled electric unit heaters located
within the diesel |cneat r room/, -qm_-n-•- *a-s 8orr0dore.rpf-m

450 V auxJihaý- 6o4d alat~ -=Z002"., z~ &.O J.r o o m a nd t-o.4.-..e Pro omaa re0
fee/n,/q ',e( designed to maintain these areas at not lese than 60°F when the

ro o?71 outside ambient temperature is 1S5F.

: Safetv Eyaluation

J A functional analysis and a failure modes and effects analysis

C - have shown th the' Diesel Generator Building ventilation system
o o 0 has the capabilities needed for normal operations and for
= . accident mitigation. The functional analysis shows that:
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1. Adequate ventilation is provided to achieve acceptable
airflow patterns and environmental conditions for optimum
equipment operation during all operational modes. See
Section q.4. .2. .

The failure modes and effects analysis, as shown in Table 9.4-4w,
indicates that:.

1. During diesel generator operation, low air flows through any
of the -6Abm-. fans within the Diesel Generator room will be
detected by a flow sensor. The failure will annunciate in
the NCM,

AI I
S p0 ---- 7 -C am 0 0

3.4.

_ aet - t. .a L- --

A failure of an electrical board room exhaust fan, and the
resulting heat buildup in the room to above 104-F. may cause
loss of the - diesel generator. However, the
remaining diesel generator will be capable of providing
adequate power to safely shut down the unit.

Essential portions of this system will remain functional
during and after a seismic event because of their design to
Seismic Category I requirements. Nonessential portions of
this system and other systems located close to essential
components are designed to Seismic Category I(L) standards to
prevent their failure from precluding operation of essential
system components.
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13' During flooding conditions and tornadoes, all essential
components of this system will remain functional because they
are located above the maximum possible flood level and are in
a Seismic Category I structure that is designed to resist
damage by tornado missiles.

W 1EN T H 4 A •DAM 04Mo• p~resE i L. - -T ruE rs/. upon~ 100- of nffaip an generator KilAN n ol; ~T-ruTf NaoR
provide emergency electrical power to its associated ALNYMNFr oLNY- Vr'
ventilation components. All are connected to the4c-A-•AOrIoNAI•1.
resreesivG diesel generator engineered safety power supply,
so operation of X diesel generator will assure power to the (
corresponding fans. 714e AoofT.oNm..

9.4.5.2 .A' Tests and Inspections

AD ITI.TNA.4
TheADiesel Generator auilding ventilating and heating systems are
accessible for periodic inspection. Essential electrical
components, switchovers, and starting controls are tested
initially and periodically thereafter.

L5
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accordance with routine plant procedures. 52

9.5.4 Diesel Generator Fuel Oil Storaze and Transfer System

9.5 .4.1 Design Bases wk4 ' 0 oW b e,

The Diedel Generator Fuel Oil System is/ 'Yesigned-to provide ,
indepe dent storage and transfer capaoi y.to suppl.y No. 2 Fuel
Oil to• ---- f-e., diesel generator units operating at full load for

an extended period of time..

* Each of the skidmounted day tanks (one per diesel engine) on each
diesel generator unit has a storage capacity of 550 gallons. The
portion of the Diesel Generator Fuel Oil System necessary to 52
supply fuel for a minimum of seven days is located within the
diesel generator juildingX.. e buildingS i. 4 de signed to Seismic
Category I and 1- designed to thstand the affects of tornados,
credible missiles, floods, rain, • w, or ice, as defined in
Chapter 3, Sections 3.3,.3.4 and 3.or.a. 4ý4c-ho a 4jeseL 3jenem+? ýulldiý

The design code requirements for the system are as follows:

-'1. D-itsel generator building fuel oil storage tanks - Code for
Unfired Pressure Vessels, ASME Section VIII, Division I.

2. Piping from fuel oil storage tanks to interface of diesel
generator units - Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, ASME 41
Section III, Class I1I.

3. Remaining piping, valves, pumps, and associated equipment -

Power Piping Code, ANSI B31.1-1973. and,d a 11 o. ýese 9ea-oo"

The diesel fuel' oil storage tanks are('designed for embedment
within the diesel generator building foundationS. The fuel oil
day tanks are skid-mounted on the diesel generator units, and
have an ambient temperature range of to 19F. TU- di1 '

0 te l_0F S0 t10w

The Diesel Fuel Oil System for the diesel generator units ios
designed to meet the single failure criterion. That portion of
the system from the embedded storage tanks to the diesel
generator units is designed to meet Seismic Category I require-
ments. The remainder of the system within the Diesel Generator 49
Building is designed to Seismic Category 1(L) requirements.

9.5.4.2 System Description

The flow diagram of the Diesel Generator Fuel Oil System is shown
in Figure 9.5-20 The control and logic diagrams are shown in
Figures 9.5-21 and\9.5-22, respectively.

am\ .S-Z
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The Diesel Generator Fuel Oil System consists of f-&ae bedded
storage tank assemblies, one for each diesel generator u it, withtheir associated day tanks, pumps, valves, and piping. he tanks 49
themselves are embedded in the Diesel Generator Building
substructure and have a capacity of 68,000 gallons of fuel for
each diesel generator unit.

Level switches are provided on the &I-so-* -u _ i
storage tank assemblies to provide the following functions:

1. Provide local fuel level indication.

2. Annunciate an alarm in the Main Control Room when the fuel-'"
level drops below a seven-day supply. -

3. Annunciate an alarm in the Main Control Room on high level
above the pump shut-off setting.'

4. Provide an interlock with the 200 gpm transfer pumps at the
yard storage tanks and in the diesel building fuel oil
transfer room, to shut off the pumps automatically.on high
level .This inA+0rieC4 -Fe&-hqt is. r%6+ e~plqea cd Wh~n 1ALIA4 +he Add: iftoa.1 cleas"e

1?il 0,;n+'rdri 49 ?f I~$ ~~ ol- *
A truolio fill-connection, condensate sump suction connection, and 4in~spection-dipstick gauge manholes are provided for each embedded
storage tank assembly. The vents to the atmosphere on all tankassemblies are provided with double fire tcreens .to prevent an
outside spark from entering the assemblies and igniting the gaseswithin. All tank connections and vents are above maximum flood
elevation. That portion of the seven-day fuel oil tank vent
above the roof level is encased in reinforced concrete for
missile protection. 

52

Two skid-mounted, electric motor driven, 15 gpm fuel oil
transfer pumps are provided for each generating unit to transfer
fuel from the embedded storage tank assembly6m% to the two skid-

m d a t gimounted,_ day, tanks P-- generating unit. " Each of these pumps --es-e S p(I'.a
..ap - f 416 6 fuel to both day tanks.

Two sets of level switches are provided for each day tank and
associated tran-sfer pumps. The level swit-ches are arranged so 49
that one pump will be the primary pump a-nd the other a I
supplementary pump. The supplementary pump is provided so thatin the event of a failure of the primary pump, the supplementary 52pump will start. In addition, these level switches provide both
local and backup remote alarms to indicate high and low fuel oil
level in the day tanks.

From each day tank, fuel is supplied to the diesel injectors by
diesel engine driven pump. An electric motor-driven fuel pump is
provided as a backup for the engine driven fuel pump. Separate
suction and discharge lines serve each pump. Each line has a - -
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'A 200 gpm transfer pump located adjacent to the yard fuel oil
storage tanks provideX the following functions:

1. Transfer fuel oil from a tank truck to either of two yard
fuel oil storage tanks.

2. Transfer fuel oil from either yard fuel oil storage tank to
the other.

3. Transfer/fuel oil from either yard fuel* oil tank to any one
of the a-a s'•_ U-_ - 1--A . embedded fuel oil
storage tank assemblies.

4. Reject fuel oil from either yard fuel oil tank through a

reject connection in the yard.

9.5.4.3 Safety Evaluation

With 60,000 gallons of diesel fuel in each fuel tank assembly,
and each assembly embedded in the concrete substructure of aSeismic Category I building and separated by 18 inches of con-
crete, the diesel generator units will be assured of having at
least 7 days fuel supply for any of the conditions discussed in
NcCtion-y',D.4.1.- The diesel generator fuel oil tank assemblies,
iping, and pumps are so arranged that malfunction or failure of
ither an active or passive component associated with the source

of supply for any one diesel generator unit will not impair the
ability of the other sources to supply fuel oil to the other
uni t s.

Each diesel generator is aligned so as to be able to supply power
to its own auxiliaries so that a single failure will not result

SP~ismitCa4v AI~to.(ý~e ,Z.oo Sp 'se I 4ratis-rer /PUM1s Ire
O.ISO Ioe'jed. in -nhe diesel .alerao,+or Co, I) "A', .

7' e b( -;.heJ ol "ras-fe.r p ,p Will 0too -XI o0(
Oe. ri, ~ ereo -Pr~om n l CA cet 0 -r -4Ae eAs-betd-de04 _~
Oil r 9 ±aAks ' AFe. D"S o4/er emhedded.

2;174.94• 7A<. /A M D51o

~T7e ADGB fu-•J oil-/-ra.ti r-f ,. ii 4Cra5"•-Yr

OR~e oi( 4oyk S40 4,?1ied'oI GeJ of'/ $7'6ray
+Ah k+4*t 14 ,/-A q A/)4/ -14 ain C/ ' gn Lo nbedd48

ra5eP_ r, -i~k . OC t,4 42;1A.C Cf4erd $%7ý0,La-AJ
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in loss of more than one diesel generat Cunit. The system thus --

meets the requirements of the single failu crterion.

~~As discussed in Section 9.5.4.2. all connection •,and vents to the

atmosphere are above flood elevation. The vents a flame-
proofed. In addition, automatic carbon dioxide fire, rotection
is provided in the diesel building fuel oil transfer p mp room

and the four rooms housing the diesel generator units.•

7 been provided in the desiag

wallthiknes fo th diselgenerator building embedded fuel
oilstoagetans. he nteior ofthe tanks were coated with

Humble Oil Company's Rustband No. 357 for added corrosion pro-
tection. The fuel oil piping and fittings within the diesel
generator building have more than ample corrosion allowance,
having been designed per the codes noted in Section 9.S.4,1, and
will operate at a pressure considerably below the maximum
allowable for the size and schedule pipe fittings used.

It-is expe~cted that additional fuel oil beyond that stored on-

-s'xte can be •procured and delivered to the plant site within a

reasonable period of time because of the following: .

1• The plant site is served by. a railroad spur owned by TVA.

The yard transfer pump is provided for transferring fuel oil
from a tank car to either of the two fuel oil tanks in the
yard. or directly to the diesel fuel oil storage tank

assemblies.

2. The possibility that the truck-fill connections located
outside the Diesel Generator Building, one for each of the

€• • diesel oil storage tank assemblies, might not be
accessible by truck under any weather conditions is very

•• remote, because Tennessee State Highway 68 provides ycarround

transportation through the site area. In addition, two

highways connecting Knoxville and Chattanooga, State Highways
29 (U.S. 27/) and 58 pass within ten miles of the plant site.

3. If rail or road transportation is unavailable, barge or

tanker delivery can be accepted at the dock area on the west 25
, bank of the Te usee River. near the plant site. '•

Y70

9.5.4.4 Tests and Ins1pections
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ne" engine-mounted, motor and engine-driven fuel oil transfer
pumps and day tanks were functionally tested in the vendor's shop
in accordance w.jtn tae manufacturer's standards to verify the
performance of the diesel generator units and accessories. The
fuel oil transfer pumps in the yardaad. Diesel Generator Building,
were Lested in the manufacturer' s factory to verify their
performance. The embedded fuel oil storage tanks were tested
with compressed dir to :0 psig prior to shipment to the plant
site.

4n.'74.A
lhe entire Diesel Fuel Oil Sytem was flushed with oil and then
functionaily tested at the pl nt site in accordance with TVA
Preoperational Test TVA-14Ag* The Diesel i'uel Oil System will be.
periodically tested to satisfy the Technical Specification 3/4.8,.
surveiilance requirement 4.8.1.1.2.

9.5.5 Diesel Generator Cooling Water System Ind.41! M0 U0 it 1A ,eL
q,5SWDesion saidi

A closed-loop circulating water cooling sys em is furnished for

each engine of the four tandem diesel gener tor units
housed within the Diesel Generator Building. T1asBuildingS ..eatdesigned to Seismic Category I requirements, and 1 designed to
withstand the eifects of tornadoes, credible missiles,
hurricanes, tloo'ds, rain, snow, or ice as defined in C•apter

3.3, 3.4, and 3.5).1 Each cooling system includes 2 55
UMPs, neat exchanger expansion tank, and all accessories

required for a cooling loop. (See Figure 9.1-23). io preclude
long term corrosion or organic rouling the engine cooling water

0 system requires de-ionized water with a corrosion inhibitor. The 28 52
water cuemistry is maintained in conformance with tue engine
manufacturer's recommendations., General motors Corporation MI1748. The closed-loop engine cooling water is circulated through
the shell side of each skid-mounted heat exchanger by two diesel-

-engine shaft-driven pumps. Jacket water immersion heaters are
provided for each engine to maintain the jacket water within the 4vendor recommended temperature range in order to reduce thermal 52stresses and assure the fast starting and load accepting
capability of the diesel generator units in performing their
requixed safety function.

The immersion heater is energized when the water a.t the
temperature switch falls to 12SOF ± _ pap.eeb) and goes off
155F '. .. ) A jacket water temperature low alarm
annunciates when the water at the temperature switch fall3 to
SU0 0OF ( t2 tse1

at

53

Jacket water flows through the lubrication oil cooler oy ther-
mosyphon action when the diesel generators are idle. An clcctric
mocor driven lubrication oil circulation pump is also provided
for each engine to circulate the lubrication oil through the

Iubrication oil cooler, wnich is warmed by the engine jacket

9 .5-26
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water, and return the oil to the engine sump. The jacket water --- _-

immersion heaters are controlled by thermostats, and the

lubrica tion oil circulation pumps run continuously when the

engine is not running.

Each diesel generator unit is proviaed with two closed engine

cooling water loops (one for each engine), for which the heat

sink is provided by the Essential Raw Cooling Water (ERCW)

System. (refer to Section 9.2.1) The ERCW flows through the tube

side of the skid-mounLed heat excnangers. 
5 5

.5..3 Sd-k+'9 CV&IUA #1611

The cooling water is supplied to the heat exchangers of each

diesel generaLor unit through redundant headers of the ERCW

System. The system isolation valves are so arranged as to provide

the capability to isolate either cooling source in the event..-of a

component malfunction or excessive leakage from the system..:

Refer to Figures 9.2-1 through 9.2-4. Therefore a malfuncti'on

(single failure of a component) or loss of one cooling water

source will not jeopardize the function of a diesel generator

unit. Buth the air-start piping and s.:bz-- "W"As' fire

protection piping located in the vicinity of the Diesel Uenerator

Cooling Water System are designed to Seismic Category I(L) to

ensure that no seismic event will degrade the functional

capability of the Diesel Generator Cooling Water System.

The. ERCW System within the Diesel Uenerator building was hydro-

statically tested to 240 psig and functionally tested on the

C
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plant site in accordance with TVA Preoperational Test TVA-18 3 "(14ci na 73C.

All system components are accessible for periodic inspections

during operation. The diesel Generator Coolant Water System is

periodically tested to satisfy Technical Specification 3/4.8.

be un Yar extended periods of time at less than 50% of
,Conti ous rated load. For all situations, TVA has loads
continu sly available to the operator that exceed 501% of t 28

continuous ated load. l

The manufacturer as indicated that the diesel en *es have been

tested for no-load eration for four hours. t

After four hours of opera on at less tha 0-percent load. the ? t

diesel generator is run at a inimum o 50-percent load for at 456e

The diesel generators will an matica y start on an accident

signal and if off-site pow remains ava a sel 28

generators will be put ck in standby con ition before the four

hour period is i d a•e nd

or an accide situation when the diesel generat has run for

extended eriod of time at low or no loads, the loa is
'e'aduall Increased until the exhaust smoke is approximat 4,)

twice dense as normal. The increasing load is then stopp

unt the sm2oke clears. This procedure is repeated until full

All skid-mounted Diesel Generator Cooling Water System 
components

are inspected and services as specified in the scheduled

maintenance program for the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant diesel

generator units.

9.5.6 Diesel Generator Starting System

Each diesel engine associated with the fewt tandem diesel gen-

erator units is equipped with an independent pneumatic starting

system. See Figure 9.5-24. The Diesel Starting Air System

components are housed with their respectiv'e diesel generator

units within the3at.esel generator rooms-in the Diesel Generator

Building, which -" a Seismic Cateogry I structure designed to

withstand % he effects of tornadoes, credible missiles, floods.

rain, snow, or ice. as defined In Chapter 3. Sections 3.3, 3.4,

and 3.5 . dnd. ADGG
q.$, 4.Z SYikn of" i-ir~

Each diesel engine has two pairs of air starting motor units

(hence, there are four pairs per diesel generator unit) -mad

A set of two skid-mounted air accumulators is provided for

j~diesel engine; four accumulators per diesel generator unit.CAl¶/71wl OP *ýWo pair-1 0.-C' Zt S4a&- Mc,7o,.s /I e Lozeedg
5 skhH- -H dieSO- Ye-,f,4 rn/4%ýL
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The accumulators are 30 inches in diameter and 104 inches long,
and are designed in accordance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code, Section VIII. Each set of accumulators is sized for
a compressed air storage capacity sufficient to -P the diesel
generator unit five times without recharging. One accumulator of
each set serves as a standby for the other (primary) accumulatory

of that set. Each set .of accumulators is equipped with. pressure
gauges, drains, shutoff valves, safety relief valves, check
valves, instrumentation, and controls. .,

Two 480-volt a.c. motor-driven compressors supply compressed air
to each of the two sets of accumulators for each diesel generator
unit. Each compressor is sized to recharge any one accumulator
of a set from 150 psig to 250 psig within 30 minutes. Contr.ols
for the compressors have been designed for automatic start-stop
operation (start at a falling pressure of 200 psig, stop at a
rising pressure of 250 psig). Manual test-start selector PeS: Svi
switches are also provided for each compressor. T4"-&-& are
provided on each Air Starting System for actuating low air
pressure alarms both locally and in the Main Control Room (see
Figure 9.5-25.

The * supply l aders from *-h-e air compressorX to the isolation
che.o-k valye. on*-*--h skid-mounted accumulator are designed to
Seismic Category I'(L)requirements. To prevent moisture and rust
accumulation in the'air starting system, a fully automatic
heatless air dryer has been installed between the air compressor
and'the accumulators. The air dryer unit contains dual desiccant
drying chambers which are alternately cycled through dry.7ing and
regeneration cycles, a forced air aftercooler, and associated
cycle and fan controls. One chamber of the desiccant dryers is
on stream at all times. Moisture traps are also located
downstream of the dryers to collect any residual moisture. The
two air storage systems for each diesel generator unit provide
redundancy so that a single failure will not jeopardize the
design starting capacity.of the syst.em.

All equipment necessary to st-art the diesels upon receipt of a
start signal is Seismic Category I.

The diesel air start system is classified as quality group C.
Section B of RegulatoryGuide 1.26 discusses quality groups A
through D and generally the types of equipment falling in each
group. Section B also discusses systems and components not 24
covered by groups A-D. Examples of these non-covered items are
provided in Regulatory Guide 1.26 and include instrument and
service air systems, auxiliary support systems and'diesel
engines. Part NA-1130, Section III of the ASHE code states that
drive system and other accessories are not part of the code.
Regulatory Guide 1.26 states that non-covered items should be
designed, fabricated, erected and tested to quality standards -
commensurate with the safety functions performed. As a quality
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group C system, it is considered to meet quality standards

commensurate with the safety function performed.

The piping for the air start system is designed to minimize rust
accumulation in the system. Moisture is accumulated at the low
points in the system and removed by administrative blowdown
procedures. A strainer is also provided in the air start piping
system upstream of the air start motors which prevents carry over
of oil or rust. etc., to the motors. An oil mist type lubricator

located in the air start system piping downstream of the line
strainer and before the air start motors, provides lubrication
for the motors. The typical arrangement for each engine is a
strainer and lubricator for each pair of air start motors. The
diesel starting air system is. shown in Figure 9.5-24 x A4. '- •a
Q-.1. TeS+s -aJ =nsP!E +10Cv d
The entire Diesel Generator Starting System will be function

tested in accordance with TVA Preoperational Test TVA-14B< The
system will be periodically tested to verify its ability to
function as part of the diesel generator unit to satisfy the
Technical Specification 3/4.8 surveillance requirement 4.8.1.1.2.
Under normal standby conditions, the Diesel Generator Starting
System is maintained and inspected at intervals as prescribed in
the plant maintenance instructions for the diesel generator
unit&.--

9-.5.7 Diesel Engine Lubrication System

The Diesel Englnre-E-u-rication System for each diesel engine shown
in Figure 9.5-26,: is a combination of three subsystems: the main
lubricating subsystem, the piston cooling subsystem, and the
scavenging oil subsystem.

The main lubricating subsystem supplies oil under pressure to the
various moving parts of the diesel engine. The piston cooling
subsystem supplies oil for piston cooling and lubrication of the
piston pin bearing surfaces. The scavenging oil subsystem
supplies the other systems with cooled and filtered oil. Oil is
drawn from the engine sump by the scavenging pump through a
strainer in the strainer housing located on the front side of the
engine. From the strainer the oil is pumped through oil filters
and a cooler. The filters are located on the accessory racks of
the engines. The oil is cooled in the lubricating oil cooler (as
shown in Figure 9.5-27) by the closed circuit cooling water
system in order to maintain proper oil temperature during engine
operation.

The required quality of oil is maintained by sc.heduled
maintenance of strainers, separators, and filters and by oil
changes in accordance with the engine manufacturer's
recommendation.

A crankcase pressure detector assembly is provided to cause the

28

24A'7' B
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engine to shut down in case the normal negative crankcas
pressure changes to a positive pressure. This is accomp ished by
relieving the oil pressure to the engine governor. The ressure 28

detector shutdown device is operative only during diesel
generator testing; see FSAR Paragraph 8.3.1.1 under the heading,
'Standby Diesel Generator Operation.'

An overspeed mechanism is provided to shut down the engine by
stopping the injection of fuel into the cylinders, should the
engine speed become excessive.
q.S.7.Z Sys+dn, Decr-i4;ar%
When the diesel generator units are not operating but are in the-.
standby condition, the auxiliary oil system is used to circulate.:
the oil through the engine cooler where it is warmed by the
cooling water. (Refer to Section 9.5.5. Diesel Generator Cooling
Vater System.) Thus, the engines are kept in constant readiness
for ra immediate start.

The lubricating oil and piston cooling oil pumps are of the
positive displacement helical gear type, mounted externally on
the front of the engine for accessibility. They are gear driven
from the diesel engine. All lubricating oil pumps are mounted on
the diesel engines, skid. or DGB floor. _hd ,d .l- n ."

o f - ,L.v eh < ( O r A4 wJ., < ,
EA ch 0/the engines in the tandem generato t s is provided with.
its own0 luoricating oil system, which is iýtegral part of each
of the L diesel generator units (se igure-.9.5-27) housed a_ 151 o,.I u
within the Diesel Generator Building.i The*wdiesel generators have
been modified to add engine manufacturer's recommended
improvements to the lube oil system (MI 964). This modification
includes the addition of an a.c. motor driven lube oi pump and a
d.c. motor driven auxiliary lube oil pump. The a.c. lube oil
pumps circulate lubication oil constantly to provide adequate
lubrication of the turbocharger bearings prior to engine start.
removes residual heat from the turbocharger bearings after engine
shutdown, and circulates warm oil through the oil system to keep
the engine in a constant state of readi' s for an immediate
start.& The Diesel Generator Building -i. Tesignod to Seismic
Category I requiremcnts. and $desiin d to withstand the effects
of tornados, credible missiles, hurricesa , floods, rain, snow.
orice as defined in Chiapter 3. Stction 3 .3, 3.4. and 3.5.

The diesel lubricating oil instrumentati a alarms are activated d el n 9emEd-•,
to signal on any of the following conditi us: 4(

or 11p 

utch ase ,:4 )'d7
1. Low standby lubricating oil pressure 

+

2. Low engine lubricating oil pressure .F2iesg I.ed - flC/crwuZ
3. Low crankcase engine oil level b Li lId i

4. Low engine oil pressure at idle

I d.c. -wU,ý. 0,e Pii serve-ys a4 a 6acA "7 40 -'7e ,a4 IoU"A,
" n4 r ,ovemo s' hea .4 9.5-31 4-,,o 'A1-he -.u,.oCharqe

$.soa,: -SIhe be &hius4 dow /1 0 a 40 0C
0 id/*,Ib/e
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High crankcase pressure b ... ...
Local engine oil pressure and temperature gaug s are provided.
The diesel lubricating oil instrumentation al rms visually andaudibly in both the Diesel Generator Buildingiand Main ControlRoom. Each diesel generator is arranged so as to be able to
supply power to its own auxiliaries such that a single failurewill not result in loss of more than one diesel generator unit.
4-T-.7..3 Sc4~e+Y .th4 +13-30
Each engine crankcase sump contains 4eO gallons of lubricating
oil, ample for at least seven days of diesel generator unit fullload operation without requiring replenishment. The established
oil consumption rate is 0.83 gallons per hour. An additionalstandby oil reserve of approximately 935 gallons is stored within,the plant's power stores to replenish the engines for longer 55periods of operation and to "top off" the engines after theirperiodic test operations as s ecified in the Technical b e
§cifications./ The diesel generator lubricating oil system •.9". 7.jcomponents are inspected and serviced as specified in the 7____PAk_10"Scheduled Maintenance Program for the Watts Bar Diesel GeneratorUnits." The inspection and service of. the lubricating oil systemsIncludes visual checking for, and the correction of, oil leakage.'This program sets overall standards and testing instructions toquality al41 lubr-ic-ating oil for use in the diesel generator 28. inc $.

.8 Diesel Generator Combustion Air Inta'ke and Exhaust System

9.5.8.1 Design Bases

E'ach 4 ive +ar4*mZ..%- 4a-edm. diesel-engine associated with each of the f-e-, diesel
generator units & equipped with an indend ent Combustion AirIntake and Exhaust Subsystem. The four systems for the plantare housed in physically separated oms within the Diesel . 35Generator Building.A T hesBuildingsi-" designed to Seismic Category
I requirements, and e designed to withstand the effects oftornadoes, credible missiles, hurricanes, floods, rain, snow, andice as defined in Sections 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5. The Combustion AirIntake and Exhaust S bsystem piping, filters. and silencers areso arranged in the in ividual rooms for each diesel generatorunit that a malfuncti n or failure of any system component
associated with any si gle unit will not impair the operation ofthe other units. The s b-system thus meets the requirements of
the single failure crnte ion.

9.5.8.2 System Descriuti

The general arrangement of t Diesel Generator Combustion Air
Intake and Exhaust System is s own in Figure 8.3-1. The flowdiagrams are shown in Figures 9 5-29 and 9.5-30. Each Diesel 41Generator Combustion Intake and xhaust Subsystem includes an air I

7e. ad +ronal dj~seie ~nera.4vrn iS )c~
fin its ownt ba~jdfr, W'~h scJ. )S phy~iC4IUY

9.5-32 Seprax+ad.. -PV-Dz+he Diesel GeQn a.-fOr
6al d hos~inj he. O+htr 4iw~ diesels.

7h "O -t5 m .r Ii'k #4 y a
+ -e artlt n0
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(o'r ad47--iaI ee&1 .oHigh crankcase pressure b .... .
Local engine oil pressure and temperature gaug s are provided.The diesel lubricating oil instrumentation al rms visually andaudibly in both the Diesel Generator Building/and Main ControlRoom. Each diesel generator is arranged so as to be able tosupply power to its own auxiliaries such that a single failurewill not result in loss of more than one diesel generator unit.,5".7.,3 SO4-+y CY41"+t*n 330
Each engine crankcase sump contains -4* gallons of lubricatingoil, ample for at least seven days of diesel generator unit fullload operation without requiring replenishment. The establishedoil consumption rate is 0.83 gallons per hour. An additional "standby oil reserve of approximately 935 gallons is stored within-the plant's power stores to replenish the engines for longer 55
periods of operation and to "top off" the engines after theirperiodic test operations as specified in the Technical be t 't_Lcifications./ The diesel generator lubricating oil system V- 9. 35 -.7.-com-ponents are inspected and serviced as specified in the 7'57JAk1i).Tr•WN5S"Scheduled Maintenance Program for the Watts Bar Diesel GeneratorUnits." The inspection and service of. the lubricating oil systemsincludes visual checking for, and the correction of, oil leakage.`This program sets overall standards and testing instructions toquality al-r lubr-icating oil for use in the diesel generator 28

, i ne s.

.8 Diesel Generator Combustion Air Int'ke and Exhaust System

9.5.8.1 Design Bases

SEacfr 
7 V odv2:3- tanr4.. diesel-engine associated with each of the -emr dieselgenerator units &4-4 equipped with an indement Combustion AirIntake and Exhaust Subsystem. The fouri systems for the plantare housed in physically separate d ,Foms within the Diesel 135Generator Building.* Thes4Buildings " designed to Seismic Category

I requirements, and designed to withstand the effects oftornadoes, credible missiles, hurricanes, floods, rain, snow, andice as defined in Sections 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5. The Combustion AirIntake and Exhaust S bsystem piping, filters, and silencers areso arranged in the in ividual rooms for each diesel generatorunit that a malfuncti n or failure of any system componentassociated with any si gle unit will not impair the operation ofthe other units. The s b-system thus meets the requirements ofthe single failure crite ion.

9.5.8.2 System Descriptio

The general arrangement of t Diesel Generator Combustion AirIntake and Exhaust System is 3 own in Figure 8.3-1. The flowdiagrams are shown in Figures 9 5-29 and 9.5-30. Each Diesel 41Generator Combustion Intake and xhaust Subsystem includes an air I
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jntakc filter, air t a ke silencers, nd piping of the air intake
subsystem from the ir intake to its onnection to the engine;
and an exhaust sile car and piping of the exhaust subsystem from
its connec-tion to the engine to a point just above the Diesel
Generator Building roof level where t e exhaust exits to the
atmosphere. As shown in Figure 8.3-1 the major components of
the Diesel Generator Combustion Air d Exhaust System are housed
within the Diesel Generator Building which provides protection
from missiles. snow, and ice. That portion of the exhaust sub-
systems exposed above the roof level is short and below the
parapet level to reduce the vulnerability to tornado missiles.
Drain holes are provided at appropriate points to expel any
rainfall, that enters the exhaust piping.

9.5.8.3 Safety Evaluation

The Diesel Generator Combustion Air Intake and Exhaust System is
designed to function before, during, and after a SEE. to ensure
that a seismic event will not degrade the Combustion Air Intake
and Exhaust System to the point that the function of a diesel
generator unit is jeopardized.

An analysis of diesel generator exhaust recirculation utilizing a
model developed by Halitsky 1 for transverse jet plumes,
estgblished.that the exhaust plume will be carried well above The
level of the air intakes and thus will not degrade the intake
air. The diesel generator units can withstand a concentration of
20 percent carbon dioxide (by volume) in the air intake stream
and continue to function at rated, full-load power. The
redundancy and separation of the four intake and exhaust
subsystems are discussed in Section 9.5.8.1. The protection
against missiles, snow, rainfall, and ice are discussed in
Section 9.5.8.2.

A 4 aýa sýasfzt enl ff th *'ars
Wt!o a^ a -- T r a:'• t "* ..- - , A _% 1281

94-3. A failure modes and effects analysis for the Diesel 39
Generator Ventialation System is presented in Table 9.4-4.

9.5.8.4 Tests and Inspection

After installation the entire Diesel Generator Combustion Air
Intake and Exhaust System will be functionally tested on the
plant site in accordance with TVA Preoperational Test TVA-14EX and-74 .

Each Diesel Generator Combustion Air Intake and Exhaust Subsystem
is periodically tested to verify its ability to function as part
of the diesel generator unit in accordance with Technical
Specification 3/4.8, surveillance requirement 4.8.1.1.2.

Under normal standby conditions, the Diesel Generator Combustion
Air Intake . Subsystem is inspected at intervals as

9.5-33



TABLE 3.2-1

CATEGORY I STRUCTURES

1. Reactor Building (Shield Building, Steel Containment Vessel,

and Interior Concrete)

2. Auxiliary - Control Building

a. Auxiliary building portion
b. Additional equipment building portion

4. Control bay portion
d. Taste packaging area

3. Condensate Demineralizer Taste Evaporator Building

4. Class 1E Electrical Systems, Manholes, Hardholes, Conduit and
Conduit Banks

S. Diesel Generator Building

6. ERCY Pipe Tunnels and RTST Foundations

7. ERCY Structures

8. North Steam Valve Room

10; A d itiro)D i ne. & ec .-4 1, - 0 .o L e a-f ) n

Revised by Amendment 51
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,1 P. I-2.
gN A\r

dirsile
,Descrivtion

Wooden Plank

Steel Rod

6" Schedule
40 Pipe

12" Schedule
40 Pipe

Weight
(lb)

115

9

287

750

Cross Section Length (ft)

4" x 12"

I" dia

6" dia

12" dia

Horizontal
Velocity
(ftlsec)

27Z

167

171

154

Utility Pole

Automobile

Note:

1124

4000

13-1/Z" dia

6.5' x 4.3'

35

16.5

ISO

194

Vertical velocities of 70 percent of the postulated horizontal velocities
are acceptable except for the I inch steel rod which shall have a vertical

velocity equal to its horizontal velocity (167 fps). These missiles are

capable of striking in any horizontal or downward direction aud at all
elevations.

ID-i ~

4
4
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FOR "7TE ADO-TCo MA L )I-eSeL 6PfiQeA7T-OR

U.'XWZG AM$) ADO7rrrOJAL CATA6ORY I"

T•u.57.TUL-RC AjDeD ,AFTFAF -XVLy 1277

Minimum Wall and Roof Thickness Reouirements
To Resist the Effects of Tornado Missile Imoact

Tornado Intensity
Re•ion

Region I

28-Day
• Concrete

S trength
(PSI)

3000
4000

* .. " *5000

Wall
Thickness
(Inches)

Z3
20
18

Roof
Thickness
(Inches)

is
16
14



TrABLE 3 .7-2 A
(2r&+eria A

DAMrING RAiIoS uSED IN ANALYSIS OF CATEGORY I STRUCTURES,
SYSTEMS, AND COMPONENTS BY TVA

Damping Ratio, P'ercent of

Critical Viscous DampingC:" -, 1/2 5. u td Safe Shutdown
Item Earthquake Earthquake

Steel Containment Vesse±

Concrete Shield Building
and Internal Concrete Structure

Other Welded Steel Structures

Bolted Steel Structures

Other Keinforced Concrete Structures

Bolted or Nailed Wooden Structures

Damping for Determining Amplification
through Soils for Soil-Supported
Structures

Vital. Piping Systems**

5 7.*

2 5"

5 7*

5 7*

7 10"

*Damping value used when stress levels are at or near yield.

**As an option, tar some cases of piping response spectrum seismic
analysis, variable damping of 5% to 10 hertz decreasing linearly to
Z% at 20 hertz and remaining at 2% to 33 hertz was used for both 1/2
SSE and SSE as described in ASME Code Case N-411.

Revised by ,.nendment D5
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nAMPIM; RATI)uS •S,;i IN ANAI.YSIS OF CATfMOR1 I ,TMI•.CIRE.

Sy,.SE)Ci. AN) C))(OWNFT BY TVA

I t em

Steel Containment Vessel

Cou'crete Shield Building

and Internal Concrete Structure

Other Welded Steel Strmctures

Bolted Steel Structures

Other Reinforced Concrete Structures

Damping RatiA. eerceut of

Critical Viscous Dampini

Opero't.1. 13o.sa" Safe Shutdown

Earthquake Earthquake

4 I

Damping for Deter-mining Amplification -

tnrough Soils for Soil-Sapported 
(.

Structures

Piping system, all diameters 
2

gre3ter than 12 inches

Other piping systems

Equipment 2_ 3

"As an option, ior somi cases of piping response spectrum seismic

analysis, variable damping of 5% to 10 hertz decreasing linearly to

Z% at 20 tertz and remaining at 2% to 33 hertz was used for both 1/2

SSE and SbE as described in ASME Code Case N-411.

I I r-i- e'rAbL
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TABLE 3.7-3 w
SUPPORTING MEDIA FOR CATEGORY I ,STRUF C E,

logt-Sopportty St-r-afl-rp

Structures

Shelld Building
Interior Concrete Structure
Auxiliary-Control Building
Steel Containment Vessel

North Steam Valve Room
ERCV Intake Pumping Station

Soil-Supported Stryctures

qhoar Wave Velocity
of Bedrock. fpe

$9005900
5900
5900
5900

Structure

'Diesel Generator
Building

Waste-Packaging Area

Refueling Water
Storage Tank

Foundation
Dimnsion,. Ft.

120 x 95

42 x 84

43 Dismwter

Structure
HeIGht. Ft.

42

Shear Wave
Imbedment Overburden Velocity

Dopth.lFt Depth. Ft. FPS

10 3s ý1650

1650

1008

Pilo Supported Structures

Foundation
Structure Dimension. Ft.

Condensate Demin- 54 x 41

cralizer Waste
Evaporator Building

AdAe6aJ Oi, 53 X 94
GenerafDr 

ub(iý

Structure

59

•3Z

Imbedment
Depth. Ft,

1

12-.

Shear Wave
Overburden Velocity
Depth. Ft. FPS

33

33

Revised by'Amendment 51
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TABLE L -7--Z&I-B
Ab~mo ~ ) rES-L- 6,EoecLX-fJC

ELEMENT PROPERTIES

E = 720,000 k/ft
2

C

Length
Ft

8.875

8.875

6.75

6.75

Are
Ft

788.2

781.3

838.2

834.7

G a 288,000 k/ft
2

C

North-South Motion
Moment of Shear
Inertia, Ft Factor

893,615.0 1.82

864,198.0 1.83

8029469.0 1.84

783,662.0 1.86

East-West Motion
Moment of 4 Shear
Inertia, Ft Factor

315,249.0 3.57

311,198.0 3.58

318,336.0 3.30

315,394.0 3.29

Element
No.

1

2

3

4



TABLE 3 .7-23C

0bMcA'30v- AS -L LAJ1AT ga(Xr6

MASS POINT PROPERTIES

Mass Point
No.

1

102

103

104

105

Total Wt,
Kips

8892.0

1043.0

1820.0

910.0

1538.0

Equipment Wt,
Kips

225

0

50

0

0

Weight Moment of
North-South
Motion

0.1034 x 108

0.120 x 107

0.1214 x 107

0.8153 x 106

0.6527 x 106

Inertia K-Ft
East -West
Motion

70.3574 x 10

0.4440 x 106

0.1043 x 107

60.3337 x 10

0.8979 x 106



TABLE 3.7 -Z.1I

Abbt11opJAW bteES E. rcEA3E4A-TDF ( fbf - C
NORMAL. MODES OF VIBRATION

North-South Motion
Frequency, Hz

East-West Motion
Frequency, Hz

23.08

32.44

Mode
No.

1

2
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S-- Definition of Load TerMs _ -

The following term= are used in the load combinati~on 3e ns for

,. Nrjmal lacds, which are those loads to4 encountered during normal
plant operation and shutdown, include:

D - Dead loads or their related internal moments and e3 including
any permanent equipment loads; all hydrostatic !'Sads; and earth
loads applied to horizontal surfaces.

_. L -Live loads or their related internal moments and forces incl•f.g
any movable equipment loads and other loads which vary wiz :
intensity and occurrence, such as lateral soil pressures.

200 lb/ft2 or equipmet d (floors)
50 lb/ft2 on roof

..

L - Construction live load 50 lb/ft 2

- 0T - Thermal effects and loads during normal operating or shut 4 "-
. conditions, based'on the most critical transient or st -tate sta
condition.

R -Pipe reactions during .normal operating or shutdown conditions,....--
0 o based on the most critical transient or steady-state condition.

. Severe environmental loads include:

E - Loads generated by the OBE.

fW -. Loads generated by the desi.in wind se4 ed for the plant. See
section 3.3,of FSAR.

Extreme environmental loads include:

E' -Load generated by the SSE.

F - Hydrostatic load from design basis flood.

_ W - Loads generated by the design tornado specified for the plant.
Tornado loads include loads due to the rnado wind pressure, and
to tornado-generated missiles.

Where:

-t = w (tornado wind) (see section 3.3 of FSAR). -__ ' s,• C•o.4 •, A.. t•-,A/).(..e* •/ •.0  /so
Wf- (tornado. missile, see table

-- W4 3 'Ill 7.•",fv/ •
__ Wt= W" W m + .

.. "Iw T"-•w"w, 'Wu. • '• •
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L oad C omb inat~ibn s "N:X O I YAc~•TE

K-" Concrete Struc•Jre.

a. For service load conditions, the strength design method was used

and the following load combinations were considered.

. U : 1..4 D + 1.7 L
3. U = 1.4 D + 1.7 L 4 1.7W E

If thermal stresaes due to T and R are present, the followingcombinations were also conasiered. 0

la. U : (0.75) (1.4 D + 1.7 L + 1.7 T o 1.7 R) '2a. U : (0.75) ( 1.4 D 1.7 L. + 1 .9 E ° 1.7 T + 1. ._o_3a . U : (0.75) (1.4 D + 1.7 L + 1.7 W + 1.7 T0 1.7 R
0 0

Both cases of L having its full value or being completely absentwere checked. In addition, the following combinations were
consi dered.

2-'. U: 1.2.D +1.9 . -
L - 3a'. U = 1.2 D + 1.7 Wii "

Where D or L reduce the effect of the loads given above, the6.-- corresponding coefficients were taken as 0.90 for D and zero forL. The vertical pressure of liquids was considereda.as dead loadwith due regard to variation in liquid depth.,----'

b. For factored load conditions, which represent extreme3. environmental, abnormal, abnormal/severe environmental and"abnormal/extree vir tal conditions, the strength designS method w-as used ant-he following load combinations were
considered.

: i. U z D + L'+ T+ R+
5. UoDL+T *R W1-0 0 t

C. Other load conditions:

9. U = 1.4 D 1.4 
-L

10. U = D+ L + F c

Steel Structures

a. For service load conditions, the elastic wrking stress designmethods for Part 1 of the AISC specifications were used and the
following load combinations were considered.

1. S: D+ L -0
-- 2. S D+ L + E

3. S D L+ W L +

] I! 'i I i iS; iI I I .1
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present, the following

or being completely absent,---

owing load combinations were

thermal loads were neglected
and self- limttin in nature

ccobination~s were also oonsiserd:

la. 1.53 aD +L.+T 0 + R 0
2a. 1.53 = D L T + R + E
3a. 1.53 D L +T R + W

_ Both cases of L having its full value
were checked.

- b. For factored load conditions, the foll
considered:

4 5. 1.6S = D + L + T + R E5.1.S = D + L + TO + R° ÷ Wt

-- In the above factored load combinations, I
when it was shown that they are secondary

* and where the material is ductile.

_qUplift, Overturning, Sliding, and Flotation

Notation

The following terms were-used in calcula
overturning, sliding, and flotation:

D,, W, E'l W As defined in sectio
t Lateral earth pressu

F' Buoyant force from d

F_ Fb  Buoyant force from n

Requirements of Category I Structures

" The following minimum factors apply for t

Minimun
I Load Combination Overturning
I-- D + + E 1.5

D .+ H W 1.5
D +H+E 1.1

D + F
D + F b

I I I ,

I i I

n 2.1
re
esign basis flood
ormal ground water .

.he load conditions given. "

: Factors of Safety
Sliding Flotation

1.5
1.5 - --

f..15

1.5

II

tion of loads for uplift,



TA RiBTr*'; 5- 2

FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS

OIESEr. FUFF. OIL STORAGE AND TRANSFER SiUBSYSTEM

M4ade of Operation: I-Hot Standby,2-Startup, 3-power Operatio:i,q-Nnrmal Snutdown,5-Emerqency Shutdownb-Design Basis Event

Component

I. 7-Day supply
tank

2. Transfer pump

Function

Fuel storage
(68,000 gal)

*Mode of 2per.
1 2 3 4 5 6

Transfer fuel from
7-day to day tank

Failure
tAode

Rupture

Fail to run

Fail to
shutoff

3. Check valve Maintain fuel in
suction line through
pump when pump is
stopped

Open

Closed

Method
of Det.

Low level alarm

None

'Uigh fuel oil
level alarm on
day tank

None

None

Effect On
Subsystem Syst.em

Fail-
Loss of
fuel

None-
Redundant
pump

None-
overflow
to 7-day
tank

None

None -
Redundant
pumn and..
check
valve

None-
Redundant
subsystem

None-
Redundnat
subsystem

None-
Pedundant
subsystem

None-
Redundant
subsystem

None-
Redundant
subsystem

receive fuel from alarm on day Cver•r lo D*-'_n• n
tank o-Th-d ay sulrsyste'.r

tank .

Clost- Low level Fail- None- Valve has ual
a a .a-day.N fuel to Redun- override - 'open
tank k-._ dant valve* event-

t.b--..lpow failur.- to

9ay tank I

Day tank 2

Fuel storage
(550 gal)

Fuel storage
(550 gal)

Pupture

Rupture

Low level
alarm on day.
tank

low level
alarm on day
tank

Fail- None-
No fuel Pedundarit

subsyste•r.

Fail-
No fuel

None-
Peduindant
subsystem

*Effects-sarae for all modes of operation

Remarks

'5 ±
33

." ded by .'.men&-ent
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